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Thl" House met at 2:00 p.m . 

1-fr. Speaker in the Chair. 

HR. SPE.AKF.R: 

HR. loiF.LLS: 

The hon. the ~inister without Portfolio . 

Mr . Soeaker, I move the adjournment of this 

llou.se from now, two o'clock , of course, until three o'clock this 

afternoon. 

On !!lOtion the House adjourned until three o 'clock Thursday, 

"fay 20, 1976. 

MR. NRARY: 

HR. SPRAKER: 

MR. \..'ELLS : 

'1R. S'PF.AKF.R : 

Is there any reason for this? 

I do not know. 

~r . Speaker, it will hecome evident at three o'clock. 

The House is now adjourned until three o'clock. 
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The House resumed at 3:00 P.M. 

MR. SPEAKER: I would like to welcome to the gallery on behalf --- --
of all hon. members fifty-one Grade X students from Beothuck 

Collegiate in Baie Verte accompanied by their teacher Mr. Barclay. 

I know all hon. members join me in welcoming these young men and 

women to the House of Assembly. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

STATEMENTS BY MINISTERS 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Premier. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

RON. F. D. MOORES: Mr. Speaker, first of all I apologize for 

the hour's delay in the House today but the events of the last 

couple of days,but particularly this morning, the ' last few hours 

T ictated that some further research and work be done on the statement 

am about to give . And the statement I am about to give, Sir, 

relates to the energy situation as it applies in this Province and 

as it applies particularly with recent negotiations with the Province 

of Quebec. 

We have had, Sir, over the past weeks a great deal 

of work and, I suppose, tenseness,one could say,as regards the 

negotiations with our neighbours in Quebec on the issue of hydro 

electricity, particularly in Labrador, and what a major concern that 

is for the future of this Province and the generations of people 

who will li.ve in this Province in the future. 

For well over a year now we have been holding talks 

with the Province of Quebec, and all during that time it has been 

the position of this government to have a negotiated settlement which 

is obviously more desirable rather than even to be approaching a 

position of confrontation. Mr. Speaker, the options that were 

opened to us from the beginning were, first of all, .Gull Island, and 

after that the reclaiming of power from the Upper Churchill . 

As I have said, Sir, the administration have been 

struggling with its most important decision since we have taken office 

in early 1972. The decision is in relation to the energy resources 

which exist in Labrador, and which at the moment are either under-
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Premier Moores: 

developed or are developed and producing benefits for the Province 

of Quebec. This Province has been trying to initiate a full-scale 

development of the rnlJ T~lanc" project since 1973. Jfow,.ver, because 

of the significant costs involved which are estimated at about 

$2.5 billion, and because of the slowness of negotiations with 

the Federal Government over financing the project, and over the 

uncPrtainties surrounding negotiations with Quebec, most 

importantly, Sir, this particular part, for the purchase of Gull 

Island pm-rer in the early years of its production ,we have reached 

the conclusion that the full project could not be proceeded with. 

A phased approach to the Gull Island project was announced in the 

Fall Budget of 1975. And sinre that date government has been 

forced to consider the option of closing down the Gull Island project 

completely ~ecause of the financial implications involved in the 

proceedings. 

After we had decided to slow down the development of 

Gull Island, Mr. Speaker, then it became obvious that if it had been 

delayed for two years we obviously had to have power during that 

two year period to put over the transmission line,and the only 

source of that power was the developed facility at the Upper Churchill. 

The option vTe had, Sir, other than those two items was 

to install thermal power here on the Island oart of the Provine~ which 

is totally unacceptable because of the cost involved. It also, 

Sir, seems ridiculous to us that we would have to invest an equivalent 

amount of money for thermal installation and operation here, when at 

the same time we were prodn~ing so much hydro power for the benefit 

of nuebec,and very little benefit,if any, to ourselves. 

During the negotiations there was, Sir, a great deal of 

frustration of not being able to make the progress we wanted to on 

behalf of our Province. T]-.e fact was that the more waffling that was 

done, the more indecision shown,meant that it was hurting us all the 

more where Quebec was no worse off because the more proccastinatioD 

there was the least they would be harmed in any manner. 
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Premier Moores: 

lve, Sir, had to make a decision regarding the transmission 

line and the tunnel. These had to be made because of the huge 

am~unts of money that would have to be committed in order to 

keep them going. And to ~ommit that money without having a source 

of enerp.y W<'tll~, tak:ln!Z: :Into cons:lderat:lon negotiations, have been 

irresponsible to carry on just for the sake of carrying on without 

having tried to reach a position to make it meaningful. 

But, Sir, negotiations, I suppose, could be said to have 

bogged down somewhat, hogged down somewhat, Mr. Speaker, when 

we consider the ludicrous demands that were made by the Minister 

of Energy of Quebec, when after a meeting,which I will review in 

a moment, he started to talk ahout the boundary ~f Labrador and 

other such items which,of course,from the very beginning were 

never a matter of negotiation with us. Because, Mr. Speaker, I 

think it is important to point out now that while we were talking 

about negotiation with Quebec, we never 1 ever at anytime planned to 

bargain with Quebec where they would give us something and we 

would give something back. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: 

PRE~IIER MOORES: 

SOHE HON. MEMBERS : 

Hear, hear: 

What we were trying to do, Sir, -

Hear, hear: 

PREMIER MOORES: We, Sir, tried to be as statesmanlike as 

possible and as responsible as possible. We have tried to be good 

neighbours ; we have tried to be good Canadians,because the undeveloped 

rivers of Labrador are still sources of hydro potential which can be 

to the advantage of all Canadians because the people of our Province 

in I .abrador and Newfoundland with the potential that is there could 

never use all that potential for a great deal of time in the future. 

But, Sir, the time arrived yesterday for a firm position 

to be taken for some of the reasons that I have outlined above, and 

I wrote a letter to Premier Bourassa which I will now read into the 

record of the House. I spoke to Premier Bourassa this morning and 

he advised me that if questions were asked he would be making the 

contents of the letter public, so I, Sir, have no qualm about doing the 
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same thing here. It was a confidential document until this 

conversation and now I feel free that we can take our position and 

declare the content s of this letter. 
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Also, Mr. Speaker, it became known that the 

f?uchec -Hydro are havinp, a bond issue in New York and obviously 

the prospectus for that bond issue will be changed as a result 

of this letter. 

!-J'I_HQN.:_ MEl~g_: Province. 

~~-~~R ~qOBY.~~: The Province of Quehec,rather. I might say, 

Hr. Speaker, and I ~dll now actually read the letter into 

the record of the House and I will circulate these copies 

to all members, to yourself, Sir, and to ~embers of the press, 

~~ho would care .to have a copy of it. 

"llononrahle Robert llourassa, Premier of the Province of 

()uebec. Hy dear Premier: It is with some reluctance that I find 

myself in the position of having to write to you, formally, vegarding 

the discussions 1~hich have been taking place over the past several 

months concerning the request of the Province of Newfoundland and 

Labrador for access to power from Churchill Falls. I had hoped 

to deliver this letter personally but as you were unable to arrange 

a time to see me this ~•eek, I felt its contents were of such importance 

to this Province that I have arranged its hand delivery to you today, 

Hedrtesday, Mav l()th, 1076. 

As you know, my Government regretfully concluded last NovE!lllber 

that it could not proceed at that time with the full Gull Island 

project, notwithstanding the fact that a new source of energy was urgently 

required to meet the Province's needs in the 1980's and that Gull Island 

wa~ the ~referred source of such energy. We did, however, make a 

decision that rather than abapdon our efforts to develop Cull Island 

and to build a transmission line, connecting the Island portion of 

this Province to T~abrador and to the Eastern Canadian grtd; we 

should continue with our orip,inal plans but on a phased basis. 

This decision involved postponing all work on the Gull Island 

hydro site but continuing with the construction of the transmission lines 

and tunnel. At that time, my Government stated that the decision 

was conditional upon early receipt of assurances regarding the availability 

of newer, on reasonable terms, from the Churchill Falls and of financial 
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f~R_EJ~.R. ~O_O_RIC_S _:_ support from the Government of Canada. 

Discussions between Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro and 

l!ydro-Quebec, regarding access to the required quantities of 

power from Churchill Falls, were commenced shortly after this decision 

was taken ftnd these discussions culminated in a letter rlaterl January 6th, 

1976, from Nr. Denis Groom, President of Ne~~foundland and Labrador 

Hydro, to Mr. Roland Giroux, President of Hydro-Quebec. In his 

letter, ~1r. Groom formallv asked Hydro-Quebec to provide Nev.•foundland 

and Labrador Hydro with access to power from Churchill Falls, commencing 

January 1st .. 1 '132. As you may he aware, Nev1foundland and Labrador 

Hydro require at least a total of 800 megawatts in order to fully 

utilize one transmission line. 

Following receipt of Mr. Groom's letter, Mr. Giroux and Mr. Groom 

met to discuss Hydro's request and 1n vie~~ o~ its nature, they agreed 

that the til)le had come for this matter to he dealt with at t h e 

rolitical level. This decision resulted in Hr. John Crosbie and 

myself meeting l~ith you and }1r. Cournoyer in Quebec Citv on Honday, 

' 1nrc'• 22nd. 

At our meeting, I emphasized the importance of a very quick respnnse 

from the Government of Quebec and pointed out that my Governmert 

could no lonr,er afford to permit work to continue on the construction 

of the transnission lines and tunnel, in the absence of the necessary 

assurances rep,arding the availability of powe.r from Churchill Falls. 

I als o advised you that lle had been told that these assurances were 

a nrerequisite to any commitment of financial support from the 

Government of Canada. At the conclusion of our meeting, it was 

a greed that )'r. Cournoyer v70uld contact Mr. Crosbie. within four 

•1eek.s, to provide a replv to our request. 

Jt '!as v1ith some consir"erable disappointme.nt that I noted the'· 

va1·ious puhlic statements which were attributed to ~1r. C:ournover durin?; 

the period following 'our meeting and prior to 
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his ~eet:lnf ,.,:fth t·r. rrosb:le. It ~ras clear that these comments 

die! not augur well for the meeting which !·'r. Crosbie was to have 

1vu1 wi.th him and indeed my concern and disappointment were increased 

when l'r. Cournoyer and 1'r. Crosbie met on April 28 and the Labrador 

boundary proposal was formally raised as being the price of access to 

power froM rhurch11J Falls. Durin!' the l!'e.eting rrr. rournoyer did move 

froll' h:l.s c1l'mand thllt the bouncl.ary be changed and instead suggeRted 

th:~t the Prov]nce of Ne~-rfoundland shouid sel 1 to Quebec the land 

compri s1 ng the ~·a tersherls of the five rivers wh:f.ch rise in Labrador 

anti flow throup:h Ouebec into the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Payment by 

Quebec for the land acquired would be by way of a reduction in the 

price that Newfoundland would pay for the power from <hurchill ~alls. 

Tn this connection, ~ ·r. Cournoyer's suggestion was that the price 

should be set at Newfoundlanrl 's cost of provicling the rower from the 

sources on thP Isl11nrl of Newfounrllanc1. This, r•r .• Speaker, proposal 

lv:lS c 1 enrl y <'<lila] ly unacceptable. 

''r. rournoyer 's response to our request for access to power 

from Churchill Falls has placed my Government in a very difficult 

position. l1i>' terr:ltor1aJ c1em11ndR .aTe clearly unacceptable And 

furtheYl"'rc, 1Je are not able to contemplate paying a price for 

rlturc1lil 1 T"~<l J <: pcn,•er I.Jhich i R rel atec1 to our Island replacel!lent 

costs. l'nder these cirC".l\l'IStances, we would obviously be much better 

off saving ourselves the cost of transmiss:'-on and proclucing the energy 

on the Tsl and of Newfoundland. 

At ottl" meeting on March 22nd, I aJJuded to the possibility 

thnt tl•e Provjnce of ~Jepfcnm<'land and Labrador might be forced to 

tnke a o;omewhat ~iffe~ent approach to the question of gaining access 

to power fror r,hurchill Falls, in the event that its efforts to secure 

the co-operation ;md help of Quebec failed. I also stressed my hope 

thl't this ~rouJcl not become necessary~and not'ldthstanr:lnp the response 

we have so f~<r rP.ceived, I continue to hope that an equitable and 

ami.cable arranpement can be concluded. However, it is clearly my 

cluty to t11ke 111 J the steps necessary to ensure that the interests of 
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PPJ:~•mr t'()()?.ES : 

th1.s Province are protec:tE\rl. 1 therefore regret that: the point 

has na.• been reaC'hecl 1.1hen it i!< necessary for Jr.e to be soJre···hat 

~ore specific rer.arding the Alternative approach which ~y Covernment 

j s pre11o. r ec' to t nl<e . 

1'11rinp. r.lte p:u:t sevoral tl()nths, I'IY Government has souAht 

the advice o f 1eral experts rer.arcl1ne the Province's rif!•ts under the 

T,f\N«' ~·,.,lC'h I<'?.S executed on Vay 16th, 1961, hy the Province of Net~foundJancl 

aru' hy C:hnrcl. n l r:~l.l s (Lahr:~dor) r.orporati or> . The st:-.to•tnry LeAse sets 

fort h t hf\ r .-s pect ive rlr,hts :>nd ol)Ji!Ultions of the parties <Jn<! it 

is cleerly <'ne of t!1e pr:fl'lP. c'ocuments :in connect.ion with tbe 

arnnr.em-nt.; .,hich 1-·erc macle ~or th~ developr!'ent of Churchi 11 falls . 

Tro particular, the Province hns reque.stecl. advice as 

to l.tll ri,:O)It<; unclcr f'1ause 2 (e) of Part 1 of the Lease . '!'h:is 

r,l:>, r.P stlltC's t hAt the lessee is entitlecl to - and I e>uote - " the 

ri c:1t Lo ttPnsr:!t throuphout the Province ~ny electric power ~enerated 

n~ n r('sull or rhe hnmeAsinr of the "''hole or any pnrt of the TTpper 

f'hurchil l nn<l ro Pxpnrt frnr.o rho rrovjncc such pl'Wer: Provi<' 4i'c' that 

upo1• tro ri'<PI<':>t o f th<l r.c-vernl'lE!nt consumer<: c>r eJec:tr1cirv In the 

fl rnvt nct' ~h.~J 1 he :aiven pr:!odl'v ~<•here it is fe;~sihle ;ond t>cnno!"jc to 

•'o so'' , cntl of nuote . This advice we have receivec:l indicates that 

the Pnwincr <"~,n exercise its riphts under the T.ease. 

r, ·ric·"' of the feet that my Cove!'IU"ent can no lon~cr 

posrpon!' n •'e~i l' ion on ·~h('ther nr not to continue t->ith tmrk on 

t he cransmjs~~on line ~ncl tu~nel, J a~ ndv1sin~ you thnt unle~s 

'"" rC'ce1v<' " favnotr.:Jb lP. resronse by 'l''onday, ''a:v 3Lst, 197~. to our 

rNmest f or ;:n ntl<'it'tonal ll!)n nega\/lltts of PO'-'et' oy 1982 , t•i!:hout 

prejucUcc t o any otl:er riphts "l' holve. ~~ncl at the saJre cost<: :~s are 

p:-d 11 hy llyrlr("'-I'!Hcbec, T shall have no nl temative -

r.n' !T' llf"'l. ~'IT'Ii.l'S: 

r'~r::•· u:r ~·txwrs: 

'le:tr, hear! 

- h11t to terl"in:tte all 'N'ork on the t ranSlll:! sM on 

1 ires nncl tnr.nel :mel ttl .1nnounC'e insti tlltiol"' Clf the neces!'an· step~: 

tc> "Pt:l· r1 "r I fi c11 tion of our I epal r'ghts, by appropr:fa t e rourt 

'' C'rinn . 
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PT>m'TER l '()OP P.S : 

As T hove ~tnte~ earljer, it is still my ho~e that 

this matter can he rl'sol vec1 in an enuHable and fair manner, 

'~1 th<'ut recour~ to the C'ourts. I 31'1 also mfnrlful of the fact 

t!J:lt any prol onne<l per iot' of l :ltigat ion could be harmful. Once 

nny ri~ht of nccess is established, t he Province could concei vahly 

ev~ntultl.ly take t11e entire out put of f:hur chill Falls . I aJil, ho~<~ever, 

vHlfnr. t<' ncpoti:tte rer.ar~in.r, this Pr ovince's r;fr,ht of access to 

!'hurchill rn11~< rower •·•ith <1 v:lc.., to a fa i rer apportionment of the 

h!'nefits r.o hnth Quebec and Newfoundland. 
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Premier Moores. 

It is also my hope that as part of the new relationship 

which I would like to see established between Quebec and 

Newfoundland, we can agree on the joint development of the rivers 

which are common to both Labrador and Quebec and that we can 

also agree to co-operate in the development of hydro resources in 

Labrador. I am sure that arrangements to do this can be developed 

in a manner Which is beneficial to both our Provinces. 

I look forward to a favourable reply from you by 

May 31st so that this Province can continue with the transmission 

lines and tunnel to bring energy to the Island while we continue 

to discuss and settle the other matters mentioned by me and thus 

avoid a reference to the courts on this matter which cannot o·therwise 

be avoid-ed. Yours sincerely." 

SOME HON.MEMBERS: He11r, l1e11r! 

PREMIER MOORES: Mr. Speaker, as I stated to Premier Bourassa 

this government can no longer postpone the decision on whether 

or not to continue with work on the transmission lines and tunnel, 

nor can it any longer postpone the decision on the future direction 

and even ultimate survival of this Province. We do not want a court 

battle with Quebec over the Upper Churchill contract. We do no·t 

believe that either of the provinces,nor indeed the Canadian nation, 

could benefit from such proceedings. What we do want is a fait 

and equitable distribution of the benefits which are flowing from 

the resources of Labrador to both Quebec and Newfoundland. It is not 

our objective to harm relationships with our neighbours in Quebec 1 but 

rather we want to strengthen them through a united effort by both 

provinces on the joint development of the rivers which are common 

to both Labrador and Quebec, and which can provide cheap hydro electricity 

to not only both provinces but to the Eastern Canadian grid. And 

obviously, Mr. Speaker, the rivers I am referring to are the ones 

with the head waters in Labrador that in fact flow into the Harth side 

of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. 
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Premier Moores. 

What we are dealing with here, Sir, is the future of 

our Province. We cannot allow the hydro resources in Labrador 

to remain undevelope4 whilst this Province has a crying need 

for additional energy ge~eration. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

PREMIER MOORES: Nor cart we stand by and allow the power from the 

Upper Churchill project, which is a fully developed Labrador resource, 

to benefit only the people of Quebec.particularly at a time when 

Newfoundland needs a share of that power to ensure the continution -

SOME RON. MEHBERS : Hear , bear! 

PREMIER MOORES: Mr. Speaker, if I were not to earry out every 

possible option open to the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador 

to increase the benefits from the hydro resear~es in Labrador,then 

I would not be carrying out the major responsibility which my 

government currently faces. We do not look forward, Sir, to any 

sort of confrontation with the Province of ~ebec because we believe 

that this wi11 be harmful to the Canadian ~nfede~ation, and we 

believe, Sir, that in some ways it will be harmful to both Quebec 

and Newfoundland in particular. However, our negotiations to 

date with the Province of Quebec have not been very successful and 

any suggestions from that P~ovince that the Labrador boundary must 

be raised as the price of access to power from Churchill Falls will 

be unequivocably rejected by every single person in this Province. 

SOHE HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

PREMIER MOORES: Mr. Speaker, Sir, it ia our intention to strive 

for a negotiated settlement in an arrangement surrounding the 

Upper Chur·chill contract. However, if a negotiated settlement 

cannot be reached to the satisfaction of the Province of Quebec 

and to our Province, then we will have no choice but to take all 

steps necessary to ensure that the interests of this Province are 

fully protected and that the future of this Province is not jeopardi~ed. 

This is a responsibil!ty which, Sir, I have as Premier of our Province 
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P.remie't Moores . 

and to do otherwise, particularly under current circumstances, 

would be irresponsible, unjustifiable andhistory would record 

that I and my administration had given up on the future of this 

Province because w.e did not have the will and the strength to 

fight for it . !ir. Speaker, this we will not do. 

The fact is, Sir, that in this l etter l. have 

reviewed .with Premier Bourassa what led up to the prese.nt situation. 

we have talked about the legal opinion which, Sir, in fact if 

we never listened to, we should be run out of office because, Sir , the 

fact is that legal. opinion means that we have an obligation to every 

person in this Province to make sure that we get the full benefit 

that that legal opinion brought to a successfu.l conclusion could 

mean to our people. W:e 
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PRFHIER MOORES: 

set out the deadlines and the minimum terms of fte~otiation that we will 

:1ccept. I,Te h.:tvP said that we would rather nep,otiate. But, Sir, we have 

not said that wp woul~ negotiate under any conditions. The conditions 

httvP heen laid out V('ry clearly as to the minimum position we could ta'ke 

1-,efnrP ore sit cloHn nr;a:l.n. 

HR. NJ\fl.RY: l·n1o r;avE' the leral position? -----
PRPIIER MOORES : That will he reviewen in a moment, Mr. Speaker. The fact 

is, S:l,r, that we have an ohligation here. We have an obli~ation for the 

energy position for Canada. But first of all, and most, Sir, we have an 

ohlip,ation to the people of our Province. The ramifications, Mr. Speaker, of 

the position this p,overnment is taking are considerable. We hope that 

by May 31 Quebec will have come up with a position that is satisfactory 

to both of us. That, Sir, will be much more rle*irable than any other 

position. Until we have heard officially we would still rather ne~otiate -

and that, Sir, as I said earlier does not mean bargain - than to take 

nrastic steps, 

Mr. Speaker, I will say now in concludtng that if drastic :!lteps are 

needed drastic steps will be taken. 

SOHZ liON. MEMBF.RS : Hear, hear! 

PRF.}ITER MOORFS: This, Mr. Speaker, is a critical time in our Province, 

not a time to back down or to give in, but rather to take a stand as a people 

for the rights that we must have from our own resources as a people. These, 

Sir, will be difficult times. I call on all members of this House and all 

Newfoundlanders and Labradorians to support their Province on this very 

critical issue. L 
SOME llON. MEMBF.RS : ---; r, bear! 

~!R. SPEAKER: The hon. the Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. F.. ROBF.RTS: Mr. Speaker, the Premier's statement is obviously of 

~the utmost significance to the House of Assembly and,even more importantly, 

to the people of this Province. It is, I think, right and proper that I 

say a few words now, that we all say a few words. But it is difficult to 
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make a measured and a considered response simply because - and I do not say 

this as a complaint. I think in the circumstances it would have been 

unreasonable of me to expect any other treatment - but simply because, 

hy the very nature of the statement,we have not been informed,or I 

suspect could not have been informed, and it is a matter of such gravity 

that I do not want to respond in detail. 

If the gentleman from Twillingate(Mr. Smallwood}, Mr. Speaker, could 

do me the courtesy either to carry on his conversations outside the Chamber 

or to carry them on a little more quietly, Sir, I should be grateful. I 

do not mean to be rude. But I think it is an important matter and I wish 

to say a few things. I am anxious to hear what the gentleman from 

Twillingate(Mr. Smallwood) has to say as well. 

Mr. Speaker, as I have said the matter is of the utmost importance, 

the utmost gravity. I would suspect that the statement which the Premier 

has just made is as important a statement as has ever been made in this 

House of Assembly by any Premier, -

SOME RON. MEMJIERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. ROBERTS: - by any Premier of the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador 

or by the Dominion of Newfoundland which preceded us. Let me, Mr. Speaker, 

make three points which I think are relevant in an initial response to 

this very important matter. First of all, Sir, the people of the Province 

of Newfoundland and Labrador need power, need electric power. It is the 

duty of the government to provide that power. We do not need to debate 

that. I think we can all accept that. It is one of the fundamental duties, 

not the most fundamental perhaps, not as fundamental as the protection of 

law and order, but it is a fundamental duty of the government of this 

Province. If the government of this Province do not take all steps within 

their power to achieve that goal they have failed in their duty. It is 

equally clear, Mr. Speaker, that the government of the Province of Quebec 

has been speakin~ and acting in a spirit contrary to that of Confederation, 

a spirit contrary to that, -

SOME RON. MEHBERS: Rear, hear! 
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to understand that the r.overnment of nuebec or any government of any 

province would 
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take such an attitude. But the Premier's letter and what he 

has told of his conversations with Mr. Bourassa, and his 

minister's conversations with Mr. Bourassa's colleagues, makes 

it crystal clear that the Government of the Province of Quebec 

apparently feels not only no obligation to approach the need 

of this Province for power in a reasonable and fair-minded 

manner, but indeed, Sir, are trying to take advantage of us 

to extort an unreasonable and an unreasoning price for access 

to a resource which after all is ours. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear~ 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Speaker, I think those are two. points 

which must be made. And let me make it quite clear, speaking for 

my colleagues and for me, and I am sure I speak for all on this 

side and for all in this Province,because I think everybody in 

this Province would ap,ree that whatever steps must be taken 

should be taken and the people of this Province will support 

those steps, Sir. 

Mr. Speaker, the other point which I 

wish to make is one which requires a great deal more discussion~ 

but I wish to make it because I think, Sir, that this announcement 

today by the Premier shows the complete bankruptcy and failure 

of the government's policy with respect to the development of 

the Churchill Falls and the Lower Churchill. I think it is a 

complete and an titter failure and I think, Sir, that this House 

and this Province have been labouring under misapprehensions 

for two years past. I do not think we have been given the 

information we should have been given and I do not think we have 

been given the information we were entitled to· have. Sir, this 

House voted and I voted, as a member of this House, to support 

the government's policy to take over the Upper Churchill, the 

equity position, and to buy back the rights to the Lower Churchill 

on the assurance and with the clear understanding that the 
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MR. ROBERTS : development of the Lower Churchill was 

both possible and feasible and that it would r,o ahead without 

delay. 

}lR. RO'IIffi: That is right. 

MR. ROllERTS: That was two years ago, l>fr. Speaker, and 

now hundreds of millions of dollars later, hundreds of millions 

of dollars spent or committed, it turns out, Sir, that that 

promise and that assurance was an illusion. It was ill-founded 

or totally unfounded, What we have seen, Sir, ts a bankruptcy 

of policy. 

MR. NEARY; The member for St. John's East, (t~r. 

Marshall) was the only .one who told us. 

MR. ROBF.RTS: Th~ money is gone and the power which we 

must have is no closer to being available today than it was two 

years ago, and now we are embroiled in what will be a long and 

costly and difficult court action with the government of a 

sister nrovince, I shall support that court action but I think, 

Sir, that WP. are in a pretty position today due to the way in 

which this r,overnment, Sir, have handled this matter. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

T call to the hon. gentleman's attention 

the rule ·~ith respect to comment on Ministerial Statements and 

that those who are entitled to comment are ltmited to comment 

or questions of explanation, but the rules do not allow debate. 

The hon. the Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. ROBF.RTS : Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I am grateful 

for your rulinp,, Sir, and I shall heed it. 

1rr. Speaker, I think it is imperative, Sir, 
\ 

that the r,overnment 1who are responsible for the business of the 

llouse on every day except on Wedflescl.ay, should immediately set 

aside whatever other business will be called today, which would 

normally be the debate on the budget, and should immediately 

provide for and carry out a debate on the Premier's announcement 

so that every hon. member who wishes to speak may speak. I think 
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fR. ROBERTS : that we should get a fuller disclosur e 

of the facts. I b~lieve we are entitled to that and I should 

like to hear, Sir, you know, 1 think the Premier should soeak, 

and the ministers concerned should s~eak, and I think gentlemen 

on this side should speak, because, Sir, I believe this matter 

should be debated and should be debated this d;~y. 

)1R. ROI"E: Rear, hear ! 

KR.. ROBF:RTS : Mr . Speaker , let me conclude by saying, 

Sir, that every Newfoundlander and every Labradorian feels as 

stron~ly as do I or as does the Premier on the subject which he 

raised today. The government will not find any citizen of this 

Province, Sir, from trepassey to Main or from Cape Spear to 

the Bill of Cape St. Geor~e, who will not stand firmly behind 

them in doin~ whatever must be done to protect and to defend 

and to advance our rights . 

SOMF. RON. MEMllERS : Hear, hear! 
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Mr. Roberts. 

Every Newfoy.ncllander, Mr. Spt;!aker, and every 

Labradorian feels that way. But, Mr. Speaker, we must be 

careful. This is a tt&e for cool heads. We all feel strongly, 

Sir . Every man in this House today feels strongly, and every 

man in this House today feels so strongly, Sir, that we will take 

any step. I think, Sir, but we must be very careful as a House of 

Assembly,and the government in particular must be careful as a government. 

It is time, Sir, for courage, for resolution, a ti&e for cool and 

reasoned and rational couna*l, not a time, Sir, for blind-headed or 

bullheaded, emotion. It is a time, Sir, to take all of the people 

into our confidence, to tell all of the people all of the tmuth, and 

then say to our people,"Let us stan<! together in what is a great 

cause,the cause for which ~ery Newfoundlander and every Labradorian 

will stand and will take whatever action is necessary and whatever 

action is appropriate. ' ' I say, Sir, for the men and women who sit · 

with me on this side,that we shall not flinch. Whatever action the 

government take, if we are convinced it is in the best interests 

of this Proiiace,we shall support it. We shall support it. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear , hear! 

MR. ROBERTS: And furthermore, Mr. Speaker, if the govemument, 

Sir, feel t hat they need the support of this House - and I believe 

they should seek that support - we stand ready, Sir, to lend our 

support in this House or outside. Whatever action must be taken 

should be taken. Mr. Speaker, it is a great day in the history 

of Newfoundland, a great day in the history of Labrador. The question 

now, Sir, is whether we can make it into a great day that will benefit 

the people of our Province, I believe we can, Sir, and I believe 'tile must. 

We on this side, Sir, shall do our part. Thank you. ) SOME HON. MEMBERS: llear, hear: 
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HR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Twillingate. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Mr. Speaker, Sir, the heart of the Newfoundland 

~ people I believe will beat in complete unison with the heart of the 

Premier. I believe that the people of this Province, to the 

last man and the last woman and the last child,will be with the 

government thoroughly, whole-heartedly, with enormous,fathomless 

enthusiasm and patriotism. Not only that but I believe that in this 

showdown, if it becomes a showdown,and it is the beginning of a 

showdown, a very proper one, a very legalistic one, going to court 

if necessary, that in this showdown not only will the people of 

Newfoundland be whole-heartedly and unanimously behind the government, 

but the people of Canada will, all across Canada. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SMALLWOOD: The people of nine provinces all but unanimously 

will support Newfoundland in this, and a large number in Quebec. 

What the government are asking is so modest, 

so reasonable. Under the contract made by Churchill Falls Power 

Corporation with Hydro-Quebec, under that contract, something a bit 

below half a million horsepower of the electricity and shipped off 

to Quebec can be brought back. In other words, not shipped, it can 

be retained in the Province here. But the government want a bit 

more than that. They feel that half a million or four hundred odd 

thousand is not quite enough. They need somewhere around one million 

horsepower. Out of the seven million being generated by the Upper 

Churchill, they want one-seventh. They do not want it as a gift. 

They do not want Hydro-Quebec to make a donation to this Province of 

our own power,even though Hydro Quebec will have bought it and paid 

for it at a bargain price. It was not such a bangain price when 

the price was set away back there, when oil was $1.25 a barrel. But 

it turned out to be a bargain price. But they own it, they bought it, 

they are paying for it at a bargain price. But the Government of 

Newfoundland says to Hydro-Quebec, to its owners, the Government of 

Quebec, the Premier of Quebec, the Newfoundland Governments says, 
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1lr• Smallwood. 

"Look, we have a legal right under the contract to something close 

up to half a million horsepower. That is not quite enough. We 

need a bit over one million horsepower, roughly one-seventh of 

this hydro energy. We need it, and we need it badly, and indeed 

if we do not get it, we have to abandon an announced plan of ours, 

the announced plan being to build a tranmission line from the 

Upper Churchill down to the Lower Churchill and then down to the 

Strait ~f Belle Isle,and then across underneath the Strait of 

Belle Isle and then down the West Coast of Newfoundland to Deer Lake 

and then across here to St. John's. That is our plan. We have 

announced it. But we cannot go ahead with it. We have to .abandon 

that, because it would never pay us to spend a couple of billions, 

a couple of thousand million dollars to build such a transmission 

line and tunnel as that for the sake of a half a million hoEsepower. 

That would be the most expensive electric hydro generated electricity 

in the world. So we will have to abandon our plan unless you, Quebec, 

will reasonably sell us at the same price that you are paying for it, 

witho~t making any profits for youwselves out of us, out of it, sell 

us that extra half million or six hundred thousand to bring us up 

to a total of somewhere around a million horsepower." 

Now for the Newfoundland Government to say that 

to the Quebec Government is as reasonable,as modest, as fair a 

thing that any government can say to another, especially when it is 

said by the government that is the host to the power itself at 

Churchill Falls. The Newfoundland Government are the hosts. This 

is in our Province. It is on our sacred Newfoundland soil in 

Labrador. And when the government of that sacred soil says to the 

next door neighbour, "Look, we would like to have back, and we will 

pay for it , and we will pay the same as you are paying, we would like 

to have that so we can go ahead with our prograliDIIe," that is as modest 

a thing as could be said. 
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Mr. Smallwood: 

Now I negotiated with Quebec for seventeen 

years with several Premiers,and so more perhaps than any member 

of this House I can feel for the present Premier in his dealing 

with the same pr~vince, a different Premier. It is the most 

maddening, it is the most infuriating, it is the most exasperating, 

i .t is the most unendurable experience a Premier of a sovereign 

Province can have in Canada,to deal with the Premier of Quebec in 

any matter where Quebec's own selfish,interests are at stake. You 

are up against a complete stone wall, impervious, immovable, thoroughly 

selfish, no Canadian patriotism. That is a laugh, that is a joke in 

their eyes. What serves Quebec is all that matters. That is 

all that matters. Nothing else matters. Does it serve Quebec? 

Is this the best for Quebec? Can Quebec squeeze another inch or 

another ounce for itself? Thoroughly,wholly, completely, exclusively, 

selfish! I found that out in seventeen years of bitter negotiations. 

The Premer is now finding it" out. And so I have good reason to 

sympathize with him,though I disagree heartily,and have from the 

beginning,with the whole mad idea of the Newfoundland Government 

going out and borrowing, you know, the best part of a couple of 

hundred millions to buy Churchill Falls, to buy the company that 

owned the shares. To me that has been madness. It is still madness 

to me. But that is not the point. The point is that the Newfoundland 

Government, the sovereign government of the territory where the power 

is,goes reasonably to its next door neighbour and says, "Look, you know, 

we can have half a million without any argument. Look, let us make 

it a million, a bit more than a million, and this is the reason, Here 

is what we are doing. Here is what we want to do. We have announced it 

publicly . If you do not do this, you are going to shame and disgrace us!' 
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IT. <; PALT.HOOn: 

And I say, "No! Give ns 11,00(1 ndJeF; of your terdtor.y in Labrador. 

C:h;mre the h0rcler of T.ahraclor. Pent us some ] and :l.n T.ahrcodnr :• 

H)~ . 110~- Clvf'r our read hoc1y , 

Yes, over every Ne,vfoundl anner' s c:1eacl boc1y. 

now tl1e rovernMent say we are going to court. Well, r.ocl 

heJp us that <>e s hould have to go to court! But perhaps '"Ye h a ve 

r;ot to p:o to court. The T'reTTder has told us he is goinr; to court, 

roi.nr, to st•c in the courtR of r.anacla a~ to what our rights are, 

r,ett:lnr. power hack , Phat are o11r rights under the contract, the contr;~ct 

hrtwe e n JT yrlrn-fluebC'c on the nne hand and Churchill Falls Power 

Corporation on tl1e othC'r. C:hnn:hill FallR PoHer C:orporat1on :Is now 

mvnerl prill'.~ri 1 y hy thP Newfound] and Government. 

~<r.. c:rnsnrE : Tt :IR a le;~se. 

~11 rir;ht, a lease. Okay, a lease. They are p;oinr; 

to s ue to see •1!1<1t their rjghts are. Now I do not mind say:lng, ''r. 

Speaker, that T h ;\Ve alreac1y expressed privately to the . government, or 

t.o <1 very pm•erful. minister of the government - and I have no rlo11bt 

tl1erehy inclirectly to the Pre111ier - I have expressed this opin:lon, 

that if ~·r. ncmrassa says no, :lnsteac:1 of going to court '"hat I wou] d 

,1o 1 s come :Into th:l s !louse with a piece of legislation ask :!nr, this 

Honse to enact :It into Jat-J, p:et the Lieutemmt-Governor to s:l.gn it 

at1d make it the soverei p-n law of this Province , that the po~Ter shippec1 

out of the Province from r.hruchHl Falls shall. be shipped out less 

one m:lll:lon horsepmver,if one l"iJlion is the amount neederl,or one 

anc1 a t']t•arter mil 1 ion, whatever is the amount that :l.s needed to justify 

th:ls proposecl transmiss1nn l:fne. 

~OI~E H.::'_N-'- T·o/.}'1\ERS: Hear, hear! 

ltr,. S' 'ALV .. JOOD: T. ~muld pass it here as a lilt-' in this House. 

:•low, >'1•at td11 Quebec do then? 

~-p. . 'llf.AJ'Y: The lawyers -

Let them go to court . J,et the"' he the ones to f?:O 

t·o court. T.et this Jlouse say, 1 mill:l.on horsepower that shall not 
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~'P. S1'AJLl•lnOn: 

J eave Newfoumlland. "ernember this House could pass a law - I wouJ c:l 

not recommend it - nationalizing the who)e thing. But if we were to 

national:!_ze it and the contracts expired or were cancelled ,then where 

is the money corning from every month, where is the power going to be 

sold, where is the money coming from to pay the interests on the 

frightful, the fearsome bond issue that had to be solrl to raise the 

capHaJ to bui)d jt in the first place? 

~11'. NF.AJlY: Let them take us to court. 

It would be maclness 1 it seems to me, to nationalize 

it. That 'l.•ou1cl be the last stratJ that tmuld destroy NewfouncUand or 

!':e>wfottndlancl's cred:l.t. But it ~~ould not destroy Ne~rfoundland's 

credit j f this House at the government's request were to pass a 

la~J saying tl'at the po~Jer that goes out may contj_nue to go out at 

the prjce at l•.flich it was arranp:ed to go out, all that can go on 

hut 1 ll'i J 1 ion horsepov7er of :i. t does not go out. And the Nem'oundland 

r,overnment or NewfoundJ.and Hydro will pay for it,the same price that 

Jfydro-()uebec is paying for it. Now this House will pass that. 

\)e•,foundland vJil] back it. All C:anada 1.rill back it and you can perhaps 

!';et the result not hy goinp: to court but by just passing legislation 

hP.re. 

'"'·· NEArY: \.Thy can vie not (lo that? 

~m. CF!'SBTF.: It is 11ltra vires. 

' 'T' SI'..AJ,LT·100J1: It :Is ultnt v:lres of l•'hO!'l or of what? 

"r. r.rosJHE: This legislation. 

l'P. SI'A!.L'<OOJ1: This legislation if we enacted it would be ttltra 

vires of !•'hat? 

"" rl'OSB !.l': The courto would knock around that. 

This House is sovereign j_n matters of property and 

cjvjl rir,hts. It is sovereign. It is above all the courts in Canada. 

It is ahove the parliament of Canacla. It is above the p;overm'lent of 

C;marla. "'h j s House is absolutely sovereip;n in Newfoundland in matters 

of property "nd civil dp:hts. It is sovereif!n. If it passes a law 

snyjng t11At 1 m:lllior of that horsepower shaH not leave this Province, 
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that is a sovereign Jaw. I flo not think anybody can question it. 

llowrver, ''r. ~pe>aker, it may be I am no lawyer, I am no constitutional 

autl1ority. I have no res he to rub in anyth:l.ng I have alreacly said 

;mel I ••ill not repeat it, 1ohat I think about the whole :f clea of taking 

over r.hurchill ralls to begin ~T:Ith. But no~T that has been done. Nm• 

1ve are up arai.nst a practical problem. 

I ~Cant the PrPmier to know that this little group - the 

Leacler of the npposition has tolcl the Premier about his much larger 

group - I want hill' to kno•• that therefore everybody on this si.de of 

the Tlouse,as everyborly on that s:f<'e, this House is unanimous as I 

helieve the Ne~rf6uodlancl people 1·•1lJ be when they hear about this, 

unanimous I".S I believe the vast majority of r.anarla' s 24 millions 

will be unanjmous in backinp, the government in fighting for 

0 0 0 

l"r. Speaker, I would l:lke to ma.J<.e a l·'inis terial 

ftat~ment if I may. 

I:P. . SPEAKE'!>.: The hon. gentleman by leave h"s reverted to 

~linistedal Statements. 

The hon, l"'inister of Forestry ancl /lrriculture. 

Just a short one. Last night I w;;.s out in Grand 

ralls and T thoup;ht the members of the House would lil<e to know the 

results of it. I think it is a matter of courtesy. I am pleased 

to announce last night the signjng of an agreement with Price (Nflcl) 

" ith respect to t:lmber rights in the )'coney !Hock on the Gre~t 

Northern Peninsula. The agree-nt represents nearly two years of 

cl:iscussions :mel negot:iat:lons with Price officials. It was s:lgnecl 

last n:l y.ht at rran<1 Falls, that was at a press conference. Sign in? 

on behalf of the Pr:f ce Company was the president, t~r. Charles TittemBre 

and the ne'l) y electecl cha:l rman of the board of Price (Nfld). l'r. 

!rani< " ynn of !'t, John's. 
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1:r. r.OTTSSFATJ: 

The agree!l'ent grants to government exclusive cuttjng rights 

of 400,000 cords of t1wber which may be cut over an eight year period. 

Covermnent has agreec1 to p;~y Prf ce stumpage at the rate of $1.50 

per cord for softwood pulp'I-'O~d and $3.00 per thousand board feet 

of softwood aawlogs and the stumpage for hard\~ood would be one 

half the stumpage rate of softwood. The }'ooney Block which is 

located in the central part of the Great Northern Peninsula consists 

of 120,000 acres of productive forest land and contains nearly 

2 million cords of timber. 

The :.greement exemplifies the sort of co-operation that 

can he achieved "'ithin the spfrH of the government forest policy. 

1\ssent:lally the ap;reement came about because the timber in question 

is surplus to the present needs of the Price Company. \l!h:!le the 

agreement fs for eight years only the company has indicated to me 

the :.p.ree~ent may be extended as long as the timber is not required 

bv the Price Company pulp and paper mill at Grand Falls. The timber 

on the "ooney Block in the ITicinity of Hawkes Bay represents one 

of the options available to the government and it is a long-term 

solution to the wood supply problem of the Newfoundland Forest 

T'rodncts mill :In 'lawkes Bay. The pulpwood :i.n the area represents 

a sort of wood supply for Labrador Linerboard. 

Agreement has been reached with Bowaters with respect to 

the sharing and use of the existing forest acc.ess road :In the Hat~kes 

!lay aren. ''v offj ci als are preparing tender clocnments for new forest 

accesR roads wh:fch w1J l open titnher on the Mooney Blocl-'. Th1.s is 

the first agreement ach1eved as a result of the povernment 1 s forest 

pol :1 cy on managel!lent and util f zat:fon of the forest resources and 

my c1epartment :Is imrolvecl in intensive discussions and negotiations 

tdth Bnt·N•ters and other areas that may he surplus to that companies 

needs. And 1 expect to be making an announcement on this in the 

very near future. 

F.ear, hear! 
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POTH'ES Ol' W'TTm! : 

Tl,e hon. l'inister of l":!nanr.e. 

''r. Speaker, I gi.ve notice that I v111 on tnl"orrow 

af'k le10ve tn jntronuce a hiJl, "An Act To !tat:!fy, r.nnftrm And Adopt 

!In Agree!'lent "ar1e Ret~·reen The rovernment And The r.overnment (If r.;madR 

Respecti.np T'ri ce Jl.nd Income r.ontroJ s." (No. 59). 
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t~n_. __ SJ'_l\~ER: The hen. Learler of the Opposition. 

~~· _RQ_ll_E_R:r~ Thank you. 

>ffi. DOODY: I want to table this. 

~~~· __ RQ_B£RT_S_:_ If the hon. gentleman wishes to ta~)le something 

I am quite. 

MR . SPEAKER: I recognized one hen. gentleman. 

'1R. RORERTS : Hr. Speaker, I thank the minister and now I will - - - .. - .. -

go ahead and ask my question;, and I will doubtless have some 

more. I may say for the minister's information that I have 

had about eighteen phone calls last night and today from 

~neorle who did not get the raise,and one of them was not from 

· the gentleman in Treasury Board who got the $7,500 raise down 

there. 

Mr. Speaker, my question is for the Premier and of course 

it grows out of his statement, Let me say I have a number of 

questions. Are we going to have a debate on it todav? If l>e 

are I would refrain from the questions and raise them in dehate. 

PREMIER MOORES: If I could comment on that, Mr. Speaker. I 

7 would like to have a debate on it today, but I think it would be 

improper until we have actually heard officially from Quebec 

what the position is and at that time it certainly should be 

<lis cussed. 

~.~O~F~T_:'>_· Hell, Mr. Speaker, I disapree with the Premier's 

opinion. nut I mean that is as far as we can go on that point. 

I ' ' auld like the Premier, Sir, to tell the House how much money 

the government through Hydro have spent or committed as of a 

current date in respect of the Lower Churchill project~ 

MR. SPF..AKER : The hon. the~ - - -- ---
PREMIER MOORES: Mr. Speaker, I have not got the information with 

'me now, but certainly it is relevant.. But I think it would be relevant 

for the dehate as to what is being involved as opposed to just 
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l'IR. ROBF.RTS- Hell, Mr. Speaker, a number of supplementaries, 

1•ell a supplementary can have a number of f)arts, The Premier 

may. want to take them all as notice. I want to know, Sir, hmv 

lonr, it w:l.ll take to wind down the project if in fact it winds 

rlown? Hm-r much it IVill cost us to ~et out of it to the extent 

that we can get out of it? In other word~at c~tme~ there 

are and 1•hat further costs must be incurred? 

}fR. SPF.AKER: The hon. Premier. -- - ·-· -- ---

K_~~MI_F.~ _!:!:OQ~_s_-_ Mr. Speaker, as I said ori~inally, I think that 

it qualifies all under the same thing because there are a lot 

of questions to he asked. There are a lot of questions to be 

answered. And on the whole subject,! mean as I said,! would 

en.1ov a dehate on it very much but the fact is, Sir, I think 

until we have heard officially from Quebec as to what their 

position is on our letter, I think it would be wrong to bring 

np just segments of a total picture,which is so important. 

I:!.~·2!Y-.¥!!.~ The hon. memher for L~oile followed bv the hon. 

member for Burgeo- Bay d'Espoir . 

HR .. . ~LE~R_:I'_:_ Mr. Sp2aker, would the hon. Premier tell the House 

From whom the government received the legal advice in this 

particular matter, the legal advisers to the government? 

Has it the government's mrn legal advisers or did the government 

seek outside legal advice? And would the Premier also indicate 

to the House Hhy it is not possible, I saw the Premier nodding his 

head when mv friend from ~~illingate (Mr. Smallwood) spoke, why 

it is not possible for us to legislate in this House to take the 

1 million horsepower that 1ge need ;~.nd let Quebec sue us instead 

of us suing Ouebec? 

~~-- S_P EAKE.!_l._: The hon. Premier. 

P~~~_MpORES~ On the second part of the question first, Mr. Speaker, 

it has been the advice we have received and it is something that 

1ve should discuss further. It is ultra vires to n;~ss provincial law 
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PRE!1!_E_R MOORES:_ when you are dealing with inter-provincial trade 

and this is what you are talking about here,and there has been 

several cases of that previously. 

The first part of the hon. gentleman' s question is that 

our own solicitors with the department and a very reputable 

firm in Canada. I do not think until such time as we actually 

file documents, which would not be until we have heard back 

officially from Quebec, and that I think would be wrong to 

start once again bandying around these names until actual 

action is started. 

~--N~J\RY : A supplementary, Sir. 

~-- E'.EAKEJS A supplementary. 

MR. r"EARY: Do I understand correctly from the Premier 

that we do now have a firm outside the Province under contract 

to advise the government in this matter, is that my understanding? 

!~~~MOO~E~ Yes,we have already received their full opinion, 

~ Mr. Speaker, and substantiating the position we have taken. 

HR._ N~J_:__ Then. Mr. Speaker, supplementary; would the Premier 

he prepared to table the opinion of the legal advisers to the 

government in the House? 

~~- _SPE/I!.E;_R_:_ The hon. Premier. 

~l!:E~l_l~ J1QORES: Mr. Speaker, on behalf of the people of the Province, 

I t~ould suggest that that would be much better done in a court 

case rather than before the House. 

~ffi. SPEAKER: -- - - - -- - The hon. member for Burgeo - Bay d'Espoir. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, to the Premier and on the same subject 

arising out of his statment earlier today, I am interested in the 

1 telephone conversation he had with the Premier of Quebec this 

morning . Hould he indicate who initiated the conversation, the call, --------and whether we can assurre it was in response to his letter to 

Mr. Bourassa~ and also if so whether he is in a position to brief 

the House- on what Mr. Bourassa's initial reaction might have been 

to the contents of his letter to Mr. Bourassa? 

MR. SPEAKEJ!.: The hon . Premier. 
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T ll'e<lnt to mention in t'l,, statE>.ment, T thoup,ht I han, but the call '~"'"s from 

~'r. P,onr<lssa to myse 1 f. It was obviously in response to thf' Jetter because 

of the fact that 0nehec have a loan pendinp: in New York which is now being 

rle 1 a yen somN~hi!t, to say the ] Past. 

r•R. £0llERTS: ~!r. nour;u;sa advised that the substance of the Premier's 

~\letter ~ublic? 
rRn1Tl'.R HOORF'S: \.1el 1, this was the second part that I was poinp.: to refer 

to. Tie ment:ionPr1 that for political reasons if he was askerl questions 

he woulcl havP to answer on behalf of the people of Quebec and OuebPc's 

nosi t ion. That bein!' tho:- case T felt free this afternoot" to !'la.ke the 

~tntemcnt J clicl. Paving not had that call I would have waite.d until I 

had his official reply. Bt't as the poss:l.bility waa there that Premier 

Tlnur<~ssa '~as p:oing to be clivulginp: the content of this letter ,and said 

that he intenrler1 to , then I had no qualms about doinF; it here. As a 

m<~ttf'r of fact T t-r<1s ~lad of the opportunity to he able to do it. 

~m. SPEAKER: A ~nppl ementarv. The hosa. member for llurgeo-Jiay d 'Espotr • 

HR. STHW)NS: . ~ supplementary. A part of my question also related to 

lJh:lt m1 p;h t hi!VE' been Premier Rourassa' s reaction • Is the 'Premier in a 

position to niscuss now in the ~ouse what Mr. Rourassa's initial reaction 

to the re~uest containin~ the letter was? Or may I say it another way: 

Is the Premier here optimistic that he is going to get any kind of a 

favourable response hy the neadline of ~fay 31? 

MR. SPF.AKER: The hon. the Premier. 

PRF.Mll\R MOORES: I have, no idea, Fr. Speaker. I have no reason to state 

"'f what the opinion is of Ouebec. They have not stated it. Their lawyers 

are obviously meeting and their economists and a few other people. They 

~re ohviously ~nin~~: to he as involved in the procenural,and the ramifications 

of this particular approach as we are , and .1 ust having received the letter 

yesterday, other th11n havin11: got it to his financial people in New York 

vesterrlay afternoon, shortly after having received it, and the ramifications 

of the parljicul ar bond 1ssue now that they are pendin.p: raising in New York, 
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other than that obviously it is a time now for their legal people and, 

as I say, economists and others to ~et together just to see what the 

ramifications are. I do not think we will hear officially until Quebec 

has made up its mtnd. I do not think they have yet, Mr. Speaker. 

~!R. SPEAKER : A supplementary. The hon. member for Burgee-Ray d'Espoir. 

HR. SP~ONS: A further supp]ementary. Is the Premier in a position 

to indicate whether he and }!r. Bourassa discussed the possibility of 

meeting on the matter between now and the end of the month, a meeting 

between him as Premier and the Premier of Quebec on this subject before 

the end of the month? 

MR • SPEAKER : The hon. the Premier. 

PRF.MIER MOORES: I did not, Mr. Speaker. I endeavoured this week to 

visit with Premier Bourassa to deliver this letter,but he was busy and 

time would not allow for an appointment. But, Sir, I can assure the House 

and Premier Bourassa as well that if he wants to discuss it I will be here 

until the thirty-first. 

SOME RON. MEMRF.RS: Hear, hear! 

~1R. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Twillingate. 

HR. SM.ALLWOO~: Mr. Speaker, by the way, that is about as, insulting an 

offence of a position as one Premier could take towards another - he is 

too busy to receive him. That is Quebec-for you~ That is not 11hat I 

rose to ask. l,lould the Premier consider that it would be helpful to him 

and to the ~overnment and to Newfoundland if this Rouse were today to pass 

a resolution? If it were introduced it would pass unanimously ., There 

is no doubt in that. Once before in our history we passed something in 

the House and we did it uniquely by standing vote. We could add something 

to ·tt. I saw a resolution adopted in the House of Gammons once by standing 

vote and they stood and sang "Oh• Canada". Now we have a song. I would 

like to shm~ all Canada that this House, to show all Canada that never was 

a ~overnment of any Province more ardently and unanimously supported than 

the present government are in this matter,by the Rouse and by the people 
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of 'cwfnundland, a resolution unanimously adopted hy standing vote and 

then sinr. "r.ocl r.unrd TheP. Ne~foundlancl" . Now that is not a court action. 

Rut thinps nre not alw<tys won - the court of public opinion is p,oinp, to 

pl<ty"" awfully hip. part in this. If Quebec is shown in the eyes of the 

world to he in the wron~, and that is not too difficult to do,and it could 

start right here in t his !louse this afternoon. t do not want to move it. 

tf the Premier thinks it is a p.ood idea somehotiy could move it. 

_l!R. SPF.AJCI\R: 

!lR. R. WELLS: 

The hon . ~'inis ter without Portfolio. 

I think, Mr . Soeaker, it '~ould be a good idea. I 

would t:tke J.t that H wp have the indication that it would be unnni.mous and 

141thout rlchate, fine. "But if it is going to be a hassle then it would be 

pointless. ~ut If it could be unanimot~, by all means . 

~Ill . Pi"'ll'f':RTS: ~'ell , ~r. Speake ,.., for our part t can say neither an ''aye" 

OT" a "n:w" until T see the text of any resolution. J nmy s;~y T rio not 

~now in what r.oorl voice the government are, but there are some of my 

cnlleap,ues , Si r , it would rio little to have them sinr. anythinp, . llut if 

rhf.' llnusl' T.P.aders wi.sh to meet to consult on a resolution we are quite ready, 

S iT" . '"y col.lear.ue, the gentleman from Trinity-Ray de Verde(1-fr. P. Rowe) 

w:f.JJ he ou1te hapny to holrl himself available at any, time for such a 

mt>eting . 
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Mr. Roberts: 

I do not know what about the non-debatable part, I want to debate 

this matter and to debate it urgently,but at the same time I would 

not suggest to my colleagues that we stand in the way of an 

expression of feeling if that is of some value to the government. 

But let me suggest as a gloss upon the suggestion made in the 

question asked by the hon. gentleman from Twillingate (Mr. Smallwood), 

and this was a supplementary question of course, Mr. Speaker, to 

the question, that we might be much further ahead in view of the 

fact that today is the twentieth and it is the thirty-first before 

Premier Bourassa's letter cachet, the letter of the French kings 

arrives here that we might try to have a debate and by agreement 

limit the debate to a day or two or three so that we have some 

prospect of concluding the debate before the appropriate time. 

I want to debate the matter. I am very anxious t~ debate 

it. And I do not agree with the Premier's view, but I cannot argue 

~Jith that now. At the same time I will not stand in the way nor 

will my colleagues, Sir, of -

MR. SMALLWOOD: The hon. gentleman -

MR. RORERTS: ------- A further supplementary again, Mr. Speaker. 

A further sunplementary from down here? 

MR. SMALLWOOD: No. I just want to ask the hon. gentleman a 

question. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well if that is in order. -

MR. SMALLWOOD: Why is -

MR. ROBERTS: Well all right 

SOHE liON. ME..."!BER : By leave. 

MR. SPEAKER: By leave. 

MR . SMALL\~OOD : Why be sticky? 

The hon. gentleman has indicated,more or less,approval of 

the idea. He wants a c'tebate. Hell, I want a nebate. But apart from 

a debate could we not adopt unanimously a resolution? Could not his 

House Leader move out and the other House Leader and ours and in 

a few minutes bring in- we heartily approve the government's 

actions in this matter, it could be that simple. Let us have a debate. 
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MR • ROBERTS : Mr. Speaker, in reply to that question, I already 

said that my colleague from Trinity-Bay de Verde (Mr. Rowe) would 

he available to meet with the gentleman, the Minister without 

Portfolio, the gentleman from Kilbride (Mr. W,ells) or whoever 

else should be involved, and whether or not we could consent to 

a resolution depends on what is in the resolution. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

HR. ROBERTS: That is a penetrating insight into the obvious. 

But that is really all I need say, Sir. And, you know, I think the 

Minister of Mines and Energy would like to debate. I think we all 

would. And I think the House should get at it today. 

HR. WELLS: ---·-- Mr. Speaker, on a point of order. 

MR. SPEAKER: Does the hon. gentleman have a point of order? 

MR. WELLS: On a point of order. I notice that we appear to 

he filmed from the doorway. I do not believe this is allowed 

'-(- without perntission. I do not know if permission has been obt•ined 

for this filming Mr. Speaker. 

MR.~EAKER: No permission has been obtained to my knowledge, 

and certainly I would know it. So I would ask perhaps the Sergeant-

at-Arms if he would have that matter investigated, that people 

obviously are not allowed to take film without permission of the 

House. 

I was about to recognize the hon. member for Conception 

Bay South who has been endeavouring for sometime to get the 

Chair's recognition, and following him the hon. Member for LaPoile. 

MR. · J. NOLAN : A quest~on for the hon. Premier, Mr. Speaker. 

And that is since in his letter to Premier Bourassa he indicated 

that unless we reach a favourable response by Monday, May 31, 1976-

let us assume that we do receive a response,whether it be favourable 

or otherwise before that time or on that date--will the bon. 

Pramier,since we have one side of the story in print,table Premier 

Bourassa's response in this House? 

MR. SPEAKER: The bon. Premier. 

PREMIER MOORES : Mr. Speaker, at the time of debate or discussion 
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Premier ~loores: 

on this subject I would think that virtually all documentation will 

be made available. The other thing is that I think it is fair to 

say that if we had an official reply from the Province of Quebec, 

Premier Bourassa,prior to that date, immediately upon that reply 

the House will be so advised. 

SON:E UON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. NOLAN: Fine. 

MR. SPEAKER: The bon. member for LaPoile. 

MR. NEARY: Would tre hon . Premier indicate, Sir, in the interim 

period if the Premier or any minister of the government will be 

approaching the Government of Canada or the Prime Minister of 

Canada to intervene in this matter between the Province of 

Newfoundl:lnd and the Provinc-e of Quebec'l 

MR. . SPEAKER: The hon . Premier. 

PREMIER MOORES : I think as far as intervention is concerned, Mr. 

Speaker, that probably Quebec would be so upset about Federal 

intervention in an area where they have no concern as to lose sight 

of the issue. However, I :-can tell the hon. member that the Federal 

Government have been kept fully informed of the recent events. 
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~- ...:<;.!::l'AJ<f..R: The hon. member for Trinity - nay de Verde • 

. !:!R. __ Royy._:_ Hr. Speaker, a question to the hon. the Premier. 

Could the Premier indicate in the event that they have to 

terminate work on the transmission lines and the tunnel,and 

hnsically the Gull Island site, the Lower Churchill, could the 

minister indicate what alternative sources of power on or off 

the Island he is contemplatinR and What back up work has been 

done to date to tap these alternative sources of power? 

.:iR_·. _S_l'E~E.B:_:_ _ The han. Premier. 

PRE~f:.~ !1.Q.O.JlE~ Once again, Mr. Speaker, a great deal of work 

has been done obviously for the situation should it arise. 

Once again there is so much detail and back-up to the hon. 

member's question that once again it is part of a pretty 

maier debate. And in that debate, I do not know, Mr. Speaker, 

probably it would be very adv:o.ntageous to get a full list of 

th~ concerns of the Opoosition but also a thoroup.;h documentation. 

Tt tdll be a major debate. It has to be by definition with 

a great deal of detail as well. 

"MR. ROHE: -··- -- - A supplementary. 

HR. SPF.AKF.R: A supplementary. 

~1P. . ROlffi: Does not the Premier think. Sir, that a speci-fic 
--·--~ 

indication of our hack-up sources of power would indicate to 

quebec or anybody else that we are not bluffing on this issue, 

-\ that the Province could afford to terminate work on the Lot~er 

Churchill and still be self reliant on power within the Province 

if the Premier indicated specifically what alternative sources 

of power we have in the Province? 

~- · !?_P.f!-!5_E,R: The hon. the Premier. 

PT'£l1~1'.._M..Q_O_RFJ>: In the letter itself it says, Mr. Speaker, that 

not hav:l.ng done this, I am not sure if it was in my letter, but 

-..\..it t~as certainly in my statement, that the only option, not havinp: 

availability to hydro pot~er,would be further installed thermal 

capacity which is oil generation, which is jUst so expensive as 

to be totally unrealistic. 
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!_~._Rm1E..:_ He have other hydro sources. 

~~JY~~~OORES~ Very litt~e and in essence if you take them 

all, the other hydro development's potential in the Province, 

they would last for about a year and a half at our present 

demand per year and there are also, as the member for 

1-lindsor - Buchans (Mr. Flight) can well justify, ecological 

reasons that today are being much more taken into consideration 

than in some of the hydro developments in the past. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for LaPoile after the hon. member for Fogo. 

~· _N~_~Y_:_ Mr. Speaker, just to change the Rubject for a moment, 

I wonder if the hon. the Premier could tall the House in View 

of Mr. Shaheen's performance the other night on television and 

his sugp,esttons that he had the money t:_re~n the oil rP.finery , 

would tre Premier tell the House if the government yet has a firm 

proposal and if the Shaheen flag will indeed again fly over 

Come By Chance in the near future1 

P~~~~O~~ The last part of that question, Mr. Speaker, is one 

I certainly cannot answer because I do not know. I have grave 

reservations. However, to the first part of the question, we 

have not received an official proposal by Mr. Shaheen. There 

have been conversations. But the fact is that we have advised him, 

really verbally, that when he does have a firm proposition and 

money available then we will be prepared to talk mut not before. 

~R_:____ SPE_A!(E~ The hon. member for Fogo. 

A question to the han. Premier. If the case has 

to go to court, would the Premier hazard a guess how long that would 

take,and then what lvould happen to the development of the Lower 

Churchill and the tunnel across the Straits in the interim period? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Premier"":.------------------- --

P"REMIER '100RES : Mr. Speaker, first of all it is impossible to guess 

at this point in time the length of time the court case would take. 

The Gull Island project has already been postponed 1 as ~•as announced 

last Fall for the very reason that we as a Province 
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~RF.!f_r.~_f>!l_O,!ll'~: do not have enour,h money to tlo it and the t-cansmission 

ltnc nnd tunnc-1. 

Now having said that, lr. Speaker, it also is required to 

develop Gull I~land trat Quebec take a certain amount of that 

J'IO~.?er until such time as lie require it here in the Province. 

TI'at was the first part or nep.ot~ations,which al~o were very 

tlifficult . ,,ere ~ras lP.OI"' me~awatts to be developed there of 

IJhich we conl d l.ni tially use ahout 801"1 or 900 meli(awatts. Anrl 

C'hvtow::ly one<> you have developec\ the site you just cannot take 

half the ca pllci tv and no thin~ to do with the re~t. 

EqualJ y it 1~ould 6e crazy to r,o ahead ~~it"' t'l-ae transmission 

J tnc- 11nd tunne1 if there is no suprly so•nce at the other 

f'n•' . So unle~s 1~e Ret t;e om.rer froM tiJe Uooer Churchill, or 

unleRc; we mnke arranp;ements for Gull !slantl,end we 1rlll in 

time, but und 1 we do ohviously we cannot 1ust P.<? al,ead spendinlt 

money without havin~ pl1t t he Tlncitane together. 

<~A)'_TAJ_~ -~':J;.NE_O~· _ A sunolementary. 

:.!R.·. S_P!S:'\Illi~: The hon. meinher for Fop.o on a supnlementary. 

' lr. Spe.al<er, in view of t he Premier's statement, 

if hv ch:mce i t takes a year or two, does that mean that the 

tunnel and the transmission line now are all cancelled? 

t!R .•• ~~~_A!{l::,R.:_ Tho hon. PremiP.r·. 
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PREMIER MOORES: As I said in the letter to Mr. Bourassa, 

we would have no alternative unless we have a source of energy 

to put over it, Mr. Speaker. There is no question about that, 

We just cannot go spending money without having a source of 

energy. But the whole approach now, Sir, is that we make 

sure,through one means or another, that we get that energy. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hen. the member for Windsor-Buchans. 

MR. FLIGHT: Mr. Speaker, this is a less exciting 

subject and a less emotionally charged one, but,however, very 

important to the area that I represent. My ques~·is to 

the Minister of Transportation and Communicati's . Tvould the 

minister indicate to the House if he has received any 

representation from the central area, Badger, Hindsor, Grand 

Falls, about the deplorable conditions that exist on the 

detour West of Grand Falls? The detour on the Trans-Canada 

Highway. 

MR. SPEAKER : The hon. the Minister of Transportation 

and Communications. 

MR. MORGAN: Mr. Speaker, I have not received any 

renresentation from the area, but the hon. gentleman did bring 

it to my attention yesterday, and as a result of his representation 

I will be in the Central Newfoundland area this weekend and will 

he inspecting that detour myself over the weekend. 

MR. FLIGHT: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker. 

"fR. SPEAKER: A supplementary. 

'1R. FLIGRT: Yes, I acknowledge what the minister said 

is indeed correct, but .I have had all kinds of representation 

this morning, and apparently the road is in a hazardous, deplorable 

condition now. In view of that would the minister advise the 

!louse as to whether he is prepared to reconsider his decision of 

keeping the Trans-Canada closed, reconsider that, and have the 

Trans-Canada open,at least until such time as the detour is 

completed l'!nd possibly paved'! 

MR. SPFAKER: The hon. the Minister of Transportation 

and Communications. 
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'! 
MR •. 'MORGAN: 'Mr. Speaker, my d,ecis ton will not be 

changed today, but it could be changed after I carry out an 

inspection myself over the weekend. 

MR. SPEAKER: The bon. the member for F.agle River. 

MR. STRACHAN : My question is maybe Premier Bourassa's 

first move. To the Minister of Transportation and Communications; 

")r is the minister aware of the impending decision by MOT to close 

down Border Beacon Weather Station, a weather station situated 

on the border and controlling a 100,000 square miles of air 

traffic area? 

MR. CROSBIE: Sitting on the line of fire, are they? 

MR. SPEAKER : The hon. the Minister of Transportation 

and Communications. 

MR. MORGAN: No, Mr. Speaker, I am not aware of it 

hut T will take it under advisement and have my officials 

check it out. 

MR. SPEAKER: The bon. the 'Member for LaPoile. 

MR. NEARY: I would like to put a question to the 

Minister of Finance, Sir. In view of the fact ·that the Come 

f Ry Chance oil refinery closed since the minis'ter last went to 

the bond market, and now this hassel with Quebec, and maybe 

the cancelling of the tunnel and the transmission line, and 

the minister .1ust about ready to go to the bond market now, 

does the minister think this is going to affect Newfoundland's 

credit rating in the bond market? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. the Minister of Finance. 

MR. DOODY: It is kind of speculative, Sir, 

hypothetical. We have no indications as of now that it is 

going to affect the bond market. Certainly we are going to 

have to go to the investing eommunity.and explain to them what 

the position is, where we stand, what Newfoundland's rights 

are as we see them. My own opinion is that under the 

terms of the legal advice that we have, that Newfoundland's 

position in terms of energy supply is a great deal better than 

it was earlier. I do not really think it will affect us 
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MR. DOODY: adversely, but I have no doubt that there 

is some concern right now. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: It may adversely affect Quebec. 

MR. DOODY: It will certainly affect Quebec. 

MR. NEARY: A supplementary. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary. 

MR. NEARY: Would the minister indicate when he 

expects to go to the bond market and for how much will the 

minister be looking for? ffow much will the minister borrow? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. the Minister of Finance. 

MR. DOODY: Mr. Speaker, we have no immediate plans 

for going to the market, Sir. We are fortunately in a fairly 

liquid position at the present time and it will give us 

sufficient leeway to weather the storms and dangers that the 

hon. member just mentioned. We have no immediate plans. 

MR. SPEAKER : The hon. the member for Bellevue. 

MR. CALLAN: Mr. Speaker, in the absence of the Minister 

of the Environment, perhaps this question could go to the Acting 

~inister, the Minister of Tourism. I am wondering what is the 

status of Aff~d the government contract 

with that group, and ~1hether or not govermnent, if they cannot 

p,et any co-operation from Affiliated Marine Metals - because 

obviously there is no co-operation. They are making promises 

every day to go and pick up car wrecks all around the Province 

anrt they never, never do so. They have the phones taken out and so 

on - so how soon will the Province decide to break off with this 

group, Affiliated Marine Metals, and hire or contract with another 

group to clear some of the car wrecks around? 

MR. SPEAKRR: The hon. the Minister of Tourism, 

MR. HICKEY: Mr. Speaker, I have already asked "'Y officials 

to give me a report on this matter. I do know that there is some 

shipping going on, some shipping of stock that has been stockpiled. 

I cannot give any further information, but as I indicated I have 

asked my officials to give me a report. 
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MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. NOW: 

The bon. the membel;' for Conception Bay South. 

Mr, Speaker, this is a questiQn really in 

the form of tnfonl!ollti.on, I bol)e, fer til!! Ministet: of T~ism, 

and othe-rs ~o may be intet:ested, in reference to the adverti.selllellt 

that I tlistributed the other day !n reference t:o a C-8JII1'•ign being 

carri~ out by 
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Mr. Nolan. 

Mr. Davies and Company in the United States at great expense ,..------..___ 
and provided for obviously by the public. I me~n this 

because I want to bring this to the attention of the minister 

from the Ontario Humane Society, and I am going to send it over 

to him who says, "Silliness will not save seals." And he takes 

the position of advising people or the editors and the people associated 

with this paper not to be persuaded by this. And in fact they say, 

"If for no other reasons the Humane Societ:tes in Canada must 

disassociate themselves publicly from the more extreme elements," referring 

to Davies and his group who are raising large sums of money as we know. 

So I would like to table this for the minister if I may and perhaps 

he might want to check with the Humane Association in Ontario and 

maybe we might do something similar if he would please. 

MR. SPEAKER : The han. Minister of Tourism. 

MR. HICKEY: Mr . Speaker, I might tell my han. friend that 

I thought to have a ministerial statement ready for today, but it 

was late in coming,on the very same matter. We have requested, and 

we are told that we can have made available to us the CBC film entitled 

"The Seal Hunt." And we have plans to get this film and to distribute 

it and make it available to the appropriate groups and individuals. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Bellevue. This will be the last ~uestion. 

MR. CALLAN: Mr. Speaker, I want to ask the acting Minister of 

Recreation once more whether or not he can give a candid answer 1 

number one, will there be a stadium built or are there plans or -------------------
is there a commitment made to build a stadium in the Placentia 

area this year and also in the Ferryland area? If the answer is, 

yes -I cannot find out whether or not it is -but if it is, yes, 

how does the government justify doing this under an inflationary 

period? 

MR. SPEAKER: The bon. acting Minister of Recreation. 

MR. WELLS: The other day I told the han. member on that question 

that I had asked the officials in the department to give me the files 
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Mr. Wells. 

on that. I understand the files are ready. I will bring them 

here tomorrow, Friday morning, and give the memb~r complete 

details then. Is that satisfactory? 

MR. ROBERTS: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker. 

I have asked this same question a number of 

times before. Could the minister tell us whether to his knowledge 

any commitments have been made for this stadium at Placentia - was 

it the hon. gentleman mentioned? - and at Ferryland? 

MR. WELLS: I do not think a commitment was made for Placentia. 

MR. ROBERTS: I did not hear the minister, I am sorry. 

MR. WELLS: I do not think the~e has been any commi~nt 

made for Placentia. 

ORDERS OF THE DAY: 

MR. SPEAKER: I recogni~e the hon. gentleman for LaPoile, 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, I move that the regular order of 

business of the House be suspended today to debate a matter of 

urgent public importance; namely, the cris~a that has arisen between 

ewfoundland and Labrador and the Province of Quebec in connection 

with the recall and purchase of power from Quebec Hydro which 

s developed at the Upper Churchill. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Mr. Speaker, would it not be bet'ter to have 

that resolution if we are going to have it before we have a debate? 
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MR. \./ELLS: tlr. Speaker, if I mA.y explain the position now. 

'ffi. SPF.AKF.•: Is the hon, gentleman now speaking on a point of order, 

hecause what I have to decide is whether the matter is in order? 

MR. VET.LS: Pell yes, all right. Then I will make it a point of order. 

The point of order is this, Hr. Speaker, that I have prepared a few lines 

here which I "as gning to discuss with the other House Leaders now 

~ with the closing of the Question Period. It may be acceptable to members 

/ \of the !Touse. nn the question of the matter of urgent public importance 

vle feeJ , Mr. Speaker, that this is not the time. We feel that we ought 

to wait until some indication is received from the Province of Quebec in 

reply. Then the matter can and,as the Premier said, will be debated. 

But r thinl< to at this stage before we know what the reply is going to 

be, I think we would be preiudging the situation to say that the crisis 

has arrived or that there is a crisis and that we should debate now. I 

would suggest to the Fouse that we consider the resolution mentioned by 

the member for Twillingate(Hr. Smallwood). It may be that we can adopt 

it un11nimously or could work out one that can be adopted unanimously. 

Rut on the question of a crisis and an urgent debate• this afternoon, no, 

Vle 1.rill opnose th11t liS heing unne.cessary at this time, Mr. Speilker. 

~m. ST'rAKF.P: As hon. members know there are in a sense two decisions 

1 to he made rlepending on the first decision. One, the Chair has to decide 

whether the asking for leave is in order. If that is decided affirmatively, 

then it is up to the House according _to the procedures in Standing Order (23)7 

whether the hon. gentleman in fact has lf'ave. The Chair does not grant 

the hon. gentleman leave. It rules whether the matter is in order. It 

1s one of the more rliff:l.cult, perhaps most difficult, but certainly more 

difficult areas in which the Chair is put when this comes up. Beauchesne, 

page ninety, paragraph three, actually it is section (100), subsection (3) 

gives some definitions. It refers to urgency and it says the usual thing 

does not apply to the matter itself, hut means urgency of debate. "Hhen 

the ordinary opportunities provided hy the rules of the House do not permit 

the suh;ect to he hroupht on early enough and public interest demands 

that discussion take place immediately." 
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~m . SPF.AT<ER : 

Now the matter that was - yesterday, Private Mem~ ers' Day - before 

the Fouse was the amenclment to the hudget. T understand approximately 

ten or eleven members have spoken on that. So while the budget is a - if 

one wishes to put it this '~ay - a wide open debate , the matter which must 

come in terms of time first, the amendment,is not hecau~e approximately 

t~Jenty per cent of the hon. members have already spoken. Also when I 

hear in mind that I am directed to make a decision on deciding whether 

this is 1n order or not,I have to make a personal decision, a personal 

iuclgment with which hon. members mav aeree or disaeree. and di ffP.TP.nt r-nP~ ml'lv 

have different vie1vs, hut whether public interest demands that discussion 

take place immediately. That is the position that I am in and I have to 

mal:e my own clecision on that. I have had a brief consultation with the 

hon. mP.mhe:r who submitted this motion. Of course, the Chair,as hon. members 

know, can make chanr,es of words or as to form in any motion either with or 

lvithout consultation. I clid H with consliltation and suggested that the 

matter lvould, in mv opinion, more clearly come and more properly be worded 

as ,. situation rather than as a crisis. That is a different kind of 

value .iudgment. The situation is a neutral position. 

1-ty ruling is that the matter is in order. Does the hon. gentleman 

have leave7 

NR. RrJ:RER'T'S : Well, it clepends how many men stand, Your Honour. I am 

sure my colleagues vdll stand. I am sure hon. gentlemen who think it is 

in order will stand. 

1-ffi. SPF.AKERi l•Till the clerk please count the House? 

SO¥ E HON • "!F..'ffiER : Hill we vote7 
I 

Mr. . ROJIF.P'T'S : 

MR. SPJ\AKER 

HR. ROJIERTS: 

}-ffi • SPEAKER: 

No, it is not a vote yet. 

rifteen members have stood. 

Now we can vote. 

Standing Order 23(a) decides the matter. "Leave to make a 

motion for the a d1ournment of the House must be asked after the ordinary 
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tiT<. SPEAKER: 

daily proceedinp;s ;• 

}fR. ROBERTS : Hr. Speaker, (d) is the one. 

"R. SPEAKER: (d), right, (d). ''If less than twelve but not less than 

three members rise in their nlace the question whether the member has 

leave to move the ad1ournment shall be put forthwith without debate. 

lffi. FORERTS: 

HR. SPEAKER: 

I'R • !1.0RERTS: 

My apolop;ies, Hr. Speaker, number (c) -

Yes, indeed. 

"And if not less than twelve members rise accordingly 

Hr. Speaker calls upon the member who has asked for leave!' 

HR. SPRAKER: That is the operative sector here. Fifteen members 

d:ld in fact stand. So T noH call upon the hon. m.l!mber who asked for 

]eave. Technically the motion before the House is that the Jlouse do 

nmv adjourn to - that the House do now adjourn is the technical motion 

before the House. 

HR. ROBERTS: 

IIR • SPEAKET! : 

}ffi. ROBERTS • 

He has lost his right to speak. 

lole]l, T do not know. 

Hr. Speaker, if nobody else rises to speak, I - although 

in all seriousness I do not know l.rhere the hon. member -

"R. SPRAKETt: Order, please: I would have to consider now if the hon. 

r.entleman who introducerl the motion, whether -

JJIR. ROBERTS : 

MR. J. HORGAN: 

lffi. ROBERTS: 

!lere he comes. Hell, Hr. Speaker, I mean I -

The motion is -

No, no. For the benefit of the gentleman from Bonavista 

South(Mr. Morgan) the motion is never carried because if the motion was 

carried the llouse adjourns. He are now debating - it has ha].llpened at least 

once hefore in my t·ime in the House - we are now debating leave to adjourn. 

HR. ROt.JE: That is right. 

!IF.. ROBERTS: The !';entleman from J.aPoile (Mr. Neary) was not in his 

place when the Speaker called. But since he is now back I will yield 

to him on the understanding that lvhen the hon. gentleman is finished my 
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l·'R . llORF:RTS : 

rip,ht to speak exists as hefore,because I stood only when the ~entleman 

frol'l LaT'nile (l1r. Neary) Has not here. He was outside the Chamber for 

" moment. 

HR • ST'EAKER : Yes, certainly the Leader of the Opposition 
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YJ'. SPEAKEll: 

by ce<'f ing now to the hon, member who made the proposal \<'OU} d not 

Jose his right to speak. Is there general agreement to that? 

~rp. ROBERTS : l!e are <'febati.ng it now. You can debate the motion. 

The debate is on. 

1"1.. NEAT<Y: Hr. SpeakE'r, I than\r. Your Honour very much for -

1"1' . ffELJ.S: To a point of order . 

• : !T'. Sl?P.AKEP : A point of order has been raised. 

~m. HELLS: To 11 point of order, }lr. Speaker. l.J'ould Yol,lr Honour 

givE' n rulinp,. I take it this nebate, this motion which we are now 

c1ebating must be ] imited strictly to the nuestion of crists or 

urgency. 

nr situation. 

•w 11EJ:LS: Otherwise it is simply debating under another guise 

the whole ouest ion and that surely cannot be, }'r. Speaker. 

Sl'EAKE'': The topic :ts that the situat;on that has arisen between 

~lePfound 1 and :tnn Labrador and the Province of Quebec in connection 

with the recalJ and purchase of power from Quebec-Hydro developed 

at the llpper rhurchill. That is the topic for nebate. The situation 

that has arisen bctvreen Nev!foundlllnd and T"ahracl.or and the Province 

of ()uebec in C'.onnection with the recall and purchase of power from 

nuebec-Hyr1ro developed at the Upper ChurchHJ. 

~.: NEAPY: J thank Your Honour for the rullnr; -

NR. SPEAKER: The normal rn]es of debate apply. And as I understand it, 

perhaps it is because it i s not very frequently that the House does --debate a motion of this k ind , as I understand it as well, that it --------
r1oes not hole! o~nti! th e next dav. In other word~e 

or so before the time when the House no longer usually sits, then 

on is vrithdrav'Tl or it 1-s voted on afflnr..at5vely,ancl 

that is the SaJTlC !l'otion as tlte motion to adjourn. In other \<rords, 

it does not carry em and it c'loes not have to go unti.l the House usually 

;,c1_ic-urns. Rut \<•hen it comes to that time it is c"isposed of either by 

wjthdrawing it or by voting to adjourn. 
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'11' NfAPY: ~'r. Speaker, I want to thank Your Honour again for 

11llo\o.rinr, this urgent matter of puhlic importance to he debated right 

~way rather than >'aH, Sir, 

\ enrl of the l"onth as has been 

for a couple of ~~eks, waiting until the 

indicated by the hem. the Premier. I 

regret that I •'Bs out of the House at that particular moment, Sir, 

but I was rlo:lng an interv:l e~,, on television. I want to thank the 

hon. T.eac1er of the. Opposition for -

vr~. SPEAK!\T': A po:lnt of order has come up and I ll'Ust aslc the hon. 

r:entleman to wR:It until I hear the point of order. 

'T. CT',OSBJF. : A po:lnt of orc1er, Yr. Speaker. llnder Sect:lon 23 (a) (c). 

'P-1'). SPEAKl',l': I am sorry. J c1:1.rl not hear the hon. member. 

Mfl. rNlSJl TF.: tTnder Sect ion 23 (a) (c). 

~"1' . SPEAKEJ!: Section 23 (a) (c). 

"'n. Cl'O~lliE: The proce~ure :!.s outlined. If more than twelve members 

d se you call upon the member tvho has asked for leave. The member 

,,,ho askerl for leave .-as not here, that is the end of the matter. 

TTncler the rnles tve proceed on with business. 1-i'e are certainly not 

consentinr: on this side to any suggestion that the Leader of the 

(1pposit ion has spoken in the debate now and this is a debate. We 

are consenting to nothing. 

/Is we see it over here the member who askec1 for. leave was 

called upon. JTe t.JaR not in his place. The matter is concluded and 

nrc1ers of the Day should be called. 

"!'. T:O!lERTS: To that point of order. The f:l.rst point I ,,rould make 

fg that If the hon. pentle!l':m's argument has any merit -and J submit 

th"t H h11s not for reasons which I shall explain - he hag slept 

npnn his r.:l rhts jn that Your Honour has recognized him and 

the dehate was about to begin and all was in order. That is 

po:lnt one. 

Point tuo, Yr. Speaker, is that ·Your Honour had gone through 

the rnles and the House had gone through all the procedures specified 

in Stanclinr; Order 23 for a debate on a motion under Standing Order 23. 

1/l,en Your Jlononr call!' npon the ll'ember who has asked for leave that is 
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2~. ROBERTS: 

beg!nni.ng the rle bate. Now the gentleman for Twillingate {}lr. 

~mllllwood) t.-ho is not here, but the la~<t time we bad a debate in 

th'is Bouse on this was during the Placentia situation. Tle had one 

on Placentja when it was announced the ~ericans wer e cutting back . 

J t does not re<Jui re unanjt".ous consent. It requires twelve members 

~nd as jt happene~ fifteen stood . 
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Mr. Roberts: 

The debate has begun. The gentleman from LaPmile (Mr. Neary) was 

not here. An~ the ruJe is that when, you know, he did not 

stand, any hon. member could stand. We were in the debate then. 

I stood, was ready to speak, but then the hon. gentleman came 

aloftg and I said, look I will yield to him on the understadding, 

and Your Honour made a ruling, and no objection that I heard -

MR. SIMMONS: No. None. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: 

~ffi.. ROBERTS : 

Oh, oh! 

Oh, no, no. And Your Honour made a ruling, 

now after it is all over, and the member for LaPoile has begun his 

speech,or his speech on the matter then there was some objection 

taken . Well, Mr. Speaker, I submit that the hon. gentlemen opposite 

if they have rights, and they have not in my view, have slept upon them, 

they have let the point go. And secondly, Sir, they do not have 

any merit to their point, no substantive merit to their point. 

The debate has begun in the normal and proper way. It carries on 

in the normal and proper way and is subject only to the consideration 

Your Honour mentioned which is this is an adjournment motion. And 

either if it is carried the House adjourns, and if it not IJe 

carried when the debate is finished, if the debate finishes at say 

five o'clock, it is now four thirty o'clock, normally the matter 

would be withdrawn, VJe would then go on with other business. 

As further proof,if I might, Mr. Speaker, of the fact 

that the government slept on their rights,the House Leader for the 

government was heard to say to Your P.onour, "vlhat are the bounds 

for debate?" And Your Honour made an answer. I mean,now at the 

last minute when all that is gone the gentleman from St. John's 

West (Mr. Crosbie) raises a point of order. It is not well-founded, 

Sir, and in any event, if it was well-founded the_point at ~1hich 

it could be raised is gone. I think the debate is in order. The 

gentleman from LaPoile has the right to speak, and then I have the 

right to sp~ak after him, Sir, and any other hon. member has the 

right to speak according to the rules of this House. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 
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MR. SPEAKER: With reference to the point of order brought up, 

the relevant Section (c) of (23) says, "if not less then 

twelve members rise accordingly Mr. Speaker calls upon the member 

who has asked for leave." I, in fact, called upon the member 0 He 

did not immediately get up. It is a ~oot point whether if the 

hon. member who calls for leave is not here or does not wish to 

speaK, which is hypotechically possible, whether that necessarily 

drops the matter. But the hen. member has now been recognized. 

I would certainly in good faith between the Chair and members 

who would certainly recognize the Leader of the Opposition's right 

to speak, the hon. gentleman did get up and say a few words. He 

was not, in fact, recognized by the Chair, and I was not at that 

time until the hon. member came in, I was probably going to call 

order and consider the matter because then the question would have 

come up whether the bon. gentleman who asked for leave, and if he 

is not here, whether the debate continues, and any other hon. 

member can then speak to it,or whether it requires the presence 

of the hon. member who asked for leave, but that does not have to 

he <iecidecl . 

MR. J. LUNDRIGAN : Mr. Speaker, 

MR . SPEAKER: Yes. Another point of order? 

Yes, Your Honour. Your Honour has raised 

a point of order. 

MR. SPUKER: No, I have not, but I will hear one. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: One second, please! Your Honour in aaking 

I 
Your Honour's ruling has raised a question in my miaa abo~e moot - ----point as to whether a member need be present in order to sanction,or 

g ve sanct i on or proper authority to a motion which has been raised. 

And in that respect, Your Honour, because of the precedent which might 

very well have been established,or could be antici~~ted to be 

established, I wonder would it be in order for me to suggest on a 

point of order that that be considered further,Your Honour, and 

perhaps, I am not suggesting a recess or anything of that nature 
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Mr. Lundrigan: 

because it is something which I do not have any authority to 

suggest to Your Honour, but it is a very important matter, and 

Your Honour has raised tn my mind the doubt as to whether 

in fact a ruling could be made on a motion when a member is not 

present to substantiate his position, and consequently . ! am not 

wanting to challenge Your Honour's authority, although that is 

the proper procedure for that matter. 

NR. ROBElf.TS: No. 

HR. SPEAKER: The hon. Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. ROBERTS: To that point of order, Sir. I am sure the hon. 

gentleman from Grand Falls does not mean this, but I think his 

suggestion is offensive to Your Honour and to the House in the 

extreme. Your Honour has made a clear ruling. Now if the gentleman 

from Grand Falls, and I think I am quoting him, "he is unable to 

understand it or has a question in his mind,'' Sir 1 I submit that is 

not a matter which the House as a whole can deal with. That is a 

matter for bjm. !lncl Your l'onour has recognized the gentleman from 

. LaPoile. Your Honour in doing so said the hen. gentleman from 

LaPoile has the floor. Now if hon. gentlemen oppmsite wish to 

challenge Your Honour's ruling there is a procedure laid down and, 

of course, they can fo 1] m• it. Fnless they !';O challenge it, then 

I submit the gentleman from LaPoile should be allowed to go ahead. 

We only have fifty-five minutes before we must interrupt for the 

late show, and the matter ends at eleven o'clock toni8ht un&ess 

the House agrees to sit later. So I think we should get on with 

it. Well~in any event I submit that there is no point of order, 

Sir, and we should go on. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

SPEAKER: The hon. Minister without Portfolio. 

WELLS : To the point of order, Mr. Speaker, I would like to 

this matter to rest. Whatever the technicalities, and we certainly 

do not want to challenge Your Honour's ruling, whatever the technicalities 
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Mr. Wells: -----
we feel~as it happens,that this is not the appropriate time to debate 

it. That is neither here nor there. If twelve members rise and 

want a debate under the rules ~f this House they are entitled to it. 

MR, NEARY: And twelve stood. 

MR. WELLS .: And twelve stood, and that is the end of it, and 

I would say,let the hon. member go on. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! Before recognizing the -- hon. gentleman, I am required to deal with a point of order 

brought up by the hpn. Minister of Industrial Development which 

was essentially a request for a ruling on a moot point or on a 

point which has not come up for decision. And as a matter of fact 

it would be improper for me to do so. The Chair is not supposed to 

give rulings on matters unless and until they come up. So unless 

and until that matter comes up it would be improper for me to 

rule on it. 

BOME HON. MEl'ffiRRS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: I have been also advised that there are thirty 

Grade VIII students from Holy Cross High School in Eastport with 

their teacher Mr. Major, and I know all hon. members will join me 

in welcoming them. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: And finally,the hon. member for LaPoile. 

MR. NEARY: Again I want to -

MR. ROBERTS : Mr. Speaker, I -

MR . SPEAKER: On a point of order? 

MR. ROBERTS : No,I have I think a valid point, Mr. Speaker. This 

is Thursday and Standing Order 31 (g) requires at 5:30 certain matters 

take place. I would ask Your Honour whether that means that this 

debate now ends at 5:30 or whether it goes from 5:30 to 6:00, the 

House rises at 6:00 and comes back at 8:00 in the normal course. I 

think that is important because that will dete~ine whether, you know, 
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'Mr. Roberts : 

the hon. gentlelll81'1 will be the only member to sp.eak or whether 

o.thet hon. mE!lllbers may speak. 

MR • . SPEAKER: As I would see it th'e regular procedure wUl 

follow. At 5:00 o'clock bon. members Will be 1nfot11led What is to 

be debated at 5:30. At 5:30 the regular procedur~ will follow, 

then the technical motion befo~e t~e Chair,two of the same kind, 

but the technical motion before the Chair is that the House 4o 

·' now adjourn, if the House votes to adjourn -

MR • . ROBERTS : That ends it. 

MR. SP~: - then that ends it, ~d tomormow we would start off 

with the regular order of b118iness. So if the House votes not to 

adjoui'l! then -

MR. ROBERTS: W.e will come back at 8:00 o'clock on the Standing 

Order (23) motion2 

MR. SPEAK.ER : Yes, if not disposed off. 

MR. ROB~TS: So it is up to you guys whether we Meet tonight 

or not. 
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MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for LaPoile. 

~1J' .• ~F.APY: J-lr. Speaker, again I l~ant to thank Your Honour for 

hls ruling and I '~-'ant to thank the twelve gentlemen who stood in their 

places to bring on this debate this afternoon, Sir, which I think is 

a matter of urgent public importance. If Your Honour did not think 

it likewise I am sure that we would not now he debating this matter. 

I l,,ant to congratulate the Premier for outlining and 

making a very fine pre5entation this afternoon,in outlining the 

position of the government in connection with the recall of power 

and the purchase of power from the Upper Churchill. On the basis of it 

Sir, just listening · to the Premier reading the letter and after 

browsing throueh the letter myself,! am not so convinced, Yr. Speaker, 

even H:f.th all the desk thumpinr that went on, I lll1l not so convinced 

that th:fs position that we have taken in this Province is strong 

enough,anrl I may end up rny few remarks by moving a resolution that 

the !louse unanimously endorse the government's position of not 

putting up with any more guff from the Province of Quebec. 

I do not know if the court - Sir I am getting all kinds 

of feedback. I do not know where it is coming from. I can hardly 

hear myself down here. I do not know, }lr. Speaker, I am not convinced 

;>~tually that the court is the r:fght procedure to follow. The government, 

the Prcm:fer indicated to the Pou!'le earlier, that they have sought and 

l1ave been r,iven legal advice by a firm of lawyers outside of this 

Province. 
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~'IR._!TE~~ Mr. Speaker, the Premier did not na- the firm, would not name 

the firm at this particular time. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! Order, please! I would ask the 

constable to ensure that silence is kept iD thecorridors. 

The hon. member for LaPoile. 

~'IR._N_EARY_~_ The hcin. the Premier would not name the legal 

firm, Sir, that the government had commissioned outside the 

Province ·to do their legal work. The hon. Premier said it 

would not be in the best interest of the people of Newfoundland 

at this time. 

Sir, I claim that that is a '~rong position for the hon. the 

Premier to tak~By divulging, by disclosing the legal firm 

that the government have employed is certainly not going 

to damage our position, not going to weaken our position in any 

way, shape or form,and I think that is a piece of information 

that the Premier should give the House. It is very important 

that we know, that we on the Qpposition side of the llouse know 

that we are in the hands of the best legal advisers that the 

government can get in Canada. It is important that we know 

that. So therefore I see no reason at all, Sir, why the 

~overnment should withhold this particular ~ieee of information. 

I think the Premier in this debate,before it concludes.should 

give us the name or names of the law firms and the lawyers outside 

of the Province, apart from the legal advisers to the Crown who 

are on the government's payroll, but the firm of lawyers that the 

hon. the Premier referred to outside of the Province, That is very 

important. Because we have been hoodwinked and bluffed so often 

on this matter, Sir, of an energy policy in this Province that I 

think that the government,without jeopardizing their case, 'dthout 

weakening the case at all, should give us all the pertinent 

information that is available. And I think that is one piece 

of information that the hon. the Premier should not \~ithhold 

from the people of this Provine~. 
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~::..~RY.:__ Now, Mr. Speaker, it is a very, very serious matter 

that we have before us. The Province of Quebec,! understand, 

had just gone to the bond market yesterday~and today or yesterda1 

had to withdraw their prospectus. They had to withdraw their 

application to float a bond issue. They lJere,I presume,a little 

bit scared that this may affect their credit rating in the 

bond market,ann perhaps the hon. the Premier can confirm whether 

my assumption of what the hon. the Premier said is correct,that 

they did in fact, so I have heen told, withdraw their application 

for a bond issue. So wren you are faced with a situation, Sir, 

that can affect the credit rating of a Province the size and 

the magnitude, with the population of Quebec, then obviously it ia a · 

very, very serious situation. 

Now I am not so naive, Sir, at all as to think that this 

threat of a law suit against the Province of Quebec is in any 

lJay, shape or form going to affect the credit rating of the 

Province of Quebec. I would say it was only merely a temporary 

thing,anrl probably a technical thing just to withdraw their 

application for this particular bond issue. I do not think for 

one moment, Sir, that this is going to c~use a ripple as far 

as the credit rating of Quebec is concerned. 

~m. DOO~~=- Do you know what Quebec-Hydro made last year? 

~lR.!. !E~~:. Quebec-Hydro probably could 'Juy and sell this 

Province. 

'ffi. DOODY: They had a net surplus of $400 million. 

~..:.__NEA_B_Y_:_ vlell,that is right. So therefore it is not, you 

know,somebody, I think it was the hon. the Premier that made 

reference to it,and stressed it, laid some importance on it, 

that the Province of Quebec were going to the bond market yesterday 

or today. It is not going to cause a ripple as far as the credit 

rating of the Province of Quebec is concerned. It is going to 

develop,if it reaches the stage, if the Government of Canada does 
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'ffi. NEARY: not intervene, if the Prime Minister of Canada cannot 

he convinced that this is going to help destroy Canadianism and 

to destroy Confederation, if the Prime Minister cannot be 

convinced of that, and obviously he cannot, somehow or other 

I p,et the impression from the remarks of the hon. gentleman 

on the government benches · that they feel that the dice may 

be loaded in favour of Quebec, that the Government of 

Canada will not intervene. 

Hell, Sir, failing that the Government of Canada does not 

intervene,and we do not know yet whether or not that will happen, 

the hon. the Premier still left the door open as far as talking 

to the Prime Minister of Canada is concerned, but it would seem 

that from a political vantage point that it may be so, that the 

dice may be loaded in favour of Quebec, that the cards may be 

stacked,as far as the Government of C~nada is concerned,and that 

they will not intervene. Hell, Sir, that is certainly a sad 

reflection on Confederation, if the Government of Canada,for 

political reasons or because a majority of the ministers in the 

Government of Caneda are. from Quebec Province, that they 1rlll not 

intervene in this matter, Sir, that in my opinion is a sad 

reflection on Confederation,because I think it is the duty of 

the Prime Minister and the Government of Canada to intervene 

when you have such a serious dispute between two provinces. 

That is ~~hat Confederation is all about, Mr. Speaker. Unless 

the Government of Canada, which is the last hope that we have 

as far as I can see,be~uae this little threatening letter that 

has gone out to Mr. Bourassa to me is a kind of a false alarm. 

The Bouse was delayed one hour today, the han. the Premier could 

have come into this House and could have interrupted the proceedings 

at any moment to make an important statement, to make an important 

announcement,and the House by leave ~ould have given the Premier 

the right to do that and the hon. the Premier could have at any 

moment, and if he was in a telephone converaation with Mr. P.ourassa 
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MR. NEARY: he could have rushed into the House and could ask -----
the House permission to make a statement and the House would 

have given it to him. But instead of that the government 

decided to be dramatic about it and delayed the House opening 

for one hour when we all had to parade around the .corridors 

on tenterhooks. He thought the Premier had gone down, 

passed in his resignation to His Honour the Lieutenant-

Governor, prorogued the House and we were going to have a 

~eneral election. There were all· kinds of rumours and speculation. 

He thought for sure that the Premier had resigned. He thonvht 

there had been a major Cabinet reshuffle, that the Minister of 

Hines and Energy, because of the way he has bungled, the 

minister had hungled this energy sita:&tion, had gotten the 

Royal Order of the Boot, we thought •.any number of things. 

Members 1o1ere going around, for the first time in my life, 

and it all happened so fast that my usual source of information, 

I presume,lvas uanble to get to me on time to tell me what the 

crisis was, v7hat emergency situation had developed that delayed 

the opening of the House for one hour. But finally a few 

of us on this side came to the conclusion that it had to 

do lvi th the Upper Churchill. IVe came to that conclusion he fore 

the hon. the Premier made h1.s statement. We felt that the 

hon. the Premier lvould not have the nerve at this time to 

call the hy-elections or call a general election because it 

would mean annihilation of the government. But when we came to 

the conclusion, Mr. Speaker, that it had to do with the 

Upper Churchill, we were convinced in our minds that the Government 

of Quebec had come to an agreement. Premier Bourasia had 

picked up his phone, called the Premier of this Province and said, 

"Hr. Premier and government and people of Newfoundland, we are going 

to sell you the power that you "ant at the price that you want to 

buy it back for." That is the conclusion that we came to. 

That is why I say, Sir, the whole thing turned out to be a false 

83'd; 
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~·-.!~'!.~.!.. alarm, heap big smoke aftd no f;lre. Because, Sir, 

unless we are prepared ~ take more drastic measures in th!s 

Province, unless we are prepared to do what the han. ttte· 

fo~er Premier indicated that we sh~ld do 9and that is through 

an act of this Rouse, to bring a piece of legislation into 

this House an~ take the million horsepower that we w•nt, do not 

allow it to go• out of the P~ovince. K.eep ~t in the Province•, 

And the h:on. minister says that that cannot be do.,:~e because· 

of inter-pJ;ovinc.$.al tr!lde. We.ll Quebec is not wo:~:ded 

about int,f!r-provincial trade or good rel&tiops With this 

'Province and I woul.d think, Mr. Speaker, that we had a 

preceden·t for that only recently whet\ the government changed 

the lease for Newfoundland Fish P;oc;essing and turned the 

company over to another company, Fishery Products,and ~hat 

a,gree111ent was made by a a .tatute of this Rouse, 
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Mr. Neary: 

the same as the lease was made in connection with the Upper 

Churchill. And unless we are prepared to go that far, Sir, this 

is all smoke and no fire. It is all wind and no rain, because 

all it is going to mean, Sir, is a bonanza for the lawyers. It 

is going to be a long-drawn-out court battle. That is all it is 

going to be. And it is going to take probably years in the courts 

before the matter is settled. In the meantime the energy crisis 

in this Province will still go on, go on, and get worse. 

And, Mr. Speaker, I hope that this is not just a bluff 

on the part of the government, and I hate to be political about a 

thing like this, but, Sir, maybe I got a little bit of a reason to 

he political. I hope this is not just a bluff to get the government 

off the hook for having to cancel the construction of the transmission 

line and the tunnel underneath the Straits of Belle Isle. 

Last Fall when this matter came up in the House the 

member for St. John's East (Mr. Marshall) voted against the government 

for putting up $50 ~llion to continue with the construction of the 

transmission line and the tunnel. And the reason that the hon. 

gentleman gave at that time, and I will never forget it,was that 

we were delivering ~urselves right into the hands of Quebec, that 

they would have us by the short hair,that they would have us right 

across a barrel, that we would lose our bargaining position. And 

as it turns out the hon. member is absolutely correct, because that is 

precisely what has happened. 'He are at the mercy of the Province of 

Quebec. And now, Sir, we find ourselves in the position where the 

best we can do is threaten, and this is only a threat, this is not 

yet gone to court. I do not know what legal advice the government 

received from its own legal advisers or from the lawyers they have 

employed outside of the Provi-nce. I asked to have the advice 

tabled in the House, and the hon. former Premier (Mr. Smallwood) 

said, "Oh, no! The court." Well,this is the highest court in 

the land! Why should we not have, why should we not have access? 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Be serious now. 
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I am being serious, Sir. I am not talking about 

anything that would be given in evidence, but why would we not 

have a right in this House to have access to recommendations 

that are made by lawyers who are employed by the government? 

And that is serious. Why should we not have it? Can the minister 

think of any reason why we should not have it? 

MR. ROUSSEAU: We do not have to reveal our advice. 

MR. NEARY; Well the mini~ter may have to tell me before it 

is all over. Maybe these lawyers did not recommend that we had a 

legal case, that we had a strong legal caae. They may have said 

that we have a weak legal case. Why does not the government take 

the Opposition into their confidence, and instead of tabling the 

reco~endation as the former Premier once did when he invited the 

Opposition over to Roaches Line to discuss a very serious matter 

and took the Opposition into his confidence. 

PREMIER MOORES : When was that? 

Does the hon. former Premier remember that? And, 'What 

was the issue at tqe time? I believe it had to do with the Upper 

Churchill. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: If the bon. gentleman will allow me. On numerous 

occasions I invited the Leader of the Opposition and his right hand 

man,whoever that might have been at the time, and I think it was 

the present Mr. Speaker, into my office and also into the private 

dining room that I maintained on the ground floor here, and also at 

Roaches Line, -

HR.~ That is right. 

HR. SMALLWOOD: - to inform them of matters of vital importance and 

serious importance to N~wfoundland, especially Churchill Falls. 

MR. NEARY: That is right. 

So there you are, Mr. Speaker, we had ample precedent. 

In view of the fact, Sir, that this is such a serious matter why 

does the Premier not take the Leader of the Opposition, t"e Leader 

of the Liberal Reform Party,and the Leader of the Independent Liberals 

in this Province into his confidence? And the Leader of the 
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Mr. Neary: 

Opposition~s Lieutenant I presume would that he be Opposition 

House Leader. Why does the Premier not take,as has been done 

before, take all of us into his confidence, and the Leader of the 

Independent Tories on the government side, if necessary, and let 

us have a peep at the recommendation, if the Premier does not 

want to make it public. That is a fair enough request, Mr. 

Speaker, and there is no excuse -

MR. SMALLWOOD: Would the hon. -

MR. NEARY: Yes, I certainly will. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: - yield for a moment? 

He must be aware, I am sure he is aware t that it is 

a strongly established practice in the Mother of Parliament at 

Westminster for the government on every occasion of serious national 

importance to call in the Opposition or Opposition Leaders-there 

might be, well might be more than one - .a.nd keep them well informed 

which is the way by which they procure national agreement so that 

England faces the world as a united people and a united government. 

MR. NEARY: Right! 

MR. SMALLWOOD: In this matter I absolutely agree with the hon. 

member, I agree that the government ought to keep in very close 

and confidential touch with the leadership on this side of the House, 

because the government do not own Newfoundland, Newfoundlanders do, 

all of us, where our lives are at stake and our children and our 

grandchildren. And we should approach this matter as a united people, 

starting by having a united House. And the way to get that is for 

the closest confidential collaboration between the government on 

the one side and the various political leaders on this side. 

}ffi. NEARY: I thank the hon. member for Twillingate for his 

contribution, Sir. I think that is the best piece of wisdom, if 

that is proper grammar -

MR. SMALLWOOD: That is good wisdom. 

MR. NEARY: - that I have heard in this House for a long, long time. 

Because, Sir, if we are going to keep this matter, this serious matter 
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ab.ave partisan politics, if we are going to just make it a 

Newfou~dland issue, instead of a political issue,then the government 

has to take the Opposition members into their confidence, and 

so far the r,overnment has not done that. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: To some extent. 

MR. NEARY: No.to no extent, Sir, at least I can speak 

personally. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Well I can splilak and say to some extent. 

Well maybe the hon. member for Twillingate has 

heen taken into the confidence of the government, but ~. personally 

speaking, Sir, can only go on, and nobody in the Liberal Party, 

only what we have been fed out in this House, and the government will 

only feed out information as they see fit. 

So if we are going to put up a united front, if 

we are going to fight this battle, and if we all are going to stand 

here patriotic and sing the Ode to Newfoundland, before we do that, 

Sir, I would like the government to get together with the Opposition 

and show us the documentation, take us into their confidence, give 

us all of the details, and all of the information that is available, 

give us the name of the legal firm that they have hired outside of the 

Province,and give us the knowledge, give us the advice, give us the-

HR. NOLAN: ------ Give us the tools and we will do the job. 

MR. NEARY: That is right. Give us at least the confidence of 

seeing the recommendations that are being made by the legal firm 

being hired outside of this Province. That is a fair and 

reasonable request, Sir. Then we can shove partisan politics aside. 

Then we can, as the hon. member for Twillingate pointed out,"We 

can all then go forwqrd together. Put up a united front." But 

the government has to get away from playing politics with this whole 

matter. 

I said a few moments ago, Mr. Speaker, and I do not want 

to he misquoted, and I do not want to be quoted out of context on 

this thing because I think it is too serious, that I sincerely hope 
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Sir, and I somehow or other believe this because the Premier 

sounded so sincere,that I sincerely hope that this is not just 

a political gimmick for the government to get themselves off the 

hook,to make excuses for not heing unanle co 20 ahead wi~h ~hP 

development of the Lower Churchill, the tunnel and the transmission 

line because of the goofs that they have already made in connection 

with the Churchill Falls in kicking out BRINCO. 

And my hon. and learned friend from St. John's East 

(Mr. Marshall), I am sure when the hon. gentleman participates in 

this dehate that he will give us - because on that one issue alone 

1 think the hon. gentleman is outstanding, the hon. member stands 

alone, And I am sure that hon. members of this House must respect 

the hon . gentleman who wrote an art.icle,not only spoke in this 

noose and warned us and told us that we were putting ourse.lves at 

the mercy of the Province of Quebec , but also wrote a feature article 

in The Evening Telegram, I read every word of it, and l thought at 

the time that the hon. member -

0 ')- 'l 
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MR. NEARY: I did not agree with everyt~ing the hon. 

member said, but certainly the hon. gentleman's words have come 

true. 

MR, SPEAKER: Order, please! I now wish to inform the 

House of the matters which will be up for debate at 5:30. I have 

notice of two matters. The first one, notice was given by the 

hon. the member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) referring to a question 

asked the hon. the Premier and on the subject matter of the 78,000 

man-days lost last year through strikes, legal, illegal and lock

outs. 

In the second matter,notice was given me 

by the hon. the member for Baie Verte-White Bay, arising from a 

question asked the hon. the Minister of Health on the subject of 

the cutback of 200 hospital beds in this Province. These are the 

t1~o matters which will come up at 5:30, 

The hon. the member for Lapoile. 

~IR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, I understand that the various 

leaders of the parties are trying to agree on the wording of a 

resolution to bring into the House, that we hope will be 

unanimously approved by the members of the House, Does the 

hon. the House Leader have something to say on this? 

MR. WELLS: I was going to say, if the hon. member 

would yield for a moment, I have drafted just a very simple 

resolution which I think would suffice, if it is agreeable, "That 

this House unanimously endorses and supports the government's 

stand with the Province of Quebec on the matter of the recall of 

power from Churchiil Falls to the Province of Newfoundland and 

Labrador." I think that would suffice, if it is agreeable. 

MR. ROWE: Was anybody consulted? 

MR. WELLS: No, I am consulting now. If we wish to 

discuss furtherit can be arranged. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, this brings me back to the 

main point of my discussion again. my main debating point now, 

Sir. Before the resolution is put, and I probably would have no 

hesitation in voting for it, but before the resolution is put, Sir, 
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HR. NEARY: I believe that the Premier of this Province 

and his Lieutenant, the Minister of Mines and Energy, should take 

the Opposition into their confidence and give the Opposition 

more information, instead of asking us to vote for a resolution 

to give the government a blank cheque. I know you would want to 

be crazy, you would want to be bonkers, you would want to be a 

lump-head, Sir, not to agree with that resolution that the hon. 

Government House Leader just read out there. You would want to 

be a mutton-head not to agree with it, but before we put the 

resolution, before we again, Sir, and we cannot afford to make 

any mistakes in this matter, again before we have the concensus 

of the hon. members of the House, I believe the government should 

take the Opposition into their confidence, and give us the full 

story in connection with the negotiations with Premier Bourassa 

and his government and Quebec-llydro. 

That is not asking too much is it, Mr. 

Speaker? And maybe, maybe, Sir, the Opposition may move an 

amendment to the resolution that the hon. gentleman just read. 

Maybe we would beef it up a bit. Maybe we do not think the 

resolution is strong enough. There are those of us on this side 

of the House who think that the government should pull the 

switch, and I happen to be one of those. That is how far I would 

go. That may sound radical, it may sound irresponsible, but 

rather than for us to sue the Government of Quebec, I think it 

would be far better to have the Government of Quebec sue us, We 

would be in the driver's seat, Right now we are on the defensive. 

MR. ROBERTS: We are not on the defensive, 

HR. NEARY: We certainly are, Sir, on the defensive, 

We certainly are. And I think it would be far better if we 

hrought a piece of legislation into this House withholding the 

million horsepower, the 1,250,000 horsepower that we require and 

let Quebec sue us, and that will be their problem. Let us get in 

the driver's seat. The source of the electricity is on Newfoundland 

and Labrador soil. I do not know what this nonsense is about inter-
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MR. NEARY: provincial trade. I can tell the Minister 

of Mines and Energy one thing about inter-provincial trade as far 

as Qu.ebec is concerned. Try to get Public Utilities licence 

plates to truck from Newfoundland and drop off and pick up in the 

Province of Quebec and see how far the truckers in this Province 

would get. They are nothing qut a crowd of dictators: The 

Quebec Mafia, Mafioso. That is all you could ca11 them, Sir. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: That is right. 

MR •. NEARY: The Quebec Mafia. And that is what we are 

dealing with here. We are dealing with the Quebec Mafia. And 

the Government of Canada, in my opinion, should intervene and 

they should say to Quebec Province, "Look, we have had enough of 

your foolish nonsense. Trying to cram bilingualism down the 

throats of other Canadians, jeopardizing the safety of people in 

the air through this foolish air traffic control policy that you 

are trying to develop, trying to force bilingualism into the 

public service, costing millions of dollars to the government and 

the taxpayers of Canada! Forget this foolish nonsense or give 

Newfoundland back their power." That is what the Prime Minister 

and the Government of Canada should be doing. And I blame t~e 

whole thing on them. And if they are not prepared to take a 

stand we should not -we have a by-election coming up in St. John's 

West in this Province that I am sure Mr. Trudeau would like to 

win, And l guarantee you if the Government of Canada would not 

intervene and lay the law down to the Province of Quebec and say, 

"Look, we have fooled aro!Jnd with you long enough, we have wasted 

enough time on you, you are after getting us in enough trou~le 

with your corruption,and with your gambling, and with your Mafia. 

You are after getting us in enough trouble." 

Does the Prime Minister of Canada, Sir, 

realize that if the Prime Minister took that kind of a stand that 

his popularity would go up in Canada overnight? If he used the 

Royal Order of the Boot on the Quebec Mafia instead of kowtowing 

and catering to them and tell them, "We are going to cancel this 
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MR. NEARY: foolish policy of bilingualism that is 

costing so much money unless you give Newfoundland back their 

power." Because all they are doing it for, Sir, is to try to 

appease, to try to please the Province of Quebec. And as I say, 

we have a by-election coming up, and if the Minister of Mines 

and Energy goes up and runs in that by-election, as we hear he 

might do - the present Minister of Mines and Energy offers himself 

as a candidate in that election - I do not know, Sir, but I 

would go up and support the hon. minister if the Government of 

Canada will not step in and intervene in this situation. Because 

the alternative, Mr. Speaker, the alternative to the Government of 

Canada letting the Quebec Mafia get away with this is a long 

drawn out court case that is going to go on for years and years, 

that nobody will benefit from but the lawyers. 

Mr. Speaker, no wonder members are getting 

emotional about this situation. I would not mind standing up in 

the House and singing the Ode To Newfoundland, but before I do, 

and before I vote for a resolution,! want to know what I am 

voting for. I want the hon. the government, the Premier to take 

us into his confidence. 1-le are not a bunch of juveniles. We are 

elected representatives of the people, and I believe the Leader 

of the Opposition and his Lieutenant, and the Leader of the 

Liberal Reform Party - apart from asking the Leader of the Liberal 

Reform Party to make a little minor contribution to this whole 

thing, and I do not think the Leader of the Liberal Reform Party 

even knew they were bringing this letter into the House this 

afternoon -

MR. SMALLHOOD: 

~fR. NEARY: 

No. 

- even though the hon. gentleman said they 

had to a certain degree taken him into their confidence. The hon. 

gentleman did not know. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: If the hon. gentleman will allow me, so that 

I will not be misunderstood. The government have not taken me 

into their confidence. In one or two small aspects of the whole 
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MR. SMALLWOOD: problem with which they would think I had 

some particular knowledge, because it hap~ened at the time I 

was Premier and when the negotiations were going on , they asked 

me if I would be willing to give any information l had.. And 

of cou1:se, obviously , I would . Now then, in conversation, 

cbatting,one or two facts were stated by lllinisters, importa.nt 

ministers, and I was appreciative,and I am appreciative. But I 

must repeat that I think it is the duty of the government to do 

in this matteT what is the regular practice of the Gove~ment of 

the United Kingdom, whenever an important, a matter of national 

importance is at stake , to consult with the leaders on the other 

side of the llouse with the view to getting unaniaity, unity, 

harmony, so that we all speak with one voice. And in this matter 

of facing up to Quebec, if we do not speak with one voice Quebec 

will only laugh at us. 

MR. NEARY: That is 
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_!lr. Neary. 

true, Mr. Speaker, and if I make no other point, Sir, in 

my debate this afternoon it is certainly that one. And i think 

that the government owes it to the Opposition and to the people 

of this Province to take the Opposition into their confidence 

on this particular matter. It is a very, very serious matter, 

and I do not know what the hon. Minister of Mines and Energy 

is muttering under his breath there. But maybe, Sir, they do 

not want to do that. · We can only wait and see. I will just 

see how the debate develops. Maybe I will have a chance. I do not 

know if I am allowed to speak again in this debate, to conclude the 

debate. Is that the way it works? Once you have had your say 

that is it. 

MR. ROBERTS: And you cannot amend it either. 

MR. NEARY: You cannot amend the resolution? Oh, I see. Well, 

I did not know that, Sir. The last time I spoke in this kind of 

a debate I think it was when it involved the closing of the 

Bell Is.land mine. And somebody reminded me this afternoon we 

had a -

MR. ROBERTS: I think there was one on Placentia. 

MR. NEARY: I do not know. There may have been. I can only 

remember one since I came in the House and that had to do with 

the closing of the mine on Bell Island. 

MR. ROBERTS: The gentleman from St. John·1.8 West (Mr. Crosbie) 

was over here as a Liberal Reform party for that era. 

MR. NEARY: Well this is indeed, Sir, even a more serious 

matter than the phasing oown of the Argentia Naval Base or even 

the closing of the Bell Island mine. As serious as these situations 

were, this situation, Sir, is more serious. 

MR. CROSBIE: Be relevant. You are struggling for words. 

MR. NEARY: I am not struggling for words, Sir. I am merely 

trying to impress upon the government the fact that they should not 
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Mr. Neary. 

in any way, shape ior form leave any doubt in anybody's mind 

that they are playing politics with this matter, that they just 

wro.te this little threatening letter to the Prime Minister ' of 

Quebec to get themselves off the hook for all the goofs that 

they have made in connection with the energy policy of LabEador 

and the development of the Lower Churchill, and the tunnel under 

the Strait of Belle Isle, and the transmission line. I am not 

struggling. I have been duped before, and I am not going 

to be fooled again by that hon. minister or his administration. 

And I am only grasping, Sir. 

MR. CROSBI~: Straws! 

~IR. NEARY: No, I am not grasping str!lWS. I am trying to 

get information. It could be a gigantic bluff, I do not know. 

The only way, Sir, that we can find that out is for us all to 

get together and persuade us all that this is not a bluff, that 

there are no politics involved in it. The government are not 

trying to get themselves off the hook. The government are not 

boxed in, that they do have good legal advisors, and they do have 

a fairly strqng case to put before the court. I do not know. Maybe 

it is a weak case. How do we know this unless the government would 

take us into their confidence? ~f we have not accomplished anything 

else by this debate this afternoon, it will be that. And before 

the resolution is put we should all get together somewhere,even if 

we go down to the golf course - where the bon. Premier spent part of 

yesterday afternoon - and hold our meeting down there on the golf 

course. I do not care where it is as long as the information is put 

out, laid out in front of us, and that we will not all be sucked into 

another gigantic bluff. And I hope, Sir, that it is not. I am 

not saying it is, but it could be. lt could be. But certainly it is, 

at least, I suppose 1 a position that the government have taken. And by 
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Mr. Neary. 

the end of the month, if the answer is not favourable, bang~away 

we go into the court, and then the batteries of lawyers and 

legal fees will be paid out. It will go on. The next election 

will come and go before it is settled. In the meantime it will 

not do anything to solve the energy crisis that seems to be 

developing in this Province. So, Mr. Speaker, I would like to 

give the Leader of the Opposition, who was gracious enough 

to yield the floor to me, Sir, I would like to give the 

hon. leader a chance to have a few words before we get to the 

Late Show. So I am not going to delay the debate any longer, 

Sir, except to thank my hon. friend for giving the floor. And --4-
I look forward to hearing what the hon. gentleman has to say. Thank ypu. 

MR. ROBERTS : Mr. Speaker, let me first of all thank the hon. 

gentleman for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) for his courtesy. I am deeply 

grateful, Sir, and I very much appreciate what he has done, 

Let me be sure, Sir, that all hon. members of the 

House understand the procedure, because I am not so s.ure I do. 

The procedure under which we are now proceeding is quite proper, 

of course, or it would never have been entered upon by the Chair's 

leave as it has been, but it is unusual, and it is certainly the 

first time since the present administration took office in 1972 that 

we have had a debate of this nature. As I understand it, Mr. Speaker, 

and so that bon. members at least on my side - I have not had 

any opportunity to inform them - so that they will be aware and 

other hon. gentleman that at 5:30 P.M., Your Honour, ends this 

debate - oh, I am sorry - interrupts this debate and we then 

have the so-called Late Show, and there are, I am sure, three questions 

which will be debated. At 6:00 P.M., Your Honour -

AN RON. ~!EMBER: Two only. 

MR . ROBERTS: Two only? Well at ten of six o'clock when the 

twenty minutes on the Late Show have elapsed, ten minutes for each 

question, Your Honou~ then puts the question that this House do now adjourn. 
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Hr. Roberts. 

That is a matter that will be decided, of cours~, by a majority 

of the House in the proper way. If that motion is carried the 

House forthwith adjourns, and we do not come back until: tomorrow 

morning. If that motion is not carried, then the House rises 

until 8:00 l' .M. You know, the normal evening session and 

we come back at 8:00P.M. and we carry on until 11:00 P.M. 

unless, of course, the Standing Order has been waived. It is 

possible to do that to carry on until later than 11:00 P.M. if 

we wish. 

My colleagues and I 11ball vote "nay" on the motion to 

adjourn, because we want this particular debate to carry on this 

evening, and I hope the government do as well. 

MR. WELLS: That is a a bit of a switch. 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes, it is. The House Leader says it will be 

a bit of a switch. The House Leader will remember the day 

when he was caught, as it were, and he learned about Standing Order , -

whatever it is,- Standing Order 31 (h) or something or (g) . He 

learned about it from vivid practical experience. Well, you know, 

I just want to be sure that, at least, ~ colleagues on this aide, 

and any hon. member who is interested, is aware of the fact that 

if we vote to pass the motion at 6:00 P.M. that ends this debate. 

If we vote "nay" we are back at 8:00 P.M. 

MR. WELLS: I am aware of it. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, the House Leader says he is aware of it. 

I am glad, arid I am not surprised, but I am glad, And I want 

to make sure that we do not inadvertently cut off this debate tontght. 

MR. WELLS: I will say now that there will be normal sitting hours 

tonight. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well I appreciate that, and I think it is the right 

thing, if I may be so presumptuous as to advise the government, and 

I think it is the right and proper thing from everybody's point of view. 
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Hr. Roberts . 

Mr. Speaker, let me also touch briefly upon , 

the resolution; which I understand, has been discussed between 

the House Leaders - and I am not sure. Has the wording 

been given to the House? 

HR. WELLS: No! 

MR. ROBERTS: Well then I will not give it. I mean that is 

straightforward. 

MR. ROWE: Yes, it is. 

HR. WELLS: If the bon. member will yield for a moment. 

The resolution when it was suggested by the bon. member for 

Twillingate (Mr. Smallwood) -and we thought it might be 

a very good idea, but, of course, the thought in our minds, at least, 

was not predicated on having a full debate of this which now seems 

to be the case. So this is going to be debated and debated and 

debated. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: The debate has nothing to do with the resolution 

or the resolution with the debate. 

MR. WELLS: Well, I think probably it might well depend on 

what is said in the debate, which I think would be very pertinent. 

HR. ROBERTS: Mr. Speaker, I think both bon. gentlemen are 

right, and both to an extent are wrong. The debate we are now on -

which is on an adjournment, an unusual procedure on an adjournment 

motion, but a proper procedure - is not quite the same as a 

debate on a resolution which could be amended or, you know, in the 

normal way as any resolution to be dealt with. What I was going to 

say is that my colleagues and I will support :; the resolution, but 

we are not prepared to allow it unless the government wish to debate the 

resolution, and the House Leader says they do not, and I accept that. We are 

prepared 
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''I'. TWBERTS : 

to support it. There may he some improvement in wording we could 

talk about over supper or dur:lng the evening. But we are not 

prepared, for. our part, to 11llow it to be moved,and I think we have 

that right because thpre is a motion befnre the House now. The motion 

h<? fore the House now :1 s that the House do now ;utj ourn and we are 

<1ebatinr: it . You know,,.•e w:IJ.l see it moved at ten to eleven or 

whenever the p;overnment l11st in the evening 1and time enou~h for 

it to be put, and :If 1.t is the wish of the Rouse to be carried. 

I ~·ould hope that is an acceptable procedure. It would meet all 

the points but it would stiH allow us to debate the issue before 

the House <!nd yet it would allow th:ls motion to be put and carried, 

1f th11t :Is the wish of the Tlnuse 1without debate. I think that is a 

f~:lr way to go at it really. 

-~<R. HET,LS: I think it is sensible. l-Ie will have to see, of 

c:ourse, what happens. 

~'l' • ROBERTS: Fell that is f:lne. I cannot move the motion or I 

could at ten to eleven or at some point if it were :l.n order,but 

T cannot now. So it is up to the governme~t whether they move it 

or not. Jlut the po:l.nt :Is that we are prepared to support this 

rr,olut:lon or a similar resolution at an appropr :l.ate time this 

evening. nut we are not prepared to do jt at th:ls point· because 

that would cut off <Jhat we bel !eve to be a broader debate. 

Nm•, ~·r. Speaker, it is h renty after five and the House 

<lt five thirty ,,0.11 :l.nterrupt what we have to say. I have ninety 

~:l nutes,Although I do not want to use them. I do not intend to 

u s e them and 1 lmuJ d ask my colleague, the House Leader on our side, 

to make sure that if 1 am getting a little long to keep ~e quiet 

he cause it would be very unfair to use up ninety minutes when, 

you know, thi:o: dehate l"lUSt end - well,not must 1but will end at 

e leven tont~ht. 1 am very anxious ,as we all are, to hear the ~'inister 

of ~'ines and Energy or the F.'rel"!ier or so!'le spokesman for the government 
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~ <r,.. POBEFTS : 

as well on this. 

So let me talk,if it is in order, Hr. Speaker, for the 

seven or eight or nine minutes,1~hatever it will be, until we come 

to the five thirty poi.nt and then I will carry on for fifteen or 

t wenty minute s or so after supper,if that is agreeable,and then 

somebody from the government can speak and we will listen to what 

they have to say . 

Hr. Speaker, let Me deal with one other procedural matter, 

or a matter 'l<,jdch has arfsen in the course of debate. That is 

the sup.gestion which I think came originally from the gentleman 

for Twill:!ngate (Hr. Smal ll~oo~) but wh:!ch my friend froin LaPoile 

clist"t1 ct (" r. Neary) raised. It is the matter of be:!ng taken into 

confidence. 

~ 'f!. . NEA'RY : 

~~. P.ORT\RTS : 

I raised it . 

I am sorry. The gentleman from LaPoile O'r. Neary) 

tells me that he hiwself raised it. Let me say, Sir, that while there 

are certainly precedents - indeed I know of at least one occasion when 

the han. r,entleman from Twilli.np;ate (}~r. Smallwood) when he was Premier -

he may have mentioned thts - but he consulted with the then Leader 

of the Opposition, the han. W.J. Brown and J'lr. James J. C:reen, or 

J guess perhaps ~'r. Green was Leader of the Opposition and Hr. Brown 

•1as 11. collea~ue of his. 'J11at would have been in the 1962 House. 

' '1:: • DOODY : The time they hac the fist fight. 

1'n. ROBERTS: No, no. That was not the time that the gentleman 

from Tlvillingate ('Mr. Smallweod) and Mr. Brown had the fist f:lght. 

That "'as in the HiJtional Assembly - it could not have been in the 

Nat i onal Assembly. No, no -

~"'. Sf>'ALLWOOn: I never had any fist fight with Hr. Brown nor 

"r. l\rown ,,r:fth me,because some colleagues of mine intervened. 

r•r • r.nBFPTS : 

_] 'TI • S!" ALL HOOD: 

YR. LllNT'~H;AN: 

Ah, well there you are. 

Tt never actually came to an exchange of fist fights. 

lfuo was the aggressor? 
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1~". S}'ALUJnOn : Oh, he rvas the aggressor. 

~'1'. 1101\EllTS: In nny event -

Mfl .. S>~ALLWOOD : He was tl\e ~omuld-be aggressor. 

l!P.. PORETtTS: ~'r. Speaker, whatever the occa~;;ion of the events, 

and the aggressor and the aggressee 1and the transgressor and the 

trnnsgressee 1it was not on the occasion of any consultation between 

}lr. James J. Green, Q.C. or the Ron. H.J. Brown also Q.C. tvith respect 

to ChurchHl. You know there were talks. The gentleman frcim Twillingate 

(Mr. Smallwood) was then Premier and he briefed the Leader of the 

Opposition and I happened to be present for part of it but I do not 

think I was present for all of it, So I know about it. There "'as 

no secret the meeting was held. It was quite public at the time. 

T. am not particularly Rnx1ous to be taken into the 

r:ow~rnmenr 's confidence on thiR matter. If they wish to do so I 

•'nuld, of cour,.e, respect 1 t in the normal and appropriate way, hut 

T think, Sir, that the government should put their case to the House. 

I have alway"' felt that,and indee~ the notes which I have prepared 

for a speech on the amendment to the budget,which is what I had 

expected and I r,uess we all expected we would be debating to~ay, 

outUnerl some ideas I ~oranted to put to the House with respect to 

the •rhole Church:llJ Falls sHuat1on as it is obvious it has been 

coming to a head these last few days and these last few weeks. 

One of the strong points,or the points I wish to make 

very strongly - and it was a strong point - is that I think the 

r,overnment should take the House into their confidence. I do not 

expect to be privy to negotiations between Premiers or between 

r,overnments,but I do expect, Sir, that this House would be given 

the inforMation and ~re have not been given the information. The 

p,overnment had a debate, a debate on a government resolution, a 

motion propnsec1 by the Hinister of }'ines and Energy before 

Christmas. ~..re had an extensive rlebate and on rereading it we 

tJere much Dtore noted ,or the rlebate was much more notable for the 

Jo:~ck nf inforMation being given to the House than it was for the 
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!IR. ROBT\RTS: 

:!nf.onnat:!on,because at that time the government ought to have 

di~closed-and we aske~ questions and we got nowhere with the questions -

oueht to have disclosed the fact which even then was becoming 

apparent and has now become grievously apparent, and that ~s the fact 

that the whole power poli.cy of this administration is contingent 

upon the Government of quebec or,if you wish, Hydro-Quebec. I do 

not propose to draw a distinction between them. 

l'ydro-Quebec are the agency - and I rlo not use that in law -

hut are the agency of the Government of Quebec. They are the 

creature of the Government of 0uebec just as the Newfoundland and 

Labrador Hydro Corporation, our equivalent of Hydro-Quebec, is equally 

the creature and an agent of this governrnent,althour,h not necessarily 

in law. 

l'T'. LUNnTHGA'l: That is correct. But does the bon. member 

~d sh to expl11in 1 contingent 1 , in which way he understs.nds 

it? 

tm. 'ROBF.T!TS: Hell the gentleman from Grand Falls (l•r. Lundrigan) 

asks about contingent. That is the point I do not want to go into 

because I am not using the term agent in the legal sense. I am not 

sugge~ting - agent in ] a~' has a very special meaning. I am not 

u~1ng the term 'agent' here in that sense. It is in that sense 

that you become invoJved 1n questions of whether guarantees are 

conU.ngent or direct or ~mat. All I am saying is that the Hydro

Quebec are the creature of the Government of ~uebec. They do their 

b1dd:lng. And the Covernment of Quebec set the policy. The Minister 

of l"ines,or whatever he is called, the Hin:lster of Energy,I believe 

"r. Cournoyer acts - you know Hydro-Quebec are irrelevant. We 

are dealing 1dth the Covernment of Quebec and it is the Government 

of Quebec that are calling the shots on the Ouebec side of it, 

even though it may be the Hydro-Quebec that :!.s firing the gun. 

I use that as a metaphor only, I hasten to say. It is an unfortunate 

one, perhaps. 
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''IV. rnBERT~: 

"r. ~reaker, the first point I would mal<e - and I w:lll 

not have time to make more thEm this at th:ls stage - the first 

po:lnt T \.auld make is that it ought to have been made known to the 

people of Newfoundland and Labrador,and it was not made known to 

the people of Newfoundland and Labrador, that the~ entire po.wer policy 

of this admin:l.stration is predicated,utterly predicated, on the 

co-operation, the giving up by Quebec of substantial amounts of 

pm~er. In fact, Sir, it is predicated on more than that. It is 

predicated on the wilJingness of the Government of Quebec,as the 

Premier said tc-day, to buy that surplus on the Lower Churchill 

until such time as we can use :It, the surplus of the power that 

could be produced r:lpht from the 'start, and buy it until such time 

~s the government of this Province needed it in this Province;and 

second] y, it 1 s predicated upon the ,dllingness to make available 

to us the extra ROO or 900 megawatts or however many megawatts we 

need to go with our own recallab]e power to justify the power line 

across Labrador and then the tunnel across the Straits and the power 

line running from Yankee Point onto the Island grid. 

Now,.Mr. Speaker, if it is five th:lrty,and I th:lnk it is, 

I for one ":111 - I do not know if I move the adjournment of the 

debate on the ~dj ournment or ,.,hat 1 t is I do, 

1'T1. r,Pf)SRIE: You have a couple of minutes yet. 

~. RORF.PTS: The hon. ~iniBter of Mines and F.nerp.y says there are 

a couple of minutes yet but :It :Is one of these things I -

~-!R. CROSBIE: It is hard to speak when you know there is only a 

minute or two left. 

}'J'. l'.(JBF.llTS: Well not on] y that. I could certainly speak for a 

minute or t,m, as can the hon. gentleman, and has. But the po:lnt :1 s 

I clo not to'ant to launch into another point. I would just go on 

repeating. I have Made the point and I do not need to make it a second 

t:lme, surely. Once 1s enourh. 

''1', DOODY: It is five thirty. 
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MR . r.oRERTS: t~ell I mean I a111 willing to call it five thirty 

if the r.hair feels that it 1~ five thirty . But t he Minister of 

'ines and Ener~ is on Atlantic claylight titne :Instead of Newfoundland 

l'aylil!ht t:lme apparently . .5ut if Your llonour sees the clock 1\S 

f:lve thirty, let us call it five thirty and we will eo~~~e back at 

eirht and y,o on with i t . 

liN llC\li . " E "RP.lt: Hear, hear! 

}IR . SPEAKEr:: The ht>n , Leader of the Opposition has a~oumea 

t he debate and the ~otion uefore the Chair in the understanding 

of Standing Order 31 is t hat the House adjourn and I call upon 

the hon . member for Lal"oile O!r . Neary) on the subject of the 

man-days los t throuflh strikes and lockouts last year. 
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:IT' .• ;mARY: nr. Speaker, it must be of some concern to members 

of this House, Sir, that in the calendar year 1975,380,000 man 

days were lost through work stoppages of one kind or another.And 

that -it cost the Worlanen's Compensation Board, according to 

statements made recently by }!r. Blanchard, $25 million in claims 

for time lost caused by industrial accidents. Mr. Speaker, 

the Canadian Labour Congress, in its current discussions at its 

annual convention .that is presently being held, is centring a 

great deal of its thinking around the demand that labour be 

regarded as an equal partner with business and government in 

the operation of our economy. This sort of thinking, Ur. Speaker, 

goes back to a suggestion that hon. members have heard me make 

so often both in this House and outside the House and one that 

I have submitted to the han. Premier in writing and that is, 

llr. Speaker, that we institute in this Province without further 

delay a Newfoundland Productivity Council not onJ;y, Sir, to restore 

order to the tumultuous industrial relations scene but also, 

rlr. Speaker, to revitalize and re-energize our faltering economy on a whole 

host of fronts other than the two examples that I have just given the House. 

We must, Mr. Speaker, for example, restore 

to our people, espeically our young people, the very basic 

relationship between productivity and deserved entitlement to 

a high standard of living. With our record in this Province 

of precious man hours lost through work stoppages and industrial 

accidents, ?!r. Speaker, it is imperative that our government, Sir, 

immediately abandon its futile bandaid policy that we have been 

following over the past several years and set to work right away, 

Sir, at reorienting our whole economy that will see labour brought 

more into the confidence of business and government and become directly 

involved in the decision making policies both in the private and public 

sector of our econotay. Unless government acts at once, Mr. Speaker, 

to restore to our people the old adage, the old-fashioned idea that 

we should do an honest day's work for an honest dollar and that if 

we continue to live high off the l1og without taking remedial action to 
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11r. Neary. 

cure our precarious situation in which we find ourselves through 

this record lost time, through work stoppages, through industrial 

disputes and industrial accidents that are so drastically affecting 

production in this Province, Sir, unless we do something about this, 

the bubble of expectation will surely burst and the wrath of our 

people, l!r. Speaker, who get more desperate and more disillusioned 

with their government and indeed with all the elected representatives 

of this House, the wrath of the ordinary people will come tumbling 

dmm around our ears. After nearly six months since th:l.s House 

opened, Sir, it is about time that we made at least one positive 

decision that will benefit the ordinary people. 

So again, Mr. Speaker, I urge the government to get 

on with the job of setting up a Provincial Productivity Council 

that may be of som<:>. help to this Province in maintaining our present 

standard of living and reaching our objectives and our desires and 

our wishes and the expectations of the people of this ancient l!rovince 

of ours. 

lffi.. ~l'EAKER: 

l'R. MA YNAR!l : 

The hon. }finister of l1anpower and Industrial Relations. 

tfr. Speaker, I have lis tend to a lot of disjointed 

statements since I have been in this House of Assembly, but I think 

that one h.ns to take first prize, because I am sure if the hon. 

member read the statement over again, which he did - one that was 

obvLously written by.his usually reliable source- and he read it 

over a dozen times no one would be able to understand what he said. 

lie started off in his first sentence by talking about the man days 

lost thrnugh strikes and then immed:l.ately went into a sentence about 

the cost of industrial accident~.Now what relationship there is 

bct,Jeen the two escapes me, and I am sure it escapes everyone else 

!m. NEARY: Loss of production. 

HP.. MAYNARD: - in this House, M%. Speaker. 

MR. NEARY: Loss of produ~:tion. 

tm. 'tfl~IAl'.!): Yes, but the two are hardly tied in togeth~r as beillg 

related, and I thought from the question that was asked a couple of 
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Hr. Haynard . 

days ago that the hon. gentleman was asking what was being 

done to prevent "'ork stoppages. As far as the proposal regarding 

a Labour Productivity Council or whatever kind of an elusive animal 

that might he, Mr. Speaker, it has never been fully explained to 

me, either on the Order Paper or any letters that I have seen or 

any documents t lmt I have seen what possible good a Labour Productivity 

Council is going to be or what the terms of reference of such 

a council would be. I would suggest that if the han. gentleman 

H<'nts to talk about such a council that he be a little bit more 

specific and give some terms of reference . The motions that 

I have seen on the Order Paper regawding a Productivity Council 

have been a great of mishmash that really means nothing. 

MR. NEARY: Well do you want to see the proposals that I got 

from the Premier2 

}!R. !IAYNARD: We have had a lot of discussions, a lot of correspondence, 

a lot of input from labour and employers over the years regarding 

all aspects affecting the workers of the Province, both the man days 

lost through work stoppages, new legislation, the industrial accident 

rates, and go right on down the line. We do not need a council 

as such, and it is of no use whatsoever except to set up maybe 

another bureaucracy that can sit and discuss -

MR. NEARY: Well the Premier thinks so, because he wrote me 

two letters telling me that he approved of it. 

MR. MAYNARD: 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. MAYNARD: 

I would like to see the letters that approve of -

They are down in my office, I will bring them up toni~ht. 

- the han. member's suggestion that he just. made 

now of a Labour Council to tie into two things, work stoppages and 

losses of productivity through industrial accidents. 

}ffi. NEARY: It has to do with all aspects. 

MR. MAYNARD: We are all anxious, Mr. Speaker, to see an honest day's 

work for a honest day's dollar, and I am sure that the pe~ple in 

Newfoundland, who are working, are trying to give an honest day's work for 
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Mr, }faynard, 

the dollars that they ~re receiving. There is much more 

t~ a solution to the work stoppages, finding a solution to it 

than merely se~ting up a council. But if the hon. gentleman 

has any specifics that he would like to put forward -

MR. NEARY: I have given them to the Premier, 

MR. MAYNARD: I mean sensible specifics that really outline 

something that is going to work, then I would only be too happy 

to read and discuss it with anyone. 

MR. NEARY: Well you better take it up with the Premier, 

because the Premier approved of it and wrote me two letters. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please: 

!he second item of the Late Show refers to 

the elimination of 200 hospital beds. The hon. member for 

Ilay Verte - Hhite Bay. 

MR. RIDEOUT: Mr. Speaker, in the March budget, Sir, there 

was no doubt about it, it came through loud and clear, it 

came throur;h as clear as a bell that in the name of austerity 

the provincial government was to cut back on 200 hospital beds. 

Th~t c~me through as clear as anything coul4 be, So one could only 

assume from that announcement, Sir, that we had a surplus of 

hospital beds in this Province,that we could do without 200 beds. 

We could also only assume that the health of the people of this 

rrovincc cnme first, that government, dispite restraint, dispite 

the necess~ty of cutbacks, would nor do anything to adversely affect 

the health care of our people. Then, Sir, came the greatest 

contradiction of the century. The whole plan then became obvious, 

the whole contradiction became obvious. If new: hospitals, with 

more beds were needed, for example, at Twillingate and the government 

says it was, then do we or do we not have a surplusl If a new hospital 

with more beds was needed at Carbonear and the government says it was, 

do we or do we not have a surplus of hospital bedst If new hospital 
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beds were needed at the Burin Peninsula Hospital and at the extension 

in Grand Falls, and again with these two items the government said, 

they were needed, if these were needed, and we had a surplus the 

contradiction is even 1n0re damning , and on and on it went, 

Sir. If all these new and expanded facilities were need.ed to adequately 

care for our people - and I have no doubt they were, I have no doubt 

about that whatsoever, I have no doubt that they are needed - then 

one t hing is clear , if these arc needed we do not have a surplus 

of hospital beds in this Province and how , therefore, in lleaven' s name 

can we justify cutting back on what presently exists? That, Sir , 

rnust ue the contradiction of the ce.ntury. Now that was bad enough, 

that was harsh enoueh , not to go ahead with the planned expansions 

in those particular areas. But to cut back on what we presently 

have must be , Sir, courting with disaster. 
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_MR. RIDEOUT: 

,AJld now, Sir·, the minister in my opinion has grossly added to a 

confusiag situation that already exists. The miniater has grossly 

added to that. The minister is saying now that this is a health 

budget restraint, thatthe word has gone out to the hospital boards 

to restrain their health budgets, not in order to ~lose back any 

particular number of beds. Now, Sir, that is a clear-cut departure 

from the language that esme through loud and clear in the March budget. 

The ¥~reh budget said 200 hospital beds to be cut back. Now the 

minister is saying that he is informing the boards that they must 

restrain their health budgets to such a degree it will be aquivalent 

to cutting back 200 hospital beds. That, Sir, is a contradiction. 

To me it is an evasive departure that now dumps the problem out of 

the m~ister's lap and into the laps of the hospital boards. 

The hospital boards will now have to suffer for the 

indecisiveness of the minister and the govermment 1a this particp!ar 

area. They will now have to take the brunt of whatever adverse public 

opinion comes across. Sir, we cannot cut back on health care 

programmes without risking the health of our people, without risking 

the health of the patients. Even children who have to use the 

Janeway, for example,will be adversely affected by this decision. 

I appeal to the minister, Sir, to grapp this problem and to solve 

it now. Do not dump it into the laps of the hospital bo~rds. If there 

is going to be any dumping let it stay where it belongs at the 

political level and in the minister's lap. It is too late to clese 

the barn door, Sir, when the horse is out and it is too late to cry 

about closing down hospital beds when our people begin to suffer ~due 

hardships. 

SO't-IE RON. ~~EMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKEP: The hon. Minister of Health. 

MR. H. COLLINS : Mr. Speaker, I do not see that there is any contradiction 

in what this government is trying to accomplish. I think all bon. 

members agree, the hon. member for Twillingate (Mr. Smallwood) and most 
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responsible hon. members opposite and certainly those on this side 

of the House, all agree that we are faced with a period where there is a 

great need for restraint in government spending, not only in Newfoundland 

but in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and every Province of Canada, the 

federal government and we can go beyond our own national borders and 

we find the same situation. 

It is not unusual to find hon. members opposite cry and 

plead day after day with the government to spend more money on water 

and sewer, to spend more monies on roads, to spend more money on 

hospitals and in fact on all other government programmes and then by 

straddling the fence or speaking out of both sides of their mouths 

at the same time, to say that the government is headed for bankruptcy. 

If we leave them in power any longer, the Province is going to be 

bankrupt. Now, Mr. Speaker, one cannot have one's cake and eat it 

too. We are faced with the responsibility today of bringing about 

whatever cost restraint programmes which we can. 

To deal with the hospital bit which is on the carpet again, 

granted we did defer the extension to the Central Newfoundland 

Hospital in Grand Falls. We did defer the construction of the new 

hospital in Burin. We did defer construction of the new hospital 

for Clarenville. We have deferred a lot of other new hospitals and 

extensions and what have you for the simple reason, Mr. Speaker, that 

we cannot find the money. In fact if we listened to the bon. member 

for Twillingate (Mr. Smallwood) we are not going to be able to find 

the money which we have approved now in our estilnatea. The monies 

which this House has given us approval to sperid that bon. member clatm& 

that we are not going to be able to find that and consequently we 

cannot spend it. 

So I think we are acting responsibly. And we have had a look 

at all of the areas whereby it might be possible to save aome money on 

current account because after all everything comes from current account, 

not everything but the majority of it. And we have come to the 
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conclusion after a lot of consultation with the medical profession 

and the people who operate the hospitals,we have come to the conclusion 

that we can indeed save approximately a couple of million dollars in 

the hospitals across this Province. 

It is not something one does lightly. I have had the benefit 

of the best advice which I can get in addition to the two organizations 

which I just mentioned. I have some pretty competent people in the 

department. ¥y deputy minister and my three assistant deputy ministers 

plus the professionals who are down there are not about to give me 

advice which is not realistic, We have come to the conclusion on 

the basis of, as I said, a lot of discussion, that we can accomplish 

tbe saving here which we are talking about. 

Now the hon. member says that I am trying to dodge the issue 

and hide behind the skirts, if we want, or hide behind the hospital 

boards. Nothing could be further from the truth because I have had 

numerous meetings with those people. They have been told what the 

budget restrictions are. We could have taken the approach,! suppose, 

where I could have said, "! want twenty beds closed in the General, I 

want so tnar.y in Central Newfoundland, I want thirty in r.ander" • and so on but; 

we did not think this was the right appraach to take. The approach 

we did take,after all of the consultation that was necessary,was that 

we would introduce the budgetary restraints and let the hospitals 

decide themselves what would be the best services to close,if that 

had to be done,and I know it is going to have to tie done. But let 

them do it from a local level so that on the basis of having the 

expert knowledge of the local level, having that inpiJt, I th~. we 

will be able to accomplish what we set out to do with the least 

impairment in terms of quality of care. 

I understand there have been a couple of hospitals today, 

if not today certainly tomorrow, will be aaaouacing some bed closures. 

They know and I know, we all know in government, that we stand behind 

this and we take the responsibility for it. We are not passing any 
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responsibility over to the boards. But what we are doing, }~ . 

Speaker, i s giving the boards some flexibility, some responsibility 

in the area to have some input among themselves so that this can be 

accomplished with the minimum of interruption 1n terms of the health 

care needs of the Province. 

~:R. SPEAKER: In accordance with Standing Order 31 (H) I now put 

the motion which is before the Chair, that is that the Hou.e de now 

adjourn. 

~'N:Ion that the House at its rising do now adjourn 

until this evening at eight o ' clock, carried. 

R ~77 

,... 
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The House resumed at !1:00 P.M. 

Mr. Speaker in the Chair. 

?_IR :..J!!_EAKE~: Order, please! I have been informed that the 

Mayor of the ~ural District Council of Badger's Quay-V~leyfield-

Pool's Island, Mr. Hinston Ricketts,and the Town Manager, 

Hr. Harry H'arding,are in the Legislature and on behalf of 

hon. members I welcome them. 

~. SPF.AKF.R: The debate t~as adjourned by the hon. Leader of 

the Oppesition. 

CAPTAIN WINSOR: Premature. Premature, Mr. Speaker. 

}!R. ROBERTS: My colleague says it is premature. 

CAPTAI_!U i_INSOR_:_ The welcomiAA of the Mayor of Valleyfield, 

he just came in. 

MR. ROBERTS: Oh I see. I gather my friend from Fogo 1who 

is of course a native of the North Shore of Bonavista Bay,tells 

me that the Mayor of the Rural District Council of Badger's Quay-

Valleyfield, Mr. Ricketts -

~R..!_~I~~'~.N~:- And Pool's Island. 

m._ ~O.!!.ERT~: - and Pool's Island as well, has just arrived in 

the Chamber somewhat after Your Honour tvas gracious enough to 

t~elcorne him and for Mr . Ricketts -

~-·--~llERTS __;_ Let me say that His Honour did indeed ax tend a very 

cordial welcome and all members of the Rouse thumped warmly. It 

is our matter of regret there was no member from Bonavista 

North to join in the Helcome. 

~~TAT:!J_ WINS~R_:_ They want a by-election. 

}!R. ROBERTS : Hr. Speaker , let us make one thing very , very clear 

in discussing the situation t-Thich was described or which was touched 
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l'fR~ !_O.!!_E~T!: upon today, described in part by the Premier's 

statement, the subject which forms the subject matter of this 

debate and that is this, that while the Premier's statement 

was received with support on all sides of the House,and I know 

will be received with support by the people of Newfoundland 

and Lahrador,and so it should be, Sir, so it should be, that 

statement in no way represented a victory or heralded a 

victory or forecast a victory or in any way represented a step 

forward in the development of this Province. It was a desperation 

move. It was the only move the government could take. I think 

it was the right move because it was the only realistic move 

left open to them. It was a question of defeat or fight,and the 

Premier and his colleagues have chosen to fight. Well so they 

should,and they would be poor Newfoundlanders indeed and poor 

Labradorians indeed if they' did not stand and fight, and in 

taking that position,as has been said many times and will be 

said again in this debate by many speakers, they will have the 

whole-hearted support of all of the people of this Province. 

But, Sir, let us not d~ude ourselves. Let us not for 

a moment think that this is a development we should welcome. 

It is one that we should look upon with great apprehension,because 

what the Premier was saying today was that he has served,or 

the government have served an ultimatum on the government of 

a sister province, it happens to be the Government of Quebec,and 

that that ultimatum is that unless that Province accepts certain 

requests,which are reasonable and proper and which should be 

accepted, but that unless that province, the government of that 

province accepts those requests then, Sir, we will take the matter 

into court, a matter of war,by any means,but a matter of fighting 

by civilized and proper and lawful and altogether constitutional 

means. 

That is not something of which we should be proud, or of 

\vhich we should be happy. It means we are in for a long 1 tough fight 
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~· ROBERT~: with no certainty, Sir, that at the end of the road 

success lies. The government took this position, Sir, because it 

was the only option left to them, and no amount of words and 

no amount of speech can in any way take away from that 

single st•rk fact. This was the act of an administration that 

had literally no other options open to them. They could have 

had the option of capitulation but that, Sir, is unthinkable. 

Every citizen of this Province feels, as the government does 

and as ~.-e do, that - well the phrase I use is,what we have we 

hold. Another way to put it is that our boundaries are not 

negotiable. He will negotiate power but we will not negotiate 

territory. 

So all the government's options closed in on them. And if 

we look back over the two years and a bit, two years and two 

or three months now since this government made their move 

to acquire the ownership of the Churchill Falls Corporation 

and their move to implement their power policy, we can see 1 as 

we come along the road, what I believe were genuinely held great 

hopes, have step by step been shattered, have atep by step been 

put aside. 

l~e bought the Upper Churchill shares. l~e paid $160 million 

for them. As far as I know every member of the House at that 

time,and certainly I was one of them, voted in favour of that 

purchase. There was not a dissenting vote,and while I have not 

re-read all the debates recently I am quite sure I am correct 

when I say there ~ .. as not a dissenting voice. It had the support, 

Sir, that move by the government.had t~e sunnort of every member 

of the House of Assembly of the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador, 

every single one. 

ThFre was only one voice of any substance that I recall raised 

against it in the Province 9 and that was by the man who is today the 

gentleman from Twillingate. the hon. member for the district of 

Twillingate (Mr. Smallwood). 

MR. SMALLHOOD: Andrew Crosbie. 
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MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Andrew Crosbie may have taken that position. 

I do not doubt it at all. But I am not aware he took it 

publicly. I am not aware he made any public comment on it 

at all. Rut even if he did, Sir, that then means that two 

voices were heard. 

The fact remains that that policy had the support of 

every single citizen of the Province,with very,very few exceptions. 

I think it is worth saying, Sir, that the ownership of the 

Churchill Falls shares has nothigg at all to do with the dilemma 

which faces the government now. Because the problem would 

be essentially the same, Sir, whether those shares were 

m.med hy the Government of this Province, as they are, or 

1.rhether they are o~.med by RRINCO, a privately owned corporation, 

or ••hether they are owned by anybody. Because ownership is 

not the problem. The problem essentially rises from two facts: 

First of all from the fact which faced the Upper Churchill, and that 

••as the fact at that time that the only possible customer for that 

power, the only possible customer for the 5200 or 5300 megawatts 

of power which can be and which are being generated at the Upper 

Churchill, the only possible customer was Hydro-Quebec. 

That is not quite true now. Hydro-Quebec are not the only 

possible customer for our power1 and from the Lower Churchill indeed 

the fact is that we n~ed that power here on this Island. But it 

is equally true that without the act of co-operation of Hydro 

Quebec,there will be and there can be,as far as we: can tell, 

no development. The act of co-operation is needed in two 

respects. First of all it is needed in the recapture or the 

recall, whatever phrase we wish, the diversion from Quebec to 

our own use, to our own Hydro Commission of 100, or ROO 

or 900 megawatts of power, 300 megawatts - well it is actually 

less than that. We have recaptured some of the 300 megawatts 

we are entitied to recapture. But Quebec siving us or allowing 

us to retain by purchase enough power to justify the cost of the 
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~_!OB~~s~ t~mission line aeross Labrador from the 

Churchill to the Straits of Belle lsle,and then the tunnei 

across the Straits , and then on from Yankee Point at Savage 

Cove near Flowers Cove, onto the Island griQ.. That is one 

and the second,of eourse·,is the other o:ae, the Premier 

mentioned this today in his statement ,and that is the 

n.eed for a customer to take up the excess power ~~hich will 

be produced as of tne .,ment the Lower Churchill comes on 

sbeam and producing 1800 megawatts,and th~re is 1,000 or 

900 megawatts of power which are surplus to our needs for 

a period of years.. I would i•gine the amount would 

NM- 5 

decrease over that; period starting at 1,000 ot: 900 megawatts 

and then going d01m by, say, lSI) megawatts each year if our 

consumption cont;in~ to grow by that figure,until eventually 

tqe C4n use all of the power. But we need a customer, somebody 

to purchase that p.ower right from the 1110111ent the projeet comes 

on stream, becaue of course like all hydro projects you cawot 

phase· it in, you bring it in all at once. Your capital cost 

is ~1 th~e. Your production is all ' there,and the only potential 

customer .for that block of power, if anybody has been able to 

find any realistic terms, is Hydro-Quebec. 
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Mr. Roberts. 

That is why the problem exists today, those facta, and then 

the further fact that the Government of Quebec,- for whatever 

reasons, and I cannot pretend to speak for their reasons, I 

have no idea what their reasons are - the Government of Quebec 

have apparently decided to adopt a course of action that could 

only be regarded as betgg close to extortion - extortion in the 

sense they figure they have us in a position in which we cannot 

bargain, in which we must make whatever deal they want. And 

they are prepared - in a colloquial phrase - "To put the boots to 

us." The course of action which the Premier outlined in a letter 

he sent to the Premier of Quebec, Mr. Bourassa, amounts to close 

to that. There is not a great deal that is new in the letter 

because much of it has become public before, but just consider: 

Here is a province that is getting a great part of its power 

supply from an adjoining Province. That is true• We did not 

sell to them to do them a favour, and they are not buying it 

from us to do us a favour , It was a commercial deal. It was 

the only possible deal that could be made, and at the time 

everybody concerned said it was a good deal. As events developed 

it has turned out to be a very one-sided deal. But here they are. 

they are getting these immense quantities of power without which 

the Province of Quebec would be badly strapped for power, and the 

lights would be dim in Montreal and not just at the Olympics, and 

the factories would not be operating because Quebec needs that. That is a 

substantial portion of the power being consumed today in the Province 

of Quebec , So there they have this. 

And we come to them and we ask them if they will let 

us have a portion of that power. What is it? Ten per cent? Fifteen 

per cent of the production is what we want1 That is all we are 

asking for. We do not need it for two or three years, be.cause even 

if the construction was going full steam ahead on the transmission 

line across the Labrador and the tunnel across the Strait, it would be 
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two or three years before it could be energized, before 

power could be put into it. We do not need it right now. 

We need it in two or three years. And while I do not have 

the precise dates in front of me,that is about the time that 

the James Bay power will come on stream. It is not as if we 

are going to be depriving Quebec of power. She can get that 

power from the James Bay development. As far as I know, and 

I have heard no evidence to the contrary, Quebec can afford 

to let us have that power. They are not going to have to 

ration electricity in Quebec if they let us have the 500, 600, 

800 or however many megawatts of power we need. But no, they 

do not take that attitude. They first of all take the position, 

and take it publicly 1 there is no pretense at negotiations 1 ~be 

Minister of Energy in Quebec comes out and says, '~e want a portion 

of your territory." It is unheard of, an unthinkable demand~ 

a new one, the same demand or the same request,as it then was, 

was made in 1964 at Quebec City by Mr. Rene Lesveque who has 

become since then the leader of the Separatist Party in Quebec. 

It was rejected then, and the government now rejected it this 

time 1 and so they should have . It is almost insulting. It is certainly 

not the way one government should deal with the government of a 

sister Province. 

And then when it became obvious that there was no way 

that such a policy could be accepted or would be accepted, then 

we get almost an equally insulting thing. They do not want our 

territory any more, not to change the border. All they want is 

to buy 7~500 square miles, and we are treated to the spectacle 

of Mr. Cournoyer, speaking for the Government of Quebec,it now turns 

out,on the television, on the television news making this demand. 

Insolent if not insulting. It is not the way one province should 

deal with another, not the way one part of Canada should deal with 

another. We are not sovereign nations, Sir. We are all part. of a 
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Confederation. We are all part of one country. Quebec is 

an integral part of this country. And I for one - and I think 

every citizen of this Province has always believed that Quebec 

was entitled to fair and just treatment and no more, but we 

are certainly willing. This Province has had a long record, Sir, 

of supporting the moves by the Government of Canada to ensure 

that Quebec receives fair and proper treatment in this country, 

and now these insolent and insulting demands! So we are at this 

juncture now tonight where the government are driven to take this 

position that unless Quebec - this is what the Premier said today, 

I am paraphrasing, but I think I reproduce it accurately - that 

unless Quebec will recant on their publicly held position, their 

publicly taken position, we will be forced to take, it into court. And 

that is the only weapon we have that I can see, but it is not 

surely a terribly strong and practicable weapon. It may turn out 

to be one, but it is not a weapon that can move with speed or with 

quickness for a finality of decision. I do not know how long it 

would take to settle such a court action. I have no idea. But I 

would not be surprised - perhaps the Minister of Justice or the 

Minister of Mines and Energy or the Minister without Portfolio, all 

of whom are lawyers, all of whom have experience at the bar, and 

all of whom I am sure have been in close and conatant counselling 

with the government's solicitors and with the outside counael 

who have been retained to advise the government - I would 

not be surprised if a year or two or three could 

elapse between the time action is initiated here in our Supreme Court, 

and we go through all the interlocutory and preliminary motions, 
L 

and then we go through trial, and we go through the inevitable appeal 

to our own court of Appeal, and then the equally inevitable appeal 

to the Supreme Court of r.anada. A year or two or three could ~o.and 

no certainty of the outcome. Our counsel have given their advice, given 

their opinion. I think it is sound from what I know of the law. But 
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nobody could predict what the courts will decide when all the 

arguments are in. So that is where we find ourselves. I do not 

understand Quebec's position. I do not think any Canadian could. 

I do not see why one ~rovince apparently sets out to hurt another. 

They will not be hurt if they give us - I do not mean give us as 

a gift - if they give us the right to recapture that power. I d8 

not think they will be out at all. They will still have 4,000 

megawatts, 4,500 megawatts or however many there are. they will retain 

of very cheap energy indeed. They will still retain that. They 

will still have the benefit of that. They will not have to pay 

for any power they do not get. I do not understand Quebec's 

position, and perhaps one of the minist~rs, when they speak, might 

be able to help us. I just cannot understand it. This is a province, 

the Province of Quebec,that looks to the rest of Canada for fair 

treatment, even for special treatment, to meet special needs. They 

take this position. If Mr. Bourassa maintains this position they 

will forfeit the sympathy of all Canadians. This goes against the 

very heart of Confederation, one province, not only to prevent 

development in another, but almost to try to hurt it. Because if 

we do not get this power we are not able to develop the resources 

of Labrador. Then the other alternatives are not pleasant. We 

must have the power. - How do we get the power? We cannot go ahead 

and develop the Churchill on our own. We have been through that 

time and time again. That is one of the dreams that disappeared 

along the road from March,l974 to May,l976. That dream disappeared. 

Hy,iro resources on the Island] We have some. They 

are not all practicable, and we pay a dear price for them. The 

Lloyds River is certainly a potential hydro development, but we 

feel that would be too high , the destruction of that watershed, 

which is what would be involved in developing that power, developing 

it by bringing it down through the Bay d'Espoir generators. It would 

be too high a price to pay. I understand that we can take seventy-five 
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or eig~ty megawatts of power out of the T~ra Nova Park, the 

water resources in there. Does anybody want to see the 

National Park in the district of Terra Nova and Bonaviata 

Bay damaged,as it must be and as :l,t would bE! if we had that 

sort of developmellt on that river. 

MR. COLLINS: There would be evacuation. 

MR, R.OBP:R'l'S: Well I say to the member for Gander t yes, that, 

sure, the pt'ice 1s too dea,t'. There are othet' resources, sure, 

they cim be developed. They might or might llQt be expensive, 

but; in .the long run we quickly would be forced back to thermal 

power,· very expensive power. and not to mention the difficulties 

of starting power sour~es that t'ely on foreign .oil, and they m:~t 

be foreign oil, at least, until we can davelop the oil that is off 

our coasts. So I do not understand Quebec 1 s position,. I do not 

know why they have forced the whole thing out into the public new, 

be.cause, of course, positions .harden very quickly when they become 

public positions, lt would be vet'y hard now fot' Mr. Bourassa: to back off. It 

wo.uld certainly, I would think, involve the resignation of his 

colleague, the Minister of EJ1ergy. Now tha.t WQuld be a cheap price 

to pay. But it is too bad the whole thing has now become public. 
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I do not blame the Premier and his colleagues for that. Obviously 

they had no choice. I th1nk the Premier has tried his best to reach 

an accommodation. I am some1mat shocked that the Premier of any 

prov:f.nce - in this case Quebec - is too busy to see the Premier of 

another province at any point during a week. The Prime ¥in:lster of 

Canada,! am sure,is not that busy. It is just a matter of 

rearranging one's schedule. I think what is obvious is that the 

Premier of Quebec did not want to see our Premier, did not want 

to discuss this matter with him. That would be consistent with 

the other actions of the Government of Quebec. Again I cannot under

stand why. I suppose speculation is futile and would serve no end 

anyway. 

lfr. Speaker, the fact remains that we are now in this 

position. lve are in a difficult position. I think we must look 

to the govern~ent to tell us how they think we are going to get 

out of it,and I will come back to that. Before I do, Sir, I 

want to say a 1Jord or two about the full power pol:!cy. He called 

it today, I think, a policy bankrupt of hope and bankrupt of ideas 

and bankrupt of substance. It was a dream, a dream that has turned 

:Into a nightmare. We spent $160 million,in round numbers,to 

purchase the shares of the T'pper Churchill and the water rights of 

the Lower Churchill. Financ:tally the returns we get from the Upper 

Churchill will never pay off that debt. That has been well-established 

in the House here and I do not need to go through the figures again. 

But the extra money that comes to us in respect of the 

shares which we acquired with that money will not be enough to service 

that debt :In the next twenty or twenty-five years,and by service 

I mean repay the principal and pay off the interest. If we are 

payinp; $20 million a year :l_n interest on that debt now - and $160 

mHlion at twelve per cent is of the order of $20- million - then 

we Rre payinp $55,01)0 a rlay, each day and every day,on the interest 

of that debt. 
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But the government felt and the government said that we 

must have the ownership of the Upper Churchill so that we can 

the Lower Churchill. So they bought it. They acquired it. 

develop 

They 

bour,ht the share!'l. But now it turns out, Sir, that the development 

of the Lower r.tmrchill may not be :lmpo~s:lble but has certa:!.nly become 

very , ve~y difficult. Only now are the government admitting this. 

Only no~· are they admitting it because they are forced to admit it. 

He have long feared, Sir, - H Your Honour looks back. 

through the debate :In thls House before Christmas the fear and concern 

un~erlie speeches made by P number of us on this side - that there 

was no practicable way the government could get out. The same fear, 

I think it is fair to say, was shared by the gentleman from St. 

John's East (~'r. l'arshall) and the gentleman from St. John's North 

( Hr. J. Carter), each of v•hom when the division came,when the vote 

<m.s taken, voted against the i r government. And they support the 

government. They are Tories. Indeed they are better Tories than 

many who are there,hut they stated their concerns and they said that 

the r,overnment had then, before December, come to the point where 

they should have cried halt. He felt that way. We said :It and we 

voted it. 

Co back before that, to late August of Jast year or 

September,when T made a statement that I said all this actlvity 

of blowing off tunneJ tops or mount11.in tops for tunnels down :tn 

Yankee Point and across the Straits and Pointe Amour was just 

election bait. The then l'inister of Energy, !-'r. Barry, came out 

and called me all sorts of things. The kindest thing was some 

euphemism for liar. Yet, Sir, it turns out now that it was just 

electioneering, and that there was no more substance for the government 

pretencling,and the Premier pretending when he v!ent down and made that 

speech- I do not have it in front of me, it is,on my table inside-

in Flm~ers Cove and Yankee Pofnt and across the Pay in Poi.nte Amour 

fn Labrar1or, we shall go straight ahead. This government, Sir, have 
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r~ . "01\F.l>T ~ : 

got to answer to the people for that. 

l~e have spent not just the $160 m:!.llion that has r;one into 

Tlpper Churchill, $5 mHlion of which went to purchase the water rights 

of the Lower Churchill. The people of this Province have spent millions, a 

$100 million, maybe more, $50 million, $55 million committed according 

to Hydro's report-or $50 million spent, I am sorry, and $25 million 

committed. It is here in the:!r annual report, the one that has the 

lovely colored photograph of the Hinister of Mines and Energy on 

the front. 

SN~ HON. }'E.J-fBF.PS: Hear, hear! 

VJl. 1?01\El'TS : Preliminary estimates of the cost of the Gull Island 

project total in excess of $2 billion. It 1.s now up to $2.5 billion, 

the Premier told us toclay. That is an escalation of $200 millions. 

vn. r.ROSBIE: 

}'1'. l>OBF.RTS: 

}"!_. }'FJ>Pl1Y : 

rm. POBERTS: 

~fR. CP.OSBIE: 

It is now $2.3 billion. 

The Premier used the figure $2.5 billion. 

$2.5 billion. 

The Premier used the figure $2.5 billion. 

It has not changed. 

}'R. ROBERTS: Hell the estimate has not changed,then the estimate 

is no longer accurate because the fact remains that time after time 

what this government have said about the Churchill project has been 

sho~m to be inaccurate or wrong. I will not put a stronger term on 

it than that, although I could. The fact remains we have conullitted 

$26 ~illion,and we have ag gregated as of necember 31, 1975 some $50 

m:!ll:!on in expend:!tures,accor.cling to the Hydro's report, That 

:!s $76 mill:!on gone. 1hen ~~atever else is gone into it. Yaybe we 

,,,nl get our. money back and maybe we will not. One thing is sure 

ancl certain,we ,.,:Jll not get it back quickly. 

So the government have to answer for this, Sir. They 

have to answer for their policy. They have to an1mer for their 

failure to be candid with the people of this Province and with the 

House. They have to answer for the speeches last year, last Fall 
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~'1.. POBERTS: 

saying, "We are going straight ahead. J,;Te are going full steam ahead 

until we get th:ls power.~· And they have to answer for the statements 

made here before Christmas "'hen they said, "Oh, we will take a chance. 

Pe think it :Is a reasonable chance." ~!aybe it was a reasonable chance. 

~·aybe noboc:ly could have foreseen that any government of any ~anadian 

Province would be as obdurate and as insolent and as insufferable 

and as anti-confederation as the Government of Quebec have shown 

themselves to be. But the government, Sir, the sovernment took no 

heed, took no care to point th:l.s out. 

The member for St. John's East (Mr. Marshall) raised,as 

I recall it,almost precisely that point here in th:l.s Rouse and for 

his palns and h:ls troubles he was pooh-poohed by the Minister of 

~!:fnes and Energy,who was in fine form as memory recalls it to me, 

denouncing :l.n his most virulent style the thought - I do not remember 

the words road I do not remember exactly what was said but my memory 

is vivid and my memory I think on that po:l.nt is correct. 

~'r. Speaker, here we are now. Where do we go from here? 

hlhere do the government t11ke it from here? It should never have come 

to this. T.he government have not been candid. They have not told 

the people what the people of this Province have a right to know. 

The rovernment should have said.last Fall, 'Look we can only go 

ahead w:l.th th:ls if we can make a deal with Quebec! But instead 

last Fall they were pretending with $1.6 billion it could still 

be done. Let it not be forgotten, Mr. Speaker, that when the government 

of this Province P.cqu:lred the shares of the Churchill Falls eorporation 

in the stated hope and expectation that we could go full speed 

ahead in 1974 "~th the project, the cost was stated as being of the 

order of $1.3 or $1.4 bilUon. And the government steod by that 

estimate and pooh-poohed and slandered and denounced people who 

said the estimate '~as Hrong, that the cost would be much higher. 

They stood by that until last Fall,when the Minister of Mines and 

F.nerpy makes a $2.3 bi]l:lon estimate public. 
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~!P . ROBEI'TS: 

Tr is now obvious, Sir, the ~overnment have known for a 

long time their ·policy was not one of a calculated risk, it was 

one of a desperate r,amble . They have gambled with hundreds of 

millions of clolJ ars of our money, hundreds of millions of 

dollars. Nol.' ~o·e a re at this point where either the Government 

lB-5 

of Quebec give way,As I believe they should - and if they are concerned 

at all with Canada~ forget Ne'Wfoundland and Labrador, but if they 

are concerned w1.th Canada and the future of this country to whjch 

we all belonr,, they should give way and say , "All right, we will make 

a deol with you,C-overnment of Newfoundland and Labrador. We will 

le t you have the 800 or 900 megawatts and we will let you have it 

at the same price that we are paying for it and then you do as you 

wish with it . If '1--e can work out a deal with you to jointly develop 

the r iver s that flo'" do~-o-n through Quebec into the North shore of 

the St . Lawrence, then ~•e wil l do that. If '"e find that we need 

some power at the same time a s you have a surplus. on the Lower 

Churchil l ~-e will see if ve can ~Ake a deal to buy that from you 

at 11 reasc'IDable rate. " Jf they care at all about Canada , they 

will ta~e that position. f.ven now. It may involve sene loss of 

face but so ~~hat, so blinking 14hat, if they have some concern at all. 
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MR. ROBERTS: 

And I think that all across Canada when this begins to sink in, 

when the conduct of the government of our sister province begins 

to sink in,people will say, 11 Yes, let them do it. It is not 

unreasonable. The jk)vernment of Newfoundland are not asking for 

anything unreasonable or unfair!' But, Sir, unlesR that happens 

or unless we win a protracted court battle- and who knows at what 

cost, and who knows at what time-~e are up the stump. We are 

up against it, Sir. 

Now what about a court battle? Well,not for me, Mr. 

Speaker, to enter into the legal merits. I do not think it would 

be appropriate, and I am certainly not well enough seized of 

all of the problem, and all of the arguments and issues to be 

able to discuss that. And a~ I said, it would probably be very 

inappropriate for us to discuss in this House the points and the 

arguments which shall be made,quite possibly, we hope not, but 

may well be made before the courts of this Province, the courts 

of Canada. 

But, Mr. Speaker, let me touch upon a point which comes up 

in connection with court discussions, and that is essentially the 

suggestion made today by the gentleman fro~ Twillingate (Mr. Smallwood). 

I do not know l.rhether it will be possible or not for the Legislature 

of this Province to pass a law, a valid law, we can certainly pass the 

law, but a valid law that would say, I think the suggestion was thP.t 

we just hold a thousand mP-gawatts or a million kilowatt hours,whatever 

unit we care to usc, but a substantial block of power,we hold it here 

in this Province. We recapture by legislation. 

MR. WELLS: One-seventh. 

MR. ROBERTS: 

one-seventh. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

megawatts nm.r. 

MR. DOODY: 

One-seventh. O~e-seventh. Well, sure. That is right, 

Approximately-a million horsepower, not in kilowatts. 

All right kilowatt hours or horsepower, we all talk 

Eight hundred megawatts. 
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MR. ROBERTS: Eight hundred megawatts actually is not quite 

the same, but forget it. Megawatts is what we now talk. It is 

the amount of power as opposed to the ability to produce power. 

We by legislation seize B08e of that power. 

Now I do not know whether that is intra vires ~his 

Legislature,or ultra vires, Learned gentlemen opposite say it is 

ultra vires, and I have no doubt that is the advice they have 

been given, and I am not quarrelling with that. I mean,if it is 

then that ends it right there,because we cannot pass a lww that 

is not within our constitutional powers to enact. We can pass 

it, but I mean it is like saying we should keep the fog out of 

St. John's Harbour. It is the same value as King Canute when he 

sat in the wash and said, "Keep it back." 

MR. NOLAN: If we pass the law how would it reflect on the 

other commerical enterprises. 

MR. ROBERTS: Av! my friend from Conception Bay South (Mr. 

Nolan) has raised the real issue, one which concerns me, and the 

one which led me more than anything else to say today that cool 

heads must prevail. We feel strongly, all of us feel"strongly, but 

let us not let our hearts run away with our heads. Because 

my concern wo~ld be this, the power from the Upper Churchill, Mr. 

Speaker, is sold to Hydro-Quebec by Churchill Falls Labrador 

Corporation, a Crown corporation, 66 per cent of the shares of it 

are owned by the Government of this Province. It may not be a 

Crown corporation in the income tax sense, but it is a corporation 

controlled by the Government of this Province, 66 2/3 per cent or 

whatever the precise percentage is. The power is sold by CFLCo 

to Hydro-Quebec by virtue of a contract, called the power contract, 

logically enough. 

That contract, Sir, is pledged as part of the security 

for the bond issues, the loans. Indeed I would venture to say, 

I think it is a sound opinion, that that contract is really the 

biggest single part of the security on which hundreds of millions of 

dollars was advanced by lenders throughout the United States and 

Canada to the Churchill Falls project. I think the power contract is 
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Mr. Roberts: 

the real heart and soul, the real guts of it. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: There is no possible way they could have raised 

the money unless there was a contract for the sale of the power. 

NR. ROBERTS: The hon. gentleman from TWillingate has said, and 

he has rephrased my thought the same way; without the power contract 

there was no project. 

Now, Sir, the ~egislature of this Province can alter 

a contract, certainly a contract within the Province. If Your 

Honour goes down tomorrow and buys a car for $1,000 this 1egislature 

can pass a law saying that no car shall cost more than $500. You 

know, that presumably is well within our legislative competence 

Let us assume that we can alter this contract, the power 

contract by legislation. Let us assume that. There would be a devil 

of a legal fight if we tried it, and maybe it is intra vires, maybe 

it is ultra vires, but let us assume we can. 

I have not checked all of the documents,but I have talked to 

some lawyers who are intimately familiar with them. And the advice 

which they give me, and it is not a great formal opinion, but it 

is the result of extensive conversations, the advice which they give 

me is that alteration in the power contract by one of the parties to 

that contract represents an active default under the trust deeds. 

If the Minister of Justice speaks in the debate perhaps he could 

speak to that point. He may know more than I do about it, and I 

would certainly defer to his opinion on it. But I am told that an 

alteration of the power contract by one of the parties to the contract 

is a default, called an act of default. 

Now, Sir, there is no doubt that if one of the parties 

to that contract held back a seventh of the power that was to be sold 

each year under the contract, that is a unilateral alteration. It 

is essentially the same as pulling the plug,except instead of all of 

the power you are only talking about part of the power, it is the 

same concept. You cannot be a little bit pregnant. 
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MR. ROBERTS: 

Now, Sir, let me deal first with the question then, is 

an action by this Legislature a unilateral alteration of the 

contract? We did not make the contract. It has never been 

approved by this House, it was made by a private body, CFLCo 

Limited, we had a very small sharing holding in it then,9 per 

cent as I recall it, a private body CFLCo Limited with another 

corporate body Hydro-Quebec. 

Well I do not think that any court in the land, Sir, would 

say that today,given the fact that the government owns the shares, 

and that the government have control of the Legislature- that 

is why they are the government, they have the majority of the members 

to their backs- I do not think that any court would say that an 

act of the Legislature changing the contract is anything else other 

than a change by one of the parties to the contract. We could not 

hide behind the corporate veil of CFLCo. The hon. gentlemen opposite 

differ. Well, tcey are entitled to their opinions. But I think 

if this ~egislature change the CFLCo contract it will be held that 

that is the same as CFLCo changing. 

given. 

MR. CROSBIE: It is wrong. 

That is the advice I am 

HR. ROBERTS: The Minister of Energy says, "It is wrong." Well 

maybe it is wrong. 

HR. CROSBIE: I have not said a word. 

MR. ROBERTS: All right he shakes his head indicating that he 

thinks it is wrong. Well maybe he is right, but I will say,,Sir, that 

his record of prediction on this whole Churchill thing ~as been one 

of disaster piled on disaster, and misstatement piled Qn misstatement. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh! 

MR. ROBERTS: But, Mr. Speaker, whether or not I am wrong,the fact 

remains I am given the advice that the unilateral changing by this 

Legislature of that contract ~ould easily, and it might almost 

certainly be regarded by a court as being an abrogation of the contract 

by one of the parties to it. If that happens, Sir, if that happens two 
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Mr. Roberts: 

things could possibly happen. First of all, the debt becomes due, 

the debt of the Churchill project,which is what? I do not know 

if it is in here somewhere. It is of the order of $600 million 

or $700 million or $800 million, well beyond the capacity of the 

owners of CFLCo Limited and us, and the people in this Province 

to pay off. 

And also, and we saw this happen at Come By Chance,the 

holders of the debt would have the power to move in to take over 

the project. They have that right under the trust deeda,just as 

the government as mortgagees under the second mortgage,and ECGD 

mortgagees under the first mortgage at Come By Chance moved in 

and took possession of the project even before our Supreme Court 

declared the Come By Chance operation bankrupt. So presumably 

the trustee could move in and he would then proceed to sell the 

power to Quebec, I would assume; ~easonable, logical to assume he 

would do that. 

Where does that leave us? I do not think the suggeStion of 

legislation is a valid one even if, even if it is intra vires this 

Legislature. A number of ministers this afternoon gave their opinion, 

and I think it has probably got a lot going for it,that it is 

ultra vires. But even if it is intra vires I think it is an option 

we must reject. Because in addition to the whole CFLCo project 

falling in, what would happen to our debt? I do not know. But I 

do know that nobody would ever lend us a nickel again,in my view, 

if they felt this Legislature unilaterally abrogated contracts 

on which .substantial sums of money were advanced. We would be the 

worse kind of Banana Republic, Sir. A Banana Republic without 

even the advantage of the sun and the bananas, the warm weather 

and the cheap food. 

Mr. Speaker, I think that option is one we must 

reject. Sure I am all for saying~'Sock it to them! Pull the plug! 

Let the Olympics be dark!" Sure. But if the effect of that is to 

see our credit ruined or is to see the Churchill Falls 
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Hr. Roberts: 

project with our $160 million invested in it, going into the hands 

of a trustee who is carrying on as before, and carrying out the 

terms of that contract, the it is foolish even to suggest, even 

to suggest for 
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MR. ROBERTS: 

DR. COLLINS: 

.MR. ROBERTS: 

DR. COLLINS: 

one minute if we think of it. 

Would the hon. ·Leader permit a question? 

Yes, of course. 

Just for my clarification~are you giving 

a case as presented on the basis that the Province would therefore 

be declared bankrupt and a trustee could come in? Do I understand 

correctly? 

MR. ROBERTS: No, no, Mr. Speaker, I did not say that, 

and I do not think that would happen. What I have said is that 

I did not even say it would be an act of default under the 

Province's main debt structure -but I think it would be an act 

of default under the CFLCo debt structure and whether that would be 

an act of default on our debentures as a Province, I do not think 

it would be, but it would certainly seriously jeopardize our 

position in the bond markets, and I think would ruin our position 

in the bond markets of the world. The bond markets are riot that 

large. Large sums of money -

JOHN NOLAN: What would it do with any future negotiations 

in any commercial enterprise? 

t1R. ROBERTS : I mean, you know, it is just unthinkable. 

Take the ERCO contract; we could pass a statute here in this House 

ending the ERCO contract, which is irksome and environmentally 

dangerous. We could do that, it would be perfectly valid,but would 

any company ever again make a deal with the Government of this 

Province? I do not think you can do it. I do not think there is 

any way that any government or any legislature can proceed. But 

I have not said, nor do I think, that you would have a trustee 

moving in here to, you know, Clarkson Gordon would come in here 

to Confederation Building and take us over for bankruptcy. I do 

not think that would happen at all, but I think it would 

disasterously impair the Province's position in the markets of 

North America and the markets of the world. 

Mr. Speaker, I do not want to go on very 

much longer because I think it is right that other people have 

the opportunity to speak in this debate, but I do want to say 
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MR. ROBERTS: just one or two things in trying to draw 

my remarks to a close. It is a matter of regret to me that we 

do not have a great deal of time. Most members want to debate 

it. I know almost all of my colleagues said to me they would 

like to speak, but because we have to use this emergency 

procedure the debate will have to end shortly arid, you know, it 

is wrong. The government should have allowed this matter to be 

debated this day as a government motion so that the debate could 

go on in the normal way. Be that as it may, the fact remains we 

are allowed this debate and I will be as brief as I can so that 

as many members as possible can speak. 

Mr. Speaker, I want to know from the 

government, from the spokesman, the Minister of Mines and Energy 

perhaps,or whoever is to Speak, what the government's contingency 

plans now are. It is no good saying,let us wait for the answer 

from Quebec. That is only ten or eleven days away and I hope, 

fervently hope and pray, that Quebec will come to their senses and 

they will say, "All right, we will make a reasonable deal with 

you,"and even if Mr. Cournoyer goes out of the cabinet well, so 

what~ You know, he is a Johnny-come-lately in that cabinet anyway. 

Indeed, if I am not mistaken,Mr. Cournoyer was not always politically 

publicly a Liberal. I believe he represented the Union Nationale 

in the House for a while, but be that as it may, I am not 

concerned, this is far beyond anybody's public or political 

career. 

But I want to know what plans the government 

have. And I think it is time, Sir, this government were candid 

with the people of this Province on this matter. I have said this 

time and time again here, and each time I have been scorned and 

denounced by the minister with all his vituperation and vitriol, 

and each time they have had to come in subsequently and admit, Sir, 

that they have had -

MR. H. COLLINS: Shame! 

MR, ROBERTS: Shame, yes, shame on the minister1 that 
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MR. ROBERTS: they have had, Mr. Speaker, that they have 

h"ad to recant and retract. And what turned out as a great 

development going straight ahead, and all the tunnel tops being 

blasted off last September or August or whenever it was. Then 

we saw the great retreat before Christmas and now we see the 

capitulation today. So let the minister be candid. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. ROBERTS: Let the minister be candid, let the 

government be candid, let them take this House, Sir, into their 

confidence. I think, Mr. Speaker, the government should tell us 

what plans they have. What of our power needs? How will they be 

met if Quebec says no? And do not talk about we cannot say. The 

whole matter is public now. All the linen is being washed now, I 

did not bring it out. I did not know all of this that the 

Premier said today. Most of it any one of us could have ~uesse~ 

Most of us have known about it but we have said nothing. But now 

it is out. How are our power needs going to be met? We need 

100 or 150 megawatts of power each year in this Province, growing, 

and I am not talking of industrial development. How are they 

going -

MR. H. COLLINS: (Inaudible) 

MR, ROBERTS : The Minister of Health, Mr. Speaker, cannot 

even run his own department. He cannot even run his own department. 

SOME RON. MEHBERS : Hear, hear! 

NR. ROBERTS: Let him be quiet, Sir, unless he has something 

of importance to contribute. 

Mr. Speaker, I want to know as well, Sir, 

what are out costs? What have the people of Newfoundland now sunk 

into this miasma? Is it $75 millions or is it $100 millions? 

MR. PECKFORD: You are weaseling now. 

MR. ROBERTS: The hon. the Minister of Municipal Affairs 

who has destroyed his department, who has destroyed the department 

down there,says I am weaseling, Would the hon. gentleman care to 

say how we are weaseling? No,he would not. Mr. Speaker, let him 

observe the rules of the House. 
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MR. PECKFORD! 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : 

MR. ROBERTS : 

Prove it! Where are your facts? 

Oh, oh! 

Mr. Speaker, I am not going to be diverted 

by rabbits when I am after elephants. 

MR. PECKFORD: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. ROWE: 

MR. ROBERTS : 

Do not try to be witty now. 

Mr. Speaker, 

Ah,clam up boy, clam up! 

Mr. Speaker, let the hon. gentleman, let 

the Minister of Municipal Affairs, Sir, hold his counsel as best 

he can. 

MR. PECKFOR!J: 

face to prove it. 

MR. ROWE: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

You cannot prove it. You do not have the 

Will somebody give him a -

Order, please! Order, please! Only one 

person may speak at a time, and while occasional desk thumping is 

normal,a continuing interruption is not. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : 

MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. H. COLLINS: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. F.ROWE: 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : 

MR. ROBERTS: 

Hear, hear! 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

The hon. the Leader of the Opposition is -

Mr. Speaker, I also -

Name him! Name him! 

Name him! Name him! Kick him aut! 

Mr. Speaker, the hon. the Minister of Health 

just defies Your Honour's rulings. Let him heed them, 

AN RON. MIDIBER: Name him! 

MR. ROBERTS : No, not name him. Why give him that 

satisfaction? 

Mr. Speaker, I want to know as well what the 

government are going to do, what options they can see for the 

development of that great Labrador resource? What can they see? 

Are we stymied? Are we, forever? If not, what can we do and when? 

I think it is time the government told us that. I would like the 

government to tell us,how realistic this litigation route is? And 

I do not mean whether we will win the case or not, fhe Government 

do not know that. They are not judges. Some of them may want to 
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MR. ROBERTS: be, some of them may hope to be, but they 

are not judges, they are members of the House, they are 

legislators. But, Mr. Speaker, what sort of time do we take·, a 

year, or two year, or three years? Supposing on the 31st, of 

May the Premier of Quebec writes back and he says, "My Dear 

Premier; Chercez !'affaire!" 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh! 

AN HON. MEMBER: Dear Friend. 

MR. ROBER,TS: He may say anything. But suppose he tells 

us to go to blazes in English or in French or in any other language? 

Chercez !'affaire en Francais, Mr. Speaker. And by the way, there 

is a resolution to this Rouse saying that French is perfectly in 

order. 

MR. PECKFORD: 

'fR. ROBERTS: 

·:::ontinue on all the way. 

Mr. Speaker, I could say something to the 

~inister of Municipal Affairs that the Prime Minister of Canada 

said to a group of strikers, but I do not think I need to. Let 

him just say -

MR. DOODY: 

philosophies? 

MR. PECKFORD: 

HR. SPEAKER: 

MR. ROWE: 

bonkers? 

Why do you not use some other great Liberal 

~fr. Personality strikes again! 

Order, please! Order! 

Is he gone cracked or what? Is he gone 

MR. ROBERTS: Ah, Mr. Speaker, all I need say about the 

gentleman from Green Bay (Mr. Peckford) is that he is not fi.t to 

hold the garment of the previous schoolboy debater who sat there in 

that chair for two or three years and met his fate at the hands of 

the people of Burin - Placentia West last September, although 

we may get him back in St. John's West, I hope. I hope. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: 

~fR. ROBERTS: 

Now, Mr. Speaker 

Oh, oh! 

No, I suppose I should not be tempted. It 

is not fair to pick on him like that. 

MR. ROWE: Give him a flick. 
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MR . ROBERTS: Mr. Speaker, I want the government to tell 

us how realistic this litigation route is, What happens? How 

long it might take? A year, two, threel I have no idea. I do 

not know. Where do we go from here? Is it an idle threat or an 

empty threat? It is a threat. I have no doubt the government 

mean it, but is there any substance to it? Supposing the 

Supreme Court of Canada, who would doubtless be required to settle 

it, say, "Yes, we find that upon the request of the government 

consumers of electricity in the Province shall be given priority 

where it is feasible and economical to do so, and we find that it 

is feasible and economical to do so," what happens from there? 

What action do we seek? What remedy do we seek? What do we pray 

for in our statement of claim to the court? That is not 

prejudicing in any way our legal case, that I can see, I do not 

want to do anything that would prejudice our case, but I do want 

the government to be candid and straightforward, which they have not 

been. They have consistently and constantly misled the people of · 

this Province, Sir. Not deliberately. Not deliberately. 

MR. DOODY: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

so and I agree. 

MR. DOODY: 

MR. ROWE: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

False. 

Yes, they have been false. The minister says 

Yes, very, very little. 

What is wrong with that guy? 

Mr. Speaker, it is time to take the people 6f 

this Province into their confidence. It is time to take the Rouse 

into their confidence, The people of Newfoundland and Labrador will 

stand by their government in this matter, I have no doubt of that. 

I have no doubt of that at all. Every member of this House will 

stand by their government in this matter provided, provided always 

that the government deserve the confidence of the people, and that 

they are truthful, and honest, and candid, and give the people the 

full story. 

TWo years ago we were going full steam ahead. 

Millions lashed out here, there and everything great, and all we have seen since 

then is a steady backward progress, stage to stage, 
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~·-~B~RTS~ are now today, our backs are to the wall and 

we have got $160 million, plus another $75 million or 

$80 million socked into it. And the government have ignored 

NM- 1 

all warning and scorned all warnings and scornerl all questions. 

They have questioned the patriotism of those who dared question 

their acts, not their motives but their acts. They have 

questioned their patriotism. They have questioned, Sir, the 

beliefs and the ability and the sincerity. · And before Christmas 

the- Minister of 1!ines and Energy read his speech, read it. 

NR. CROSlHE: Give us some examples. 

_!!R_:_ A_O,!E_~TS: l!r. Speaker, I 4.o not - if the government had 

done the decent thing and given members of the House some 

warning this thing would come up,perhaps we could have done a 

little research, but I did not spend my supper hour rereading 

the minister's speeches. I wanted to have a nice supper, a 

decent supper, not the minister's speeches. Indeed I had 

fresh salmon,and lovely it was. 

MR. PECKFORD: I did too. 

~:.. R01l_ERTS: Mr. Speaker, the government,! think,have got to 

take the people of this Province into their confidence. The 

statement today was no victory. It was a backs-to-the-wall 

statement. It ~~as the only option we had left now. The 

r,overnment have talked of all the strings they had to their 

how. ~lell,let us hope this is a strong string. I do. I.et us 

hope it is. Let us hope it works out to that. 

The Government, Sir, have got to tell us what possibilities 

lie ahead. Are we going to have to look to thermal powe~, 

expensive, difficult of supply, difficult to rely on the supply? 

How much money do we stand to lose now? How much have they hazarded 

on this madcap policy? The ownership of the Churchill is not 

the relevant question. Although it is interesting now to repeat, 

as ~~e established last Christmas or before Christmas, that the 
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HR. ROBERTS: Churchill will never pay for itself. The divdends 

we get will not be sufficient to amortize the debt. 

Le~ the iovernemnt, Sir, aruiwer these questions-, If the 

~anlster of Mines and Energy wants to get up and denounce me, 

let him. I have been denounced many times before by that 

hon. gentleman. 

MR. ~D~~ The ho~. Leader is coming down squarely on both sides of th~ 

issi.le. 

MR. ROBER~_:_ No, ?lr. Speaker, I am not coming down squarely on 

both sides of the issue, I am trying to get the government to 

tell us what the issue is. I am trying to get the government 

to be truthful and level with the people,which they have not 

done. This is the government that went to Yankee Point and went 

to Pointe Amour and blew off a great cliff and the Premier's words, 

I have not got them in front of me but they were something like, 

"l¥e a~e aoinp, full steam ahead. There will be no relaxation or 

let up." And all we have had since then is retreat after retreat 

after retreat,and more millions gone. ' Before Christmas they would 

not heed even two of their own men, two of their own suppo~ers 

who said, "Stop!" 1·Je voted against the government's policy before 

ChristiiBS. We stood and voted against it in this House and we will 

do it again. And yet the minister then questioned our patriotism. 

I do not mind him questioning acts but let him not question motives. 

He did it before Christmas and now, Sir, forget us, that has nothing 

to do with it. Now all the chickens are coming home to roost and 

they. are badly burned chickens and it is 11n expensive roost. .And it 

is we, the people, who have to pay the shot, Mr. Speaker, not 

the ministry. We have to pay for it. 

If ,this government have bungled and bumbled as they have. 

!_~MIE_! MOORES: 1Vhy the hell did you give it away? 

}fR. ROBER~: The hon. the Premier says why did we give it away. 

I did not give it away. The hon. gentleman from St. John's \>lest and 

from Grand Bank were in the Cabinet at that time, I was not. I was 
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}fR. ROBERTS: not in the House. The matter never came before ------
the House. llow come the Premier is so wise in retrospect? 

The Premier is the same man, Hr. Speaker, the same man ~~ho has 

many times said in this House that the deal was a reasonable 

one at the time it was made. How come he is so wise in retrospect1 

We could all be millionattes in retrospect. 

Nr. Speaker, lEt the Premier confine himself to debating 

the issues. The Premier can talk about that contract. Let him 

talk. Let him talk though here as he has talked elsewhere. Let 

the Premier be at least consistent, if he cannot be anything 

else. 

Mr. Speaker, I have gone on a little longer thaft,I wanted 

to but I think I have said -

T.Je could have done without it. 

MR. R~BERTS: No, what I have said I think had to be said. 

~._NEAR)'_:_ Very important. Good stuff. 

SOHE HON. HEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

~R-'-ROBE~'>_:_ l.fuat I think had to be said, Sir. The government 

of this Province, Sir, have put us in a position- well the 

example that comes to my mind,and I think it is a good one, 

is Dunkirk. Dunkirk was no victory for the British. It 

represented a triumph of spirit and will,and I hope that the 

Dunkirk that the Premiar announced today will be an equal 

triumph of spirit and of will. And if Dunkirk led to a victory, 

and I hope that this today will lead to a victory -

Not in this atmosphere! 

r1R. ROBERTS: -will lead to a victory for this Province. I hope 

so. He all hope so. 

_0]'TA..!_N_Jfl~ Hear! Hear! 

20.!:!_E _ _)l.Q_N_~ MEMBE~:- Hear! Hear! 

!!R-=... _!O~ERTS_:_ Hr. Speaker, the reason it took Dunkirk and made it 

into a victory at Normandy, on the beaches of Normandy and throughout 

Northeast France in 1949 was Churchill. 
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Oh, oh~ 

MR. ROTIERTS: And do we have a Churchill here? 

AN I!ON. ME!IDER: No. ---------
MR._~ER!S...:_ Do we have a Churchill, l'lr. Speaker? Do 

tve have a Churchill or do >ve have a Chambez:lains? 

~- ROBERTS..:_ TI1at is the question. 

~R..:.. SPEAKER_:_ Order, please~ Order, please~ 

MR. ROl~~-- Is this the kind of man we have got negoti~ting 

for us? 

HR. RODERTS: Do we have a Churchill or do we have a Chamberlain,. 

and that is the question, Sir • 

.!:!R--=-. nmlE: _ Is this the kind of thing tve have got negotiating 

for us? 

!1R. SPEA!S_ER: Order, please~ Order, please: Order, please: 

TI1e general rule is that hon. gentlemen speak one at a time. 

Frequently there is some give and take,but then when it goes 

too far the whole process of intelligent debate is, I think, 

undermined, And I would ask bon. members to be aware of the 

result of what may well occur when that rule is not observed, 

at least if rot in its entirety at least in its spirit. 

tfR~0~~T~~ Mr. Speaker, I would say only to the Premier that 

this is not much of a moment of stress for him~but if he reacts 

this way under a little stress how is he going to react in 

negotiations of a sort that must go on and decisions of the 

sort that must be takent I said earlier today we needed cool 

headA,and let the Premier show it because what we need,if we are 

going to turn Dunkirk into VE Day, is a Churchill - and I am not talking 

of any coalition nonsense. I am talking nO>V of leadership for this 

Province,and I say it is the Premier and the government that must 

give thi~ leadership. And if they want to put it to the test 

in the country let us, let us go to the country and test it. But if 
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~· ROBERTS : not 1let the Premier and this government do something 

they have not, provide the sort of leadership that Churchill gave 

when he said, "I have nothing to offer but blood, toil, tea~s 

and sweat." That is leadership, candour·, honour, honesty, straight-

forwardness, and none of the ministers opposite have done that. 

Mr. Speaker,! do not pretend "to be original. Hhy should it 

be -original? It was a great phrase. It was not even original 

with Sir Hinston Churchill in 1940. · It was a great speech then -

CAPTAIN_WINSOR:. It helped win the war. 

MR. ROB~RTS: It was a great speech then,and if it is applicable 

today I will quote it and if hon. gentlemen opposite would be 

Churchilis and not Chamberlains we may come out of this yet, 

Sir. 

CAP! _!IE. !i_!:B_SOR: Hear: :tear ! 

~~ ~~-P.._T~ But let them give us leadership. And let them show 

~~ not this type of conduct they have shown tonight, let the~ 

come into this and tell this House and the people of this 

Province where we stand and where we can go and what we can 

achieve and what the realistic prospects are, not the pipe dreams that 

lve saw at Yankee Point and at Pointe Amour this Surmner, Public Relations 

puffery of the l10rst sort, deception and delusion. I am nnt: ""ving 

deliberate,but negligent in an extreme 1if they were not deliberate. 

CAP_!A.!.."N.J'1!_NSO.E_: They did not know any better. 

MR • . _13-.Q..~RTS_: Mr. Speaker, I have said what I want to say -

MR • ..B.EARY: Political but not smart ." 

~~~ERTS: The member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) says they 

were political. They were not very smartly political. But they 

were political. Well I do not care if they are political now. But 

t want them to be candid and straightforward. I want them to tell 

the people of this House and the people of this Province the realistic 

position, the full position, something they have not done for two 
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~~~RTS: years and more on the Churchill project and 

that is the resultj we are where we are today , Sir. That 

is the Leason why . 

Mr. Speaker, it should never have come to this. It 

should never have come to it in this House. If the government 

had done what they ought to have done, if the government had 

been manly and straightforward it would never have come to 

this, and today~ nothing we can take pride in. t-!e will stand 

and fight. Sure , shoulder to shoulder,but, Sir, it should 

never have come to this if the government bad heeded the warnings 

tl1ey were given. If t hey had looked forward, if they had been 

straight and taken the people of this Province into their 

confidence, Sir, i t would not have. come to this. It is not a 

proud day f or Ne1noundland, Sir . It is a sad day. It is a 

day in which we will show the stuff that is in us,and Quebec 

will find that the people who have lasted for 400 years and 

more on this rock are made of tough stuff indeed. 

AA HON . ME~ mE~: They have to be. 

MIL ,!OJ!.~ They have to be, but Sir, we deserve leadership and 

we have not had it. So I say no11 to whoever s peaks for the 

government, be it the Ptemier or be it the Minister of Mines 

and Energy, be it whoever speaks, let them tell us the full 

story and then they will get their unanimous support for their 

actions. They lvill get it when they deserve it. 

Thank you, Sir . ----1-
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MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Twillingate. 

MR.SMALLWOOD: Mr . Speaker. I deplore the deplorable speech 

that we just heard. 

SOME HON . MEMBER: Hear , hear! 

MR. SMALLWOOD: It was well delivered, it was well worded, but 

a very deplorable speech. If the hon. gentleman had opposed the 

government's original mistake, the original mistake from which 

all the trouble has flown since, because everything that has 

happened has been merely 

SOME RON. MEMBERS1 Oh, oh! 

MR. SMALLWOOD: The matter is too serious to the people of 

Newfoundland and their future to be a subject of this kind of 

childish catcalls across the floor. Are we not grown up men? 

Do we not realize what a serious condition we are in in this 

matter? Everything that has happened in this matter has been 

inevitable, an unavoidable result of the original mistake. The 

original mistake was when the government went out and borrowed 

$168 million from a bank to buy control of Churchill Falls Power 

Corporation, CFLCo. 

Now the Premier said at the time - I have the 

clipping somewhere from The Evening Telegram - the Premier 

said at the time that the government had to acquire control of 

BRINCO for one reason. And the reason the Premier gave was 

that the only way to get the Lower Churchill developed was to 

take control of the Upper Churchill. To do that you would have 

to borrow the money , You did not have it. You had to go out 

and borrow the money somewhere or other, $168 million or $170 million 

on which you had to pay $20 million or $25 million a year interest 

until you would finally get it paid off some day in the dim distant 

future. You would go on indefinitely paying through the nose 

for the money you borrowed, that you borrowed so that you could buy 
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the shares, and become the controlling shareholder of Churchill Falls. 

The reason for all that was so that the Lower Churchill could 

be developed. And that was the only reason the Premier ever 

gave, and he gave that very publicly, and it was published 

in The Evening Telegram on page three. I could not believe my 

eyes when I read that. I knew it was ·not so. It is not the 

case, and it was not the case that the only way to get the Lower 

Churchill developed was for the government of the Province to 

buy out BRINCO. That was not the only way. Indeed, Mr. Speaker, 

it has turned out to be the one way not to get the Lower Churchill 

developed. 

_l!R. DOODY: 

MR. SMALLWOOD: 

MR. DOODY: 

MR. SMALLWOOD: 

Developed for the benefit of this Province. 

Developed! Developed: 

For this Province? 

Of course. 

The one way, the one reason to acquire Churchill Falls 

was that it was the only way to get the Lower Churchill developed. 

Now it was not the only way, Mr. Speaker. It was not! The 

people who had the legal claim on it, given to them by this House, 

BRINCO, were not only able to develop it, but eager and anxious 

to do so. 

MR. DOODY: For whose benefit? 

MR. SMALLWOOD : Wait: Let me. The hon. gentleman need not 

think for a moment or any other hon. gentleman that I have not 

thought this thing through. You see,I lived it for seventeen years. 

MR. DOODY: I did, too. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Did the hon. gentleman? 

MR. DOODY: As a citizen of this Province. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Yes. Well, I lived in it and with it and slept it 

and ate it, and worried it for seventeen years as the skipper, as 

the captain of the ship. The captain of the ship always carries more 
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Mr. Smallwood. 

responsibility and worry and burden than the other members 

of the crew. They may all carry it. All my colleagues 

carried some of the burden, but I was the captain. And 

it was a ~rievous burden. Why was it a grievous burden? 

Because there were only two ways to get the power out of 

Labrador. There were no customers in Labrador, not for 

10 million horsepower, the two Churchills combined, the 

Upper Churchill and Lower Churchill, 10 million horsepower, 

the largest single production of hydro electric energy in 

God's world, no customers for it in Labrador, customers for 

a few hundred thousand horsepower, but not for 10 million. So 

if you were to develop it, you could not leave it in Labrador. 

You had to get it out somehow, and there were only two ways to 

do it. One was to build a transmission line through the Province 

of Quebec. The other - and that was distasteful. that was so 

distasteful, because that meant tha~ somehow or other you had to 

make a deal with the Government of Quebec. And God help any 

province of Canada, any of the nine provinces that are driven 

to the necessity of making a contract with the Government of Quebec. 

God help and God protect any province that has to do that! I found 

that out. The present Premier has found it out. The present government 

know the misery_ of trying to make a reasonable, fair deal with the 

Government of Quebec. I have had more experience of that than 

any man alive in Newfoundland today, ten times, fifty times more 

experience, seventeen years of it. 

I had the exp,erience of the Premier of Quebec laying 

down the law to me. He came and had lunch with me in my room in the 

hotel in Montreal on a Sunday, and after the lunch was over, and ke 

had had a few drinks, and he had begun to be very frank and outspoken, he 

laid down the law, the Quebec law. Sure they would buy the power. Sure 
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they would be a customer for the Churchill Falls power, but on 

condition,number one, we had to change the border. That 

was condition number one, the Labrador border. Condition number 

two, all the employees on the job. had to be from Quebec. Condition 

number three, all the material for the job had to be bought in 

the Pravince of Quebec. 

MR. COLLINS: What did you tell him? 

MR. SMALLWOOD: If the hen. gentleman would look at my autobiography 

he will see what I told him. 

Condition number four was that the power had to be 

delivered at Point A. Now what was Point A? Point A was the 

Province of Quebec. Why had it to be delivered to the Province 

of Quebec and sold there? Because that is where the sale would 

take place and, therefore, the tax benefits instead of coming to 

Newfoundland would go to Quebec. I have told the story in my 

autobiography. I am not making it up now for the sake of this 

debate. Dealing with the ~Government of Quebec is an endless 

irritation,maddeningly irritating, because in dealing with the 

Government of Quebec, you are not dealing with what we look upon 

as normal people. The Government of Quebec - and I believe most 

of the people of Quebec - think of Quebec as Canada. That is 

Canada. Quebec is Canada. Canada is Quebec. I believe they 

look with contempt upon most other Canadians. I believe they 

look with utter contempt upon Newfoundland. I believe that 

everything is justified in their eyes if it is for the benefit 

of Quebec. They would sink anyone. They would sink anything 

if it is for the benefit of Quebec. There is a certain way, a 

certain spirit in which you can admire it, you know, such a mad, 

crazy, concentrated love of their own province.-

MR. NEARY: Grab hold is a good example of that. 

MR. SMALLWOOD~ - that they would do anything for the benefit of 

Quebec. And I dealt with it for seventeen years. 
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Mr. Smallwood. 

An4 the HoWJe can :Unasine my feelings when the 

Prem:Ler of Quebec and Rene L~esque, who was then bis 

chief mi:nis ter, when Jean Lesage, the Premie;- • and Rene Levesque , 

todlo was Minister of llydraulics Minister of Power~called me and 

asked me if I c;ould came out and !lave a chat. We were at a 

federal/provincial conference in the city of Quebec in the 

parliament building there. So we went 9ut, and I brought my 

Attorn~ General or the Queen's Attorney General with me, 

Mr. CUrtis, and we went out and ta.lkecl. 

,.. 
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1rp,. ~WAJ,LHOOT1: 

All they wanted was that the two provinces, Quebec and Ne~~oundland, 

should nati.onalize Churchill Falls. You l<:no~r,you can imagi.ne my 

feeli.ngs about the idea of bei.ng harnessed to Quebec, harnessing the 

poor little weak Government of Ne'\-1foundland to the powerful, unscrupulous 

Government, relentless and unscrupulous Government of Quebec, harnessed 

in an nationalization of Churchill Falls. 

''r. Speaker, one of the worst moments of my life happened 

to be ~men I was in the city of New York. I was leaving late 

that night for Japan. t was trying to Fet some iron ore developed 

in Labrador when the phone rang and it wae .Jean LeSage, the Premier 

of Quehec~ringing me to New York to tell me-and that man had the 

brazen gall, he had the brazen gall to pretend that he was bringing 

good ne,~s to me, that I would be glad to hear ~·hat he wa.s now about 

to tell me - he wanted me to know before it became public, before 

the newspapers had it, before they would make a public announcement of 

it. "'he happy news he had for me was, what would you think, '1-fr. 

Speaker? It was this, that the Government of Quebec had decided 

to nationa1ize all hydro electric power in the Province of Quebec. 

No, I am ,,Tong. That they had decided to nationalize all electric 

power companies, all companies,and in nationalizing the companies 

they would nationalize the property owned by the companies. They 

were national :lz lng the electric companies. 

One of the companies in Quebec, electrical companies, 

'•ere Shawinigan Power. 1-'hy did he think I would be happy to hear 

that as Premjer of Newfoundland? Because Shawinigan ~·ere shareholders 

in !lrinco, in Churchill Falls Pm•er Corporation, Shawinigan. By 

nationalizing Shawinigan,Quebec fn one blow became one of the 

C'Wners of Churchill Falls because Shawinigan "'ere part o~mers. 

llrinco hacl gone to Shaw·inigan ,who were one of the best Canadfan 

hydro "Jectric coropanies nnd hydro electric engineering companies 

in all of Canada. By having them in as sharehol<Jers, as partners 
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they would have the benefit of their tremendous skill and experience 

in Canada. Fine. Nothing particularly wrong with that,until the 

Government of Quebec nationalized that company and thereby became 

an important owner of Churchill Falls. 

I said, blaspheming as I said it, "'Do you take ll'.e to be a 

complete fool?" "What do you mean .Joey?" " Jean,either you are a 

fool or you are drunk or you think I am a fool." ''Why? I thought 

you vmuld be happy." "Oh, you cH.d. You thought I would be happy 

a~ Premier of Newfoundland,and I suppose you think the people of 

Ne~vfoundland will be happy to learn that surreptitiously, unscrupulously 

you have suddenly become one of the owners of our great Churchill 

Falls! One of the great heritages of God to the people of Newfoundland 

now partly o~med by the novernmeut of. ('!uebec! Do you th:!nk we will 

be happy about that?" 

Jean LeSage had no one ever talk to him in the way in which 

T did. But it was only talk . It was naturally giving vent to 

the supreDie anger. l''hat could I do? tThat could anybody do? You 

could not stop the Government of Quebec from nationalizing all the 

electric porver companies in the province of Quebec. You could not 

stop them. They were doing it. They announced it the follow:l.ng 

day at a press conference. Here they were, the Government of 

0uebec, owners, part owners of our great Churchill Falls. 

Oh, I could tell story after story of the utter misery, 

the complete and ahsolute misery of dealfng with a government that 

is unscrupulous, with no sense of fair play, no sense of honour as 

1.t is understood in Br:ltish circles amonp; people of British de sent. 

That is hypocrisy. That is nonsense. That is not for grown up 

men. That is not for real:! sts. Deal ~~ith the crowd like that 

as I did for seventeen years and as the Premier of our Province is 

no~• doing and as his colleague, the Minister of Mines and Energy 

is doing and you will know something about it. 

The government now find themselves in a mess in this matter. 
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ct is a mess. T.et us face that. It is conceivab] e that some day in 

a long series of court actions and claims and counter-claims and 

appeals and re-appeals and God knows what, it is conceivable that 

in the end the government will win its case in court,in the last 

court . The last time it i. s heard it may be a victory for the Newfoundland 

r.overnment some years from now. Conceivably that will happen. 

But what is the victory then? The victory then is merely 

the right to get back, not to allm~ it to go out,to hold in the 

L<thrador, t'ldce as much electric energy, more than twice as much 

as they have a right to r,et anyhm~. They have a right to get something 

between 400,000 and 500,000 horsepower, 300 megawatts. They have a right 

to get that anyvay . Rut they want more. If they win,that is all they 

would '!~ant. '!'hat is all. Nothing else. 

The Premier looks at me and I think if he were to speak he 

would say to me, "Oh no, that is not all,because if the Province wins 

that right in court, it :f.s not a right only for a _limited amount of 

po'lver, it is all the power." l''ell, that would be a Pyrrhic victorv 

if it 1vere so. That would be an empty victory unless the government 

have customers for some 7 million or 8 million horsepower which they 

have not. 

Mr. Speaker, who I wonder can ever understand my feelings 

when the government announced here throup:h the l:!ps of the ~!inister 

of Hines and F:nergy a few months ago that their great dream of 

developing the Lower Churchill was dependant on their making a deal 

'lvith Quebec to buy that power? C<>.n the House imagine my feelings? 

I was the c11rty cur, I was the scoundrel, I was the fool -pick 

your choice - in se]linp, power to Quebec, Newfoundland's precious 

heritage. T allowed it to he sold to Quebec. The T.iberal Government 

allowed 1 t to be !'old to Quebec by Brinco, my Church ill Falls power. 

So the awful thinp, that was done was selling the power 

to Quebec. 1'lut now we learn here a few months ago through the Minister, 

'!.re learned that the only hope that they know of to develop the Lower 
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Churchill i ~=: t ·O get l')uebec to buy the power. Ob, my ears . 

Yes ,it is Quebec. It is becau."'e Quebec would not buy, it is because 

Quebec has great power of its o~~ co~ing on stream down i n James Bay 

where they are r.o In& to spend billions, tho~tsands of millions of 

dollars to ~evelop a great hydro electric site there and they are 

soon goinp. to have pot~er running out of their ears. So naturally 

they were not interested in buying the power of the Lower r.hurchill. 

The government had to c rop the idea of developing the Lower 

(.hurchill for the simple reason that Quebec would not buy it. 
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That is going full circle,is it not1 That discovered by a 

government that had condemned me wrongly, repeatedly condemned 

me for agreeing that the power of the Upper Churchill should be 

sold to Quebec. 

MR. NEARY: They said that they were going to get a better 

deal. That was their argument. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Mr. Speaker, the reason given by the Premier 

was no reason. 

MR. DOODY: A long-term contract. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: It was no reason, the reason he gave for 

their nationalizing the Upper Churchill. The reason was that 

this was the only way to get the Lower Churchill developed. Now 

it was not the only way. Churchill Falls Power Corporation were 

eager to do it. BRINCO were eager to do it and able to do it, 

able to do it engineering-wise. They had put together perhaps 

the greatest team of construction engineers that have ever been put 

together in the world, perhaps the greatest. You talk about the 

Boulder Dam and other great engineering works that had been done. 

They were child's play compared with that vast Churchill Falls 

organization and construction, and they had done it. They had 

done it on time. They had got it on stream before it was due 

to go on stream. They had raised the capital for it without 

difficulty, and they had built it without costing a dollar more 

than they had estimated, a magnificent accomplishment, and they 

were anxious to apply the same team, the same skill, with more 

experience now, to apply that to the development of the Lower Churchill. 

Ah, but they wanted to sell it to Quebec. What did the Newfoundland 

Government want to do with it, last year and this year and the year 

before, the present administration after they bought the Upper Churchill, 

and they wanted to develop the Lower Churchill? They did not want 
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BRINCO to develop it. They did not want Churchill Falls Power 

Corporation to develop it. They wanted to develop it by owning 

or controlling Churchill Falls Power Corporation so they would 

develop the Lower Churchill. What for? To sell it to Quebec1 

Now anyone else they might be able to find, any other customer 

they might find - they had not got a customer. The Minister of 

Mines, before I was a member of this House, in reply to a question 

from the Leader of the Opposition: Where are your customers 

for this 2 million horsepower on the Lower Churchill? Where are 

your customers? And the Minister of Minii!S said, in effect, "You 

poor ignorant slob. You poor ignoramus.You do not know where 

the customers are? I will tell you where the customers are, he said. 

Now did he start to list you the names of great corporations who 

would come in to Newfoundland, on this Island here, and build vast 

factories employing thousands, upon thousands of men at high pay? 

No, these were not the customers. Who were the customers? The 

Newfoundland people. 

~. NEARY: Well, I put the question to him many times and 

that was the answer. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: And that was the answer, the Newfoundland people. 

They were going to sell it to the customers, fhe Newfoundland 

people in their homes, in their shops, in their schools, in their 

churches, domestic electricity. 

MR.. NEARY: That is right. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: But if it cost $3 billions to do it, · $3,000 million -

and, Mr. Speaker, let not the Premier think for one moment that it 

stops at $2.5 billion. First of all it was $1.1 billion. Then 

it was $1.3 billion. Then it was $1.6 billion. Then it was 

$1.9 billion. Then it was $2 billion. Then it was $2.1 billion. Then 

it was $2.3 billion and today the Premier told us it is $2.5 billion. 

Well I say to you you will not do it less than $3 billion. If you 
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develop it and build the transmission line and the tunnel, you 

are spending $3 billion and that you have to borrow assuming 

someone will lend it to you, which no one will. No one on the 

earth! You cannot borrow $3,000 million for that project. If 

you had firm take or pay contracts, with half a dozen of the 

great industrial names of North America, if you had take or pay 

contracts for periods long enough for the life of the bonds so 

that there would be enough money coming in all the time to service 

the bonds you might. But you have not got customers like that. 

You have got the little outharbours, the bays, the coves, the people 

in the suburbs of St. John's, you got the homes and the shops and 

the schools and the churches. That is what you have got. And if 

you did succeed in borrowing $3 billion, you would have to pay over 

a period of say forty years - you would not be foolish enough to 

sell power bonds for a shorter period than forty years, bonds of 

that dimension - forty years you would pay interest - at what rate? 

Suppose you got it at ten per cent. What is ten per cent every 

year on $3 billion, $3,000 million? - $300 million? Three hundred 

million a year. 

Now that $300 million, and the annual monthly cost 

of operating the great thing after it was built, with the $3 billion, 

all that would have to come out of the pockets of the Newfoundland 

people, because they would be the customers. The only customers 

would be the Newfoundland householders, and they would have to 

find $300 million a year. And if it was a sinking fund bond it 

would be more than $300 million. I mean if that is not insanity, there 

is no insanity. 

The great original mistake made was the one 

that the Leader of the Opposition is so p~oud he voted for. He 

keeps reminding us that he voted for it. He says, "Everything the 

government have done has been a mess, everything they have done has 
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been a failure. It has been failure piled on failure. But 

we are glad we voted to start the failures going. We 

are glad, we are proud that we voted for the government to take 

over Chuuchfll Falls knowing as they have to know that that 

inevitably led to one blunder piled on top of another." Whatever 

sense there might have been twenty years ago - and there would not 

have been any then - whatever sense there might have been in the 

Newfoundland Government, poor little government, poor little 

Province, poor little Province, Canada's poorest, going out and 

borrowing it in hundreds and in thousands of millions, and piling 

up a desperate debt, no sense in that. But that is what the 

Opposition voted for. The old-line Liberals voted for that. Those 

who were here in the House at that time they voted for that 

for the initial ulunder, the great big original, the basic, the 

foundational mistake. Once that mistake was made it became 

inevitable that one mistake after the other would follow. And 

today we are in the worst mess of all. 

Now personally my heart is full of sympathy 

for the Premier. Having been in this box myself dealing with 

Quebec,I know what he is up against. In private if he does not 

curse and blaspheme and swear, and if he does not get into a 

fist fight with Robert Bourassa, if he does not start punching 

him in the face, he must have the patience of a saint because 

dealing with that outfit is the most desperate experience a 

civilized man can have. So while I have all kin,ds of personal 

sympathy with the Premier, I cannot take the kind of criticism we 

heard tonight from an han. member who supported the government in the 

initial, the basic, the fundamental mistake, the one that caused 

all the others from that moment to this. The government are in this 

mess now because they nationalized Churchill Falls. They are in this 
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mess - they have got to fight in the courts. They may win, they 

may lose. If they lose they have got to try something else, 

and they may win or lose on that something else. And if they 

fail on that something else, they got to try something else. They 

are caught. They are stuck. They are stuck! Do you know what 

that means? That means that Newfoundland is stuck. Because 

whether we like it or not now we got to back the government. If 

it is a case of a knockdown• drag-out fight between Newfoundland 

and Quebec,what are we going to do here.ln this House? I hope 

before the night is over this resolution will be brought in. It 

is not quite as strong as I would like to see it. I would like to 

see it passed unanimously by a standing vote. I would like the 

word to go coast to coast in Canada, from the Atlantic to the 

Pacific,that Newfoundland stands up for its government, and we 

do not like the government. We do not like lots of things about the 

government. A lot of the members of the government we like, we 

respect, we admire, but the government as a government, as a team, 

we do not think they are right for Newfoundland. But we are going 

to back them to the limit in this thing because the only way we 

can back Newfoundland is to back the Government of Newfoundland. 

We will back them. But .one unbro~en streak of misfortunes, one 

after the other - we are not at the end of them. If we could even 

feel that this misfortune now, that is it, that is the darkest 

moment before the dawn - if he could even feel that! But who can 

feel that? The Premier does not feel that. The Minister of Mines 

and Energy does not feel that. He is too rational:, - to·o level headed, and 

too knowledgeable. Of course he is very pigheaded. He is very 

self-opinionated. He has got enormous, he has got staggering faith 

in himself and his own opinions, and his own judgement. 

MR . NEA RY: A very expensive mini;ter. 
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MR. SMALLWOOD: Well he is the most expensive minister that 

Newfoundland has ever had. He has cost Newfoundland so far about 

$250 millions, with another $250 million coming up and another 

$250 million after that again in Stephenville. 

AN RON. MEMBER: 

MR. SMALLWOOD: 

It would ve cheap hydro money. 

It would be cheap.would it? 

In my opinion, he is the principll cause of the closing 

of Come By Chance. 

AN RON. MEMBER_: No,that is not right. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: In my opinion. I am only expressing my opinion. 

I am not expressing the opinion of the Minister of Finance, I am 

expressing my own opinion which may well be wrong. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear~ 

MR. S.MALLWOOD : But it is my firm conviction. 

SOME'IHON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SMALLWOOD : And I do not blame the Premier. I believe if 

the Premier had had his way the refinery would be operating now 

tonight. That is what I believe. Now he cannot, he is Leader of 

a Cabinet, and he has colleagues, and it has got to be stand or fall 

together. 

MR. NEARY: Solidarity~ 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Solidarity forever. It has got to be that. 

Collective responsibility. 

MR. DOODY: Oh, oh! 

MR. SMALLWOOD: £abinet collective responsibility. 

MR. · NEARY: Cowards weep and traitors die! 

MR. DOODY: Water Street -

MR. SMALLWOOD: We will keep the red flag flying high. Yes. 

Sure. Solidarity forever. But I happen to know some of the inside 

stuff, not the usual reliable sources of my hon. ~riend. 

MR. NEARY: It is not too bad QY the way, a pretty good· track record. 

~m. SMALLWOOD: Well the hon. gentleman has magnificent sources, 
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magnificently prolix, and magnificently accurate. There has never 

been a member of this House since 1832, never, never, never·, never, 

has there been a man, a member of this House who has exposed so 

much wrongdoing, neverl You talk about an Ombudsman~ Newfoundland's 

Ombudsman is the hon. member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary). 

tnt~~ And made history today too in this debate. 

tnt. s:-IALLWOOD: Not only that, but the man is absolutely fearless. 

lle fears no one. Absolutely fearless. He must be leading a 

blameless life. He must be because he is absolutely -

~fit. NEARY: Far from it. 

MR . S IALLI•IOOD: Takes an odd drink maybe . 

SOME !ION. MEMBERS: 

"''R. SMALLWOOD: 

SOME liON. MEMBERS : 

MR. SMALLWOOD: 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. SMALLHOOD: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

HR . SMALLHOOD: 

No, no, no, no! 

Smokes maybe. 

No, no, no, no! 

I would not say -

Women are my weaknes~. 

I do not believe that. 

Order, please! 

Woman, singular. 

~1R . SPEAKER: (Dr. Collins) I must remind the bon. member that even 

though the motion was brought forward by the hon. member for LaPoile, 

he himself is not the situation that has arisen between the Newfoundland 

Government and the Province of Quebec. So we must not go into debate 

on t ha t ma tter. 

XR. SMALLWOOD: I wish, Mr. Speaker, that he were our only problem. 

.If he were how happy Newfoundland could be. How joyful we could be 

i f the only problem we had, even if the only problem the government 

had is the prodding and the pin-pricking and the tail-twisting and 

the t ormenting they get from the member for LaPoile, They could sleep 

every night, they could eat, and they could take their drink of w1ne, 

they could be happy, they could be proud, they could be relaxed, if 

that is all they had to worry about. But they have got something worse 
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than that, they have got this -

SOME HON. MEMBERS: 

MR. SMALLWOOD: 

he did. 

MR. NE.AB.Y : 

meeting we had. 

1-!R. SMALLWOOD: 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. SMALLWOOD: 

AN RON. MEMBER: 

MR. SMALLWOOD: 

Oh, oh! 

Well I am ashamed if he did! I am ashamed if 

'I am toeing the party line after that secret 

Well he was toeing the party line. 

I was ordered to by the Leader. 

I did not toe the party line. 

You were the party! 

Yes. That is true. As the hon. minister did, 

the han. minister did too. The han. minister left a Cabinet and 

came across the floor, sat just about here, somewhere along here, 

and then crossed it again and sat down over there, and then crossed 

it again over here as a Reform Liberal, then moved a little bit to 

the left as a Tory. 

SOME HON, MEMBERS : 

MR. SMALLWOOD: 

Tory. 

MR. CROSBIE: 

MR. SMALLWOOD: 

MR. DOODY: 

MR. SMALLWOOD: 

Oh, oh! 

Well he calls himself a Tory. He is not a 

You follow my sandals ••• 

There are very few Tories over there. 

Very successful •••• 

Very few Tories. They are called Tory. 

~e Opposition will call them Tory. I was always in a lifetimes 

habit of calling them Tories. But if I look at their work, the 

work of the .individual ministers,! do not see that as Tory work they 

are doing. I do not think what the Minister of Municipal Affairs is 

doing is Tory work. I do not think what the Minister of Transportation, 

the Minister of Finance, the Minister of Manpower, the Minister of 

llealth,I do not think they are doing Tory things. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

HR. SMALLWOOD: Do not show off, the minister should not show 

off. He has heard of the corn laws, has he? 

The corn laws? 
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Well, Mr. Speaker, it is sad. It is sad. It is just 

sad. I think if I were Premier, first of all we would not be in 

this mess. But if ~fe got into it -

AN RON • MEMBER: It would have been worse. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: No, it would not have been worse. If we had left 

it to BRINCO to develop the Lower Churchill -

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Look,let me tell the hon. gentlemen something; 

this world is full of countries where long-term contracts have been 

renegotiated. 

MR. MORGAN: This one cannot be. 

MR. S}IALLWOOD: Yes, it can be. 

SOME HON. MEl'ffiERS ; How? 

!·IR. SMALLV!OOD: . Well it is just a matter of how much nerve, how 

much ingenuity, how much sense, how much skill, how much fearlessness 

you have; and then also you have to count your advantages and you 

have to count your disadvantages and you have to compare them, and 

you have to weip,h them, but the world is full of renegotiated contracts. 

The trouble in this case is that it only has been there a short while. 

~1R. MORGAN: The most fot1r years. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: No. It only has been there a short while, hardly 

quite long enough yet to go reasonably with a good case and say,look, 

lve want to renegotiate. The Quebecers can say to us , "Look, you were 

darn glad in Newfoundland to get this contract between us and BRINCO. 

You were darn glad, you were darn glad, you had 6,000 to 7,000 

Ne~vfoundlanders ~ororking down there at one time. All over Newfoundland 

today you have got hones and shops and taxis and buses bought with 

wages earned down in Churchill Falls. You were darn glad to get 

that when you got it." And do not forget- do not forget this, and 

I am the only one who will keep reminding the House of it -

MR. MORGAN: They were glad. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Yes they were glad. Of course, they weee glad. 

HR. MORGAN': They jumped for joy. 
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MR. SMALLWOOD: They ~~ere glad although it took seventeen years 

to get them to do it. That is how glad they were. Seventeen years 

glad. 

}!R. MORGAN: Oh , oh! 

MR. SMALLWOOB: The whole point is this, if we went ~o them 

right now they could very well say "Youare a bunch of crybabies, 

you made your contract, you made your bed now lie in it.'' But you 

say,•Look, look, Mr. Bourassa, look when this contract was made 

with Quebec oil could be brought anywhere around the world for 

$1.25 a barrel. Now it is $14.00.' 

~!R. MORGAN: There is ro escalation clauses in it. 

HR. SMALLWOOD: I know there i~ no esc•lation clause,which is a 
good case for getting one put in at the right moment. 

MR. MORGAN: You cannot do it. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Cannot do it now. Right! I agree,cannot do it 

now. It is not there operating long enough. 

AN HOM ME~1BER : Oh, oh! 

MR. SMALLWOOD: It depends on what country it is, it depends on 

what is the product embodied in the contract. It depends on the rates. 

It depends on a variety, and it depends on the time, the mood of 

the moment, the mood of the world , the fashion of people's thinking, 

it depends on a number of things to say when it is the right time to 

go and renegotiate. Because in renegotiating remember you have 

got a bunch of bond holders, you have got a bunch of bond holders 

down in Ne1• York, insurance companies, and trust funds and pension 

funds and all kinds of people who bought $500 million of bonds, the 

biggest peacetime bond issue in the history of the United States, oae 

issue was $500 millions. 

Now those bond holders somehow or other have got to be 

not aroused to start a revolution so as to speak but at least you have 

got to hit them at a moment when examples are all around them and 

they begin to wonder, I wonder when Churchill Falls will be coming and 

asking for a renegotiate. They would not be wondering 

8;. 2 ~} 
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that now, they would look upon Newfoundland as a bunch of skunks 

not f:!t to he talkec1 about, J.nCiecent skunks. That is the way they 

<~Ould look at Newfoundland now if we try to renegotiate that 

contract. Now it is too soon. It is not the right moment. 

IB-1 

nut that moment will come. I do not know whether it will come when 

tltf' present Premier is still Premier. I do not know. Or whether it 

will be the Premier after him or the one after him. It may be six, 

ei.ght,ten, t1·•elve years from now before it is propitious, the right 

time to renegotiate that contract. 

There is no reopening clause in the contract. It is 

n forty year contract. 

I am aware of that. Incidentally the han. gentleman 

is aware,! take it,of the fact that the contract was not one made 

betw~en the Gov('rOJ'lEmt of Ne1-1foundland and Hydro-Quebec. It vas a 

contract macle between r.hurchill Falls Power Corporation, a private 

company in which thanks to my foresight we happen to - it cost us 

$10 mi] J 1on to buy - in wh:lch we happened to huy some shares. 

Mr • fl()On • : lv£' hac1 a <I :I rector on the board. 

!fT'. SJ!ALL\o'OOn: \'le han a director on the board. Mr. George Hobbs, 

I th:l.nk it was ,if I remember r:l.ght. The contr~tct was not bet1~een the 

:~cwfount'lland Government and Hydro-Quebec. It was between a private 

corporation called CFLCo and Hydro-Quebec. 

I'N HON . "E~F.~ : 

·, T' . SY.AI.Lvl0011: 

Ann you knew nothing about it? 

Of course I knew somethi.ng about it. I did not 

sl gn 1t. I did not make the contract. 

~:!d not draft it. I did not word it. 

I rli.d not nerotiate it. I 

I did not s:lgn it. I was not 

party to it nor ~·as the rovemment, nor was the cabinet. It was 

a private company. 

N6w there are wor~s in it which may be terribly advantageous 

to ~:e.rfoundland at this moment I am not going to talk about. The 

~iniste rs need not look scared. I nm not going to say a word about 

it. But the J'l:lni.sters are studying that contract. Not only are they 

84JO 
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studying it but they are having it studied by extraordinarily able, 

legal talent. The hon. member for J,aPoile (Yr. Neary) was demanding 

that the government should give the House the name of the lawyer 

or lawyers who have been advising them. 1-Jell.they are not going to 

do that, I rlo not think. 

~'1'. NEARY: They "'ill give me it in private. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: They will in private. 

MR. MURPHY: They can. 

~m. S}f.ALLHOOn: They can and they will. They have done so to a 

minority of this House. 

~ liON. MLYBF.R: I never heard it • 

.1m. SJ.'AlLh'OOT': Hell I would not mind telling the hon. gentleman 

privately, but I do not want it to be published. Until,. the Newfoundland 

Government are prepared to make it public, I am not going to be the 

means of its becoming public. But I do know this, that they are 

hiring the ablest brains, legal brains they can find in the T'ominion 

of r.anada 11nd they are studying the agreement and they are not 

going into court like a pack of fools without studying the agreement 

and havinr it studied. Surely they are building, I have no doubt 

that they are building as strong a legal case as legal brains can 

clo. 

Now that does not mean that they are going to win• All 

cases are not "'on. It is not because able lawyers advise you that 

yon have r,ot a good case, and you go into court and you win the 

case. You may and you may not. r.veryone who goes into court 

voltmtarily, who takes the initiative on going into court and taking 

a case in court ~oes so beca~e he thinks he has got a good case. 

He thinks that because he is a lal,'Yer himself or two or three of 

his cnlleap,ues are lawyers and he hires brill~ant legal brains outside 

:lewfoundland and the sum of it all is, "Ye,;, we think we have got 

a case. T hope and pray to God they have. I hope and pray to God 

If you believe in prayer, let every hon. member of this House and let 
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every >!c,~fnunc'lander pray ton:lr;ht that the government have ~ good case, 

a gooil Jeg11J caRe that ~cill stan<' up in court even if it is appealed, 

U ~~ill st:!J1 !'tand up and then H :It is appealecl again, it 1>ill 

still stani' np as it goes from one court to a higher and then a higher, 

it IJHl Rt<Jnd up. 1,et us pray that they have got. that kind of a 

caRP hec~uRe trat would he a solution of the immediate problem. It 

1ooUJd not Rolve the problem, the awful mess that they have put our 

prov:lnce in. 

Kow 1 do not mean by that that they set out to put our 

rrovjncc :In a mess. I do not think for one minute that the han. 

rrntleman, the llinister of }':lnes and Energy, who in ll'Y opi.n:l.on I·Yas 

the c'rivin[' forcr! behind the nationalizing of C'hurchill Falls. I 

bel :1 eve he was the clr:Jvin~>, force. I believe that i .f he hail not been 

in the cabinet they ~orould not have none it. If he had not been in the 

c::tl1inet and some other member of the cabinet had suggested it, if 

he h::td not hcen there to put the drive and the force behind :Jt, I 

''" not think thev '"'ould have r,one ahead with the nationalizing 

nf rhurch:lll 1'<11 ls. I attribute it all'lost entirely to the hon. 

~in:lster who :IR a man of great energy, great ability, tremendous 

industriousness. J would say one half the work done in that 

~nhinet is done by h:Jm. 

MR. SPEAKER: 

'"~'. 1': f\.LLlTOO.n: 

Order, please! 

¥y time is just about up. ~·!ell, 'Mr. Speaker, 

T am an unhappy man. I ~o not glory in the trouble the p,overnment have 

hrought our Province i.nto. I do not glory in that. I am not p. J.ad of 

th<Jt. T 11m sorry about that. I hope that in the :l.rnrnediate problem 

thev have got no''' that they w:l.ll fight like savages, fight cleverly, 

fil:)ht competently ~nd I hope they "':Ill "'in and when they have won, 

they H:lll st:fll have some awful problems ahead of them. 

~m'J\ BON. r<v.''JlEl>'l: 

'!'R. SPEAKER: 

Hear. hear! 

The hon. Hi.n1ster of }fines and Energy. 

ur, C:PI'f:RTF.: Yr. Speaker, this debate ts prel"ature in our opinion 
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but nevertheless it has been permitted to go forward by the rules 

and by the Speaker so something must needs be said by the government 

in response to it. Now, }lr. Speaker, I will say this, that I think 

that the hon. gentleman from Twillingate 0'r. Smallwood) -!will 

deal with his remarks first - I think he genuinely ~~ants to see the 

government win in the position that it has taken, I really think 

he does want to see that. Certainly his address or his speech to 

the Rouse was a far different matter than the speech of the I.eader of 

the Opposition, a far different matter, far different in spirit, far 

broader in spirit, and I think far more credible than the speech 

of the Leader of the Opposition. 

Now the hon. gentleman for Twillingate (Mr. Smallwood) has 

got his own pet projects and his own pet row to hoe and all the rest 

of it. A lot of what he said here tonight is not relevant to this 

:1 ssne. But just on a fet-• points that he made. This situation is 

not caused by our purchasing CFLCo or our not purchasing CFLCo. It 

has no connectf on to the purchase of CFLCo. This situation, not 

this mess, this situation t-mich the Province finds itself in is 

not of reeent origin. Its origin goes back to 1965 to 1969 when 

the ,.mole llpper ChurchHl Falls deal went :l.nto effect. That is •men 

the Province got itself into this situation from which we are trying 

to extricate it. 

And it got itself into that sitt~tion because the deal entered 

into then was one not in the best interests of the Province and we 

agree that we are ~ooking back with hindsight and that we might not 

have said it at that time had we known it all or we might have said 

it. But certainly it can be seen looking back that it was an 

agreement not in the best interests of this Province, certainly 

with the price of pot-~r and the terms of the contract. 

There were not steps adequately taken at that time to 

protect the Province. The steps were not adequately taken to protect 

it and we therefore find ourselves with Quebec having a strangle hold 
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on the ;>o~·cr tl-:n j !' yener11ted from the Upper r:hurchil) or III'Pearing 

rn have 11 sr.ranrll' hold on tt and they have certainly had it for a 

few )'ears, l>ccnuse m<Jtterll Here not looked after in those dnys. 

Th" I!'Atters •·>ere not sufficiently discussed and we were not protected. 

"'hat is ~o.-hat we are suf ferinr. from. 

Nnw thr. purchase c>f C:"LCo , not the nati.onalizotion, the 

fli1Tt:.h:t!'e RI'V('ral ye<~rs 11ro '~ns not a MiRtake in my opinion and in 

the pnvern~nt 's opinion, i.t wns no mistake. t-that the mistake 

was i t should h<~ve been pHr('hased and taken over tnllny years earl ;l.er 

~>-hen ~·e voul d not have had to pay $16!! million. lihen we wouJ d have 

hnd to ray j usr about zero for it . That js when it should have been 

nntlnnali:>.ed. That :!1> ~·hen the Province should have owed it. It 

rhnu1 d never hnve left the Province's hands. So this situatjon is 

not CJUSC<1 hy the nationalh11tion o~ r.PI.r.o, or the purchasing of it. 

'!hen we purchase~ it .,.,.e hacl to purcha se hnck our own hirth rittht 

o.hich hnr been riven to 3 private entrepreneur whose interests were 

not the interests of th1s r rovinee. They ~o.-ere the 1nterests of 

t he ir sh:~reholcler~< who were not concerned about this Province, 

whn •·ere ~oncernctl <'nl y 1d th their shareholder$ and \o.'ho were in the 

middle :>r>d '•ho were i.n the way. We could not talk to 0uebec 

bC'clltlSe th('v had to he there. They had the cnntrol of the Upper 

Churc:hJll . They eontrnllcd the !.ower r.hur('h111. They ha<l the power 

rights of the ,,•hole l,ahraclor until 1985 . We could not talk to 

:myone •··i th<'ut the!" '><dng en~arer in the situation. That had the 

('Ontroll i nr hand. 

ril' ture. 

That is t·lhy they had to be taken out of the 

0 f ' ) I 
(~ · ~ .} \ 
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MR~J:~~SBIE~ They did not want to develop the power to have 

it sold to Newfoundland. They thought the task was too difficult. 

And it was too difficult for any private enterprise. It was 

a task that only a government could undertake. But we were 

determined to un4ertake 1t,and we are determined to 

keep it undertaken now,and we are determined that Gull Island 

will be developed eventually. 

~HON.1!_EMBE~: Hear: Hear: 

MR. CROSBIE: But on the uay to developing Gull Island we 

have discovered other alternatives,and it is a good thing that 

we have discovered other alternatives. Because the good neighborliness 

or the co-operation or the assistance that one might reasonably 

expect from our neighbor has not yet been forthcoming. Not yet. 

I do not know whether it will be forthcoming in the next eleven 

days or not. It was not and has not been forthcoming so we have 

had to look very closely at other alternatives and bring other 

alternatives on the scene perhaps quicker that we would otherwise 

have done,and that is what the Premier's letter to the Premier 

of Quebec is about. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, just as an example of the Upper ChurChill 

before I get on to other matters. For exsmple,there was never 

any agreement between the Province of Newfoundland,and CFlCo or 

BRINCO at what price they would sell recall power to Newfoundland 

for. The~e was never any agreement on that. Do you understand 

that, Mr. Speaker? 

MR. MO_!GAN_:_ Unbelievable. 

MR._c;ROSBIE: There was never any agreement between that private 

company,CFLCo and BRINCO at what pri~e. They have in their contract 

they can recall 300,megawatts. There was never any agreement between 

them and the Province at what price they would sell recalled 

hydro power to the Province for. That is how our interests 
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'1R. CROSTIIE: ' lere rrotected by the hon. [';entleman when he was 

Premier of the Province; no agreement,as he well knm~s,because 

before he left office he attempted to recall power for the 

Iron Ore Company and Wabush and BRINCO told him he was going to 

have to pay more than they were selling it to Hydro-Quebec 

for,and he 1,;ell knows that and they told us the same thing. 

T just p;ive that as one example of the lack of protection there 

~~as in that whole arrangement for US-

'lR. SNALLHOOD: Hould the minister -

~·'R. CROS IHE: ~o,t am not goinr, to be interrupted, Mr. Speaker. 

T h11ve only got forty-five minutes. 

Order, please! 

'1R. SMALUIOOD: - - ----- It will not take long. The minister knows what 

;msHer I gave l3RINCO bn that. 

lffi. CROSRIE: Hell the hon. gentleman told BRINCO to go fly a 

kite ,or he would do this.and he would do that, and he would do this -

lik ~ he advised ns tonight that we can just go and renegotiate 

thi.s contract. It is just a mere nothing to renegotiate the 

Ppper Churchill contract. You just go to them and tell them that 

circum,; tances have changed ana they say, "Tough\" t will not add 

the second word. They say, "A contract is a contract." They 

s ay, "A contract is sacred." And they know we cannot just unilaterally 

rlo <~nvthing about their contract. They are very sure of that 

~ec .cmse they knm1 that C1"LC.o has sold $750 million worth of hands 

down in the United States of America and in Canada, based on that 

contract,and if •1e unilaterally interferrecl ~~ith that contract that 

those investors ~~ould snuff us overnight. They would not buy another 

hand from Ne1~foundland. They know -w~ cannot unilaterally change 

their contract. Pragmatically and so on we cannot do it. 

T:t•t there '•las not even, Hr. Speaker, that much protection for 

N~~Yfoundlanc1 that <Jhen CFLCo recalled 300 megawatts that they han to 

~ell it to us for the sal!le price as they sold it to Hydro-Quebec. 

~1m' that ts all t am going to say about the Upper C.hurchill. lie will 
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HR • .QRQSl!_Il~.: have a debate here sometime. lve want to debate 

the tlppe>r Churchill and the takeover of CFLCo, and we can 

get int-o all kinds of things. That is just one example of whv 

we had to take over CFLCo. At least today we have got two 

thirds of the shares and the majority of the directors and 

T think we can settle ~dth them quite easily what price we will 

pay them for recaptured power and it will not be anymore than 

Quehec-llydro pays them, I can assure the House of that. 

SmiE HON. MEMBERS: Hear! Hear! -- "'""'- - ··--- - .--

MR. CROSlliE: And it was but a laugh to hear how fearless the 

member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) is, I cannot forebear from mentioning 

it, how fearless the member for LaPoile is. The member for 

LaT'oile only lately got fearless. He was not so fearless when 

he was in th e han. gentleman's governnent. The right knee 

of his pants had a hole in it, it was all p,one,the kneecap, 

from scraping along the floor there, bowing and scraping to 

the hon. the former Premier in those days. He only got fearless, 

Mr. Speaker, if he is now fearless. So one has to laugh when 

one hears about that. 

MR. .NEARY: Ask the former Premier that. 

MR. CROSJ!.IE: Yes. He are all observers of that. 

So, Mr. Speaker, the reason we are in this situation is because 

of certain failures of protection for this Province when the hon. 

gentleman for T1~illingate (Mr. Smallwood) formed the government. 

That is the reason and no other reason. 

Now, let us just review, because the hon. gentleman who leads 

the Opposition has a very coDVenient memory. Let us review 

events. VIe took over in Januarv of 1972. In March of 1972, 

Mr. Mulholland waltzed down with -a lease for us to sign for the 

r.ull Island, exactly the same terms as they had developed the 

llpper Churchill. In other words,Newfoundland would make notl'ing 

out of it. The same measly rental, the same exemption from sales 

tax, exemption from gasoline tax, exemption from all taxes, etc. 
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MR. CROSHIE: Hell we told Hr. Mulholland to take his lease -------
and go on hack to the Mainland again, we were not signing 

it. And for the next year and a half we dealt with BRINCO. 

We did not have this vision then, Mr. Speaker, because we did 

r..ot then think it could be done. He dealt with BRINCO. We talked 

to them on their pcroject that they '"anted to go ahead with, 

develop Gull Island and sell the power to Quebec. 

It was not until after a number of months we began to 

think, well '~hy sell it to Quebec? If we cannot make anything 

out of it, if BRINCO was right '"hen they were telling us they 

cannot pay taxes, they cannot pay the sales tax, they cannot pay 

the horse])ower tax, they cannot pay any corporation tax, they cannot 

pay increased taxes and all we are going to get is the constructin~ 

out of it, why should we want to sell it to Quebec or anyone else? 

Hl~y not have a look and see if we can use it in Newfoundland? That 

:! s tYhen this '"hole thing germinated. Because all that BRINCO 

used to tell us was, "We are not going to be able to pay anything. 

You knm<~ you are only going to be able to get six or seven mils 

from Quebec-Hydro. He cannot afford to pay any more than we 

paid on the Upper Churchill." That was their position. ~-Tell then 

''(' asked thern, "Hould you develop and bring it to Newfoundland?" 

No.they could not develop and bring it to Newfoundland because 

it 1wulc1 not in their opinion be feasible, there was too much 

money involved, it is not like selling to Quebec. we do not have 

the credit rating of Quebec. 

tlow Quebec-Hydro has got the credit rating they have got 

no\·J hecause Quebec-llydro has got this Unper Churchill ~ontract. 

That is Hhy they have got that magnificent credit rating. And 

their net profits this year were $405 million based largely on that 

Upper Churchill contract. So JlRINCO said they could only develop 

awl sell to Quebec, because our credit here '"as not as good as their's 

ancl they could not finance it. So all right,nRINCO was not interested 
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}IR. CROSJHF.: in developing and bringing it to N~~vfoundland. 

If anyone was to attempt that it had to be the l':overnment 

of Newfoundland and after a year and a half of discussions with 

them the Hinister of Finance nmv and myse.lf went with 

TllUNCO to f1uebec·Tlydro to see whether JlR.INCO ~vas right, that 

f)uebec·Hydro would not pay them enough for the power so that 

they could pay us anything else. And sure enough they were 

right. 

Quebec-Hydro said that they would be able to pay what they 

paid for the Upper Churchill power and then you had to allow 

a bit of something for inflation. That was their position. 

They said they had lots of pmver COII\ing from James !lay. 

So we stopped discussions with nRINCO and in the meantime 

we had gotten in people to do studies. In July,l973 the Premier 

announced that we were going to study an attempt to bring the 

power from Labrador to Ne,vfoundland. 

Nmv, 11r. Speaker, there has not been, contrary to lvhat 

the Leader of the Opposition said, there has not been any project 

in tlle history of Newfoundland on which fuller information has 

been given to the public than on hydro energy development in 

Newfoundland since 1972-·73. That was announced, these studies 

•lvere done,and the studies show that it was feasible. We did not 

do the studies. Pe hired lvhat were recommended as the greatest 

firms in the lvorld to do them,and they came up 'vith the figures 

and the cost figures,! think originally $1.1 billion,and they came 

up with the report it lvas economical and feasible. Not us, we 

did not dream it up. He did not sit up in the Premier's 

office and dream this up. They did the studies. I 

think they were finished by the end of 1973 or early in 

1~74, those original studies. 

Now we could not bring that, we could not do that. He had no 

right to Gu:).l Island. ~Je had no right to Labrador power. BRU'CO 
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t-m. £RQ.S!I.!= had it tied up until 19l'!S . So if we were to attempt 

to develop the power and bring it to Nel·r.foundland we had to 

take l\RINCO out of the pic ture, and that is why 'l\RINCO 1~ent 

out of the picture,because 1-re could not even attempt it as 

long as l\RlNCO stayed in the picture. That is why we had 

to purchase or nationalize, whatever you want to call it, 

J\P.INCO . If ~~e had not done that 1ve could not even attempt 

to get the p01ver here. They r•ould 'have no t hing to do with 

i t . They said it 1~as too difficult . It was !?eventeen years 

to get the Upper Qlurchill developed , and we have onLy been 

.o t this effort to develop the Lower Churchill for three. But 

we a re in politics, and ot cou~se in politics you can e xpec t 

the kind of blatantly partisan polit i cal approach that the Leader 

of the Opposition took today. Blatant partisanshil' against 

t h.:l government on a matter like this that affl!ct s NI!Wfoundl and 

so greatly. Never: mind these pious declarations tha t the 

official Opposition supports us in t his positfon 'lie. a r e 

takinr. Hith Quebec. 
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Hr. Crosbie. 

Never mind that~ lve do not accept that~ We do not accept it! 

We do not need it! We do not want it~ It is hypocritical 

to say we would accept it. It was offered hypocritically. We 

do not need the han. gentleman's help. He has already done 

his damage, because when the people in Quebec read the papers 

tomorrow and get the reports, they will see how much support 

we got from the official Opposition when this letter was tabled 

in the House. Now, }fr. Speaker, that is why CFLCo, BRINCO -

that is the main reason why they had to be purchased in 1974, and 

they were treated fairly and honourably and got a good price for 

the work they had done on the Upper Churchill, and we are now 

two-thirds shareholders, and they are one-third shareholders. 

And, Hr. Speaker, as all the members of the House 

know,the costs increased from 1973. The rapid inflation 

of the last couple of years started in 1973. Is it not realized 

that at the end of 1973 Syncrude was going to cost $750 million, and 

now it is costing $2.3 billion, and the Government of Canada and 

Alberta and Ontario are financing it; that James Bay was supposed 

to cost $5 billion, and it is now going to cost $16 billion? 

Are we to be blamed that Gull Island, which was originally estimated 

to cost $1.1 billion is now going to cost $2.3 billion. 

MR. SMALLWOOD: Three billion. 

MR. CROSBIE : It may cost $3 billion. The last estimates,allowing 

for rapid inflation and escalation and high interest rates was 

$2.3 billion. But it may be more as time goes by. It doubtless 

will be more as construction costs go up. But we have not caused 

the cost to go up. It has happened to every energy project in 

Canada and in the United States and elsewhere. That is just a fact 

we have to deal with. You cannot blame us for that. So it got 

more expensive. So we had it restudied. So they report it is 

still economical and feasible. It is still the best alternative 

for Newfoundland, and that is still the situation. So we are continuing 
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Hr. Crosbie. 

to attempt to do it. Now to do it - the hon. member for Twillingate 

(~1r. Smallwood) scoffed at our having to sell power to Quebec. 

To do the Gull Island,which is 1,600 megawatts,we could not use 

that power on the Island as far as ~Te could tell a year or two 

ago all at one time unless we were able to get a large industry 

or two interested in the meantime, which was always a possibility. 

So if you are going to finance it, we could take 800 which would 

be needed here immediately in 1981 or 1982, and the rest we wanted 

to sell to Quebec for eight years as surplus energy. That is all. 

So that we would get a few dollars for it in the intervening years 

before, and gradually you would bring it all on down to Newfoundland, 

because by 1990 we would need all 1,600 megawatts, if not earlier. 

That was assuming a slow industrial load growth. That is why 

we had to offer to sell some surplus energy to Quebec. 

Then last year, Mr. Speaker, on November 28 in this 

House there was a completely detailed paper presented to this 

House covering every aspect of how the cost had escalated. By 

the way,the last escalation in cost came in in September 30, the 

end of September bringing the figures up to $2.3 billion. Before 

then I think the last estimate had been $1.6 billion. We set out 

the whole position.-! think it was a fifty or sixty page document -

what the alternatives were and we said we had to stop. We cannot 

give a final releaseto Gull Island. We could not give a final 

release,which we hoped to give last Fall. We told the House that. 

Where is an attempt to hide anything? And we said we will have 

to review next year whether we can give a final project release, 

but certainly we got to stop the Gull Hydro site, because Quebec 

has not agreed to take the surplus energy and Canada has not agreed 

to give us further assistance. Everything is detailed in it. There is 

nothing hidden or kept back. But we plan to go on the transmission 

line and tunnel, because we hope that we can during next year solve 
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Hr. Crosbie. 

the problem of getting an agreement with Quebec and solve the 

problem of getting more assistance from the Government of Canada. 

That is what we said. But we have now discovered, Mr. Speaker, 

unless the Premier's letter does the trick, which I hope it does, 

but we have discovered that we are not going to get an agreement 

with Quebec that will permit us to carry on the transmission line 

and the tunnel, and you cannot carry on a transmission line 

and a tunnel unless you have energy to put over it. And instead of 

show!ng us any spirit of helping, of saying," yes, we got 5,600 

megawatts from the Upper Churchill, and we got a tremendous 

benefit from it, we made $405 million in Quebec-Hydro last year, 

our credit rating is the highest in Canada, Quebec-Hydro's is, and 

we know you need 800 megawatts, and we are prepared to fix you up, 

and you want it for three and one-half mils, and we will try to 

accolii!'Qodate you;'and so on, Instead of saying that, instead of doing 

that, which we have asked, and we have spent several years trying 

to get on with them and to work jointly for our joint benefit, 

instead of doing that, we were told it is going to be Newfoundland's 

cost in Newfoundland in 1982, maybe thirty or forty mils, and sell 

us 10,000 square miles, and we will reduce the price of it. That 

is the position unless Ur. Bourassa changes it in the next eleven 

days. 

So we know now, unless the Premier's letter works or has the 

beneficial effect, that we are not going to get the help and 

support of Quebec. And if we cannot get the help and support of 

Quebec)and if we have no energy to put on the line,then we cannot 

get financial support from the Government of Canada.so we will have 

to stop _the transmission line and the tunnel, not forever, until the 

courts decide what our rights are, and that may be a year or two years 

or three years. ~ 

MR. NEARY: What ~pens if they decide against us? 
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MR. CROSBIE: If they decide against us, then we know 

we cannot go that direction, and we got to go on stesm and 

nuclear on the Island, which we do not want to do, And which we 

should not have to do, which is crazy for us to have to do, to use 

lli million barrels of oil a year here rather than get the power from 

Gull Island, It is crazy! Perhaps we· would not have to do it. 

Perhaps the Government of Canada would show some sense of its 

responsibilities by giving us further help. Perhaps they would 

get up their courage and their nerve and say, '~e are going to 

give you more assistance to develop Gull.' You cannot use a 

nuclear plant,we will give you more help." There may be possibilities 

with the Government of Canada, but that is in the remote future. 

So, Mr. Speaker, what else did we do? We took a very 

careful look at the Upper Churchill contract, and let us just 

make this clear, Mr. Speaker, that, you know, we cannot just interfere 

with the power contract between Quebec-Hydro and CFLCo, because 

the financing of the Upper Churchill is based on the power contract, 

because of the rights that Quebec Hydro has under the contract: We did 

not negotiate it! We did not approve it! If there is any att~pt 

to interfere with the contract or any default there they have the 

right under the contract to go in and take over CFLCo. That is 

just one example. And the bond holders have the right to go in 

under the trust deeds and foreclosP. These are just things that 

are in the contracts, apart from the fact as to whether or not 

this 1Iouse could pass legislation unilaterally changing the 

contract because of other legal problems that are involved, and 

the lawyers will knm~ what they are. So we cannot. If this House 

\~ished to, the point is that it is very unlikely that this House, 

in all its majesty and power, can do anything about the Upper Churchill 

contract. 

But '~hat the Premier's letter to Premier Bourassa today 

is about is not about the contract. It is about the lease. Now this 

llouse, Mr. Speaker, in 1961 passed an act approving the lease between 
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Mr. Crosbie. 

the Government of Newfoundland and CFLCo - the lease - and 

CFLCo has the right to develop the Upper Churchill watershed 

because of the lease. And anything that it does up there on the 

Upper Churchill is because of the lease. That is the primary 

doc.ument. And the power contract has to comply with the lease, 

because the legislation says, "The lease is part of the laws of 

Newfoundland." Anyone can look up the 1961 statutes and see the 

lease. And in the lease there is a clause that the Premier 

quotes in his letter to Premier Bourassa, and that clause says, 

"That the lessee , CFLCo, has the right to transmit throughout 

the Province any electric power generated as a result of the 

harnessing of the whole or any part of the Upper Churchill and to 

export from the Province such power provided that upon the request 

of the government consumers of electricity in the Province shall 

be given priority where it is feasible and economical to do so." 

There is no limitation. It does not say 300 megawatts. It does 

not say ZOO megawatts. It does not say 100 megawatts. It says, 

"ProviQ.ed that upon the request of the government consumers of 

electricity in the Province shall be given priority where it is 

feasible and economical to do so." Now in those days it was 

not feasible and economical for Newfoundland or Labrador to take 

much power. There were not customers for it. It was not even 

dreamed of that we could economically and feasibly have a 

transmission line and a tunnel and bring power to the Island of 

Newfoundland .-

PREMIER MBORES: 

MR, CROSBIE: 

energy situation. 

MR. SMALLWOOD : 

And the price of oil. 

- or the price of oil or the whole change in the 

Would the hon. minister permit a question? 
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~IR . SHALLWOOI>: Woul d the ~1ister let me intervene for 

a moment? lt was proved, and we proved it,we had it proved 

by engineers that the transmission line cou.ld be brought fro111 

the Upper Churchill, all the way across the Strait of Belle 

Isle, down the West Coast to Port aux Basques, across the Cabot Strait 

to Cape Breton, across Nova Scotia, across New Brunswick, across 

~Iaine , do'"'" to New York, and it lilould be four and one-half 111ils delivered, 

and that was too high. 
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''11. CROSBIE: 

'!r. Speaker, J wUl not argue about that. That is the Preece, 

r.ardew and ri~er neport. 

1?ir,htl 

IB-1 

l'R. cnosmE : So, Yr. Speak.er, anyway it l~as not felt to be feasible. 

So Apparently CFI.ro lJent and entered into a power contract with 

nuehec-Rydro that provides something different than is in the lease. 

Tt proviiles for a recall of 300 megalvatts only. That is the contract 

they entered into. He did not enter into it. The Prov:f_nce of 

Newfounilland did not enter into it. The :Province of Newfoundland did 

not approve it. TI1e Province of Newfoundland did not have to approve 

H. 

\ole gave theiT' the lease. 

"1". CrOSBIE: We gave them the lease and they had to comply with 

the I e11se. So, Yr, Speaker, we are advised by the best legal opinion 

'.'e can ).':t>t that they have not compliecl with the lease and that the 

Province of Nelvfouni'l;md has the right to recall and to be given 

pr:lor1ty for consumers in the Province where it is feasible and 

economic to no RO, That is what we are advised. 

1-'n. S"'AI.J.I•I(l/)'1">: 1-lhat is the definition of feasible and ec0nomie? 

"~. C:"OSBIE: Well our lawyers have advised us on what they think 

that means. It is feasible !l!ld economic today .As long as we pay 

rrr.r.o the aaMe as t;ne11ec- 11yc1ro, CFJ,Co is losing nothing. He •.YiJ.l 

certainly do that. Instea~ of getting three and a half mils 

from Ouehec-Jly~ro they lvill get 1 t from us. 

So, Kr. Speaker, we . are aclv:lsed that we have a goor r:lght 

under the le11se to request Cl"J.C:o to deliver to us such power as is 

feasible and econom:lc for consumers :l.n our Province to use. 

That might he all of it . 

That could eventunlly be all of it. But as the Prem:l.er 

indicates in his letter,we are not complete stinkers. If the 

courts say •·re have the r:f p,ht to all of it, ~~e are willing to discuss 

some fair and equitable arranr,-e~T~ent with Quebec:. You knovr we •~oulcl 
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l 'T'. CROSBIE: 

ne>t 'be completely uncharitable. llut it :Is possibJe,yes. It is 

possj],le that j f lve could use all 5 ,fiOO meg.<matts in this Province 

feasibly and ecOT10I'liC'IIlly for commmers over a period of time - we 

' 'oul.d not take it a.ll one rlRy or one year, it ·,muld be over a period 

o r yeRrs - thllt "'e could perhaps reclaim it all. 

Now, l>'r. Speaker, 11ny government todRy that has the right 

to r:e·t already devclopecl pol•er or any part of H at three anrl a half 

mi 1 s Ph en you cannot do a hyc'ro project under MY other circurostances 

for less than t,,,enty l'1iJS 0r thirty mjls Hhen you consider the 

transmission lines Rnd all the rest of it, when James Bay po~~r is 

r<>ing to cost tv'entv-five mils at least to the hus bar,or. thirty 

:mr1 tf "'e have th£' right to eet power at three and-a-half we clo 

not have to spenrl $l,l(Vl,(l00,fl(\f1 to build the r,un Hydro site, if 

••c l,ave already rot po1.•er there that lve can hring to the Island 

o.f Newfound1 and or use in J.cobrndor, '-'e c'o not have to build the 

Cu11 Site, at Ie11st not f0r some period of years. It will save 

ns ~l,lOO,OOfl,()()(1 or ,,J,atever the r,ull Jlydro site will cost. 

'low once"'"· have estAhl 1shed our rights, the courtR confi:rm 

tl1E'm, then Gun shou] d also be clone. Then tJ:.ere mny be co-operation 

<dth Ouehec·Tlydro. 1·!e can r:lo thinr;s jointly. Hhat energy ,,,e neerl 

herr for Nel·•foundl and and Lahrador we get. The rest they get and so 

nn. The possiJ,il i t:ies he come un] imi.ted. Hell they have. thought to 

c'nt<' that W<' are defenselesR or pm.,erless. That is what they seem 

to have thour;ht. But He had another string to our bow and this is 

1t. 

So, "r. Speaker, i.f that is the course ~!e have to s;:o,would 

nnybor1y in this Province ,,mnt us not to go that course 'or to Rccept 

sol'1ething eiRe fr-o"' (}uehec or accept nothinr, or eo on to steam and 

nuclear on the Island of Newfoundland? I am sure that they would 

not. NmJ , t<r. Speaker, 1 do not know ~'hether I have said too !'lUch. 

1 :m im; t try1nP, to exp1a:!n vithout R'lying too much because we have 

nc>t hearr1 - the p:i.ty of this r1ebate is that we have not heard fro!'1 
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~'1'. f:'P()SJlH: 

''r. BourassR. He do not w:mt to needleRsly arouse their 

susceptib:llity. He try to avoid that. 13ut the Premier could not avoid 

tod."'y tahl :lnp, this letter when ~1e know how they treated us in the 

past couple of months, when it was likely it ~muld be leaked up 

there or sol'lethinp.; 1d.ll be said,or it would leaked down in New York, 

or i.t wou]d ~et out and we l~ould be on the defensi.ve again as we have 

been :In the last couple of mmths. So the Premier ha.d to table the 

letter to show hon. gentlemen what our poRi.t1on 1s. 

Instead of han. p:entlemen opposite, at least the T.eader of 

the Oppos:lti.on, doing what ,,.e expected - ~•e expected soJre >Oupport, 

some stron.~ support. T do not care. The hon. gentleTI'an eRn say 

lnter on ,,•hat a blunder he th:ll)ks Gull IRland 1.s and so on and so 

on anc1 T should resipn Rnd aU that. That is grand for another 

· occasion. But to have :It sR:Id today- No! he forgot to mention that 

1 should resi_gn today hut he sAid everything else. "Gull IslAnd is 

R. disaster. 11ds is a cHs:tster. Our backs against the walL It is 

Tlnnkirk;'the hon. gentleman sa:ld. 1\s the Premier said, "No, :It :Is 

Hun:lch or :It wt'1Ulc1 be r~unich if the Leader of the Opposi.tion had 

his "''ay :• l.Jcll it is not Mun:l.ch w:lth us. •Ye have not gotten the 

support, Mr. Speaker, that we could have expected. 

NoF there v.•as R point !'la.de about consultation with leaders 

oppmd te. I would certainly Rgree with that. There should be 

COTIRIIJ tat 1 on. There "-'RS not anv time today. He had to move fast 

~rhen "e hearc:l, ,,men the Premier heard that Quebec had to send his 

1 etter ifm·m to 1'!e~1 York to R11 their syndicate managers,which meant 

it ,,,as ~oi.nr, to p-et out publicly. He had intended, 1'1'r. Speaker, that 

<lependinp, on <·.•hat ansH?r ca!'le ~'ay 31, we would then inform the 

llonse. Hell there wouJd have been a chance then to call in the 

member for 'T'w:illingate (Hr. S!'lallwood) and the Leader of the Opposition 

and Ray, "t:o'-" th:!s iR the situation and here :!.s our legal opinion. 

Tt :is what <·'E' are going to do and so on and so forth." There has not 

heen a du'!nce to clo that because the cabinet and the Premier had 

to decide this morntng what would happen th:!s afternoon. l~e die\ 
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"r. rpnsr.m: 

not wllnt any JT'ore leaks and us looking as though l~e are on the defensive 

any lonr;t'r. That is why the lwn. r;entlemen were not commlted. Our 

0'·'11 !'aucu!'l Pas on 1 y !'Onsu] terl an hour before. 

nut r.nnsultatinn, if hoo. gentlemen opposite honestly want 

to co-operate ;:mel help in tl, js encleavour, well, Sir, we want to co

nper(1te. 1·'e have no objection to showing the Jeacers our legal opinions 

and clisc11ssing the !T'atter l•Tith them and we certainly want to talk to 

the me111ber for Twillir.gate (Hr. Smallwood) about certain things that 

<•Yent on in the years 1960 to 1969 or whatever. I am sure he will 

co-operate ~dth us. 

No<~, Yr. Speaker, we are not gojng to name our ler;al council. 

T ,.•ill tel] the House one of them. That fs l!r. Cyril Green who is 

noH the solic-itor for "lewfoundland and Labrador Hydro. He worked 

<dth the r,nvernment, he was deputy Attorney Genera] and a more loyal 

ilP~<•foundlnnder and a better lawyer and a man more familar with the 

st<~tutes of this Province you would not find in the Provfnce today. 

So I can tell you one opinion we have got and that is ~~r. eyril Green, 

n.c. "ut "'e are not just rotng on Cyril Green's opinion. '•Je have 

retnine<~, we ltave consuJteCt at least tva other firms of great 

rep uta t 1 em and <••e have had advice from them that is encouraging. 

r. ut ~'e clo not want to r,ive their names. 1-Je c1o not want theM 

),arr<'csseet hy the press tornorro'"• people of the press rushing at them 

c;herf'ver the y Jive and asking for their opinions and so on • There 

is no need. Their names are of no p;reat moment. It can be told 

the hon. ~ent]emen privatelv if they are that anxious to know.but 

••e :1re not r;oing to g:lve their names publicly. 

1'-.n act of this House, l'r. Speaker, T inent:lorerl that. It 

is not .iust th11t sirnp1e. I mean <lre we supposecl to be dithering 

idiots tlmt this Pause coulc1 pass an act Rnd take bl!ck !I million 

horsepot.•er ot" any 11monnt successfully th!lt >'e ,.rould not have hail 

i.t in here a c-oup] e of years ago. It :1 s not :l.n traduced because •re 

were :1dvised at la~1 we cannot succeed with it and I think I mentioned -

''T' . TT1ClC'.\N : Inanc1:1b1e. 
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l'l'. C:TIOSBIE: 'Alex' cautions me, the }iinister of Justice. Not 

that He cannot succeec1 but that there are obv:tous "rays :l.t can be 

attacke<l and it :l.s quite conce:l.vable we would not succeec1. I 

hnve already expla:l.ne<l the other difficult:l.es with the present 

contract and the r1ghts of the trustee and so on and so forth. 

~o that is not the l•laY to go. 

llnt now if we pursue our lease this is a right the 

povernment has that ••e have hac1 since 1961 that was reta:lnetl in 

1961. Can anyone in the worlc1 blame Newfoundland for pursuing 

a right that is already there? No one can. 

~01'E. HON. ~'F.l'RJ\P.S: H~ar, hear: 

''n. CROSBU~: You l:now f)uebec-Hydro may try this but they 

cannot do it truthfully. They cannot go to New York and say, 

"Newfoundland fs unilater;~.lly interferring with our contract ·or 

hrellch:lng our contract or passing an act to affect our contract," because 

1:e are not. He say l<le have the right under the lease and they got 

the contract subject to the ]ease. There could not be a contract 

without it. ~o we are not attempting to interfer with any contract. 

Pe are r,oing to ask the courts if we must what are our rights, what 

c'oes this thing here mean. T.Je have the right to power, l.:'e as 

economic and feasible and ~re have now asked such and such and so 

on nnd ~~e want the court to c1ecine. '!'hat May take a year or two 

hut 1-·e have every hope and we have every expectataion that r,•e will 

h~ successful tn that. Not only that but that r.l'LCo r.•ill not be 

hn~ed by it either. 

"r. Speaker, the hen. Leader of the Opposition said he 

''as not part:l cul arly anxious tr. be taken into the government 1 s 

conf:J,lence. So he may or !'lay not ~rant to have more information 

1 :1ter on d>en there i.F T!lore to ~ive as I hR.ve expla.ined. 
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MR. CROSBIE: I certainly gather from his remarks he 

does not want to be taken into our confidence. And it would be 

difficult to take him into our confidence because he cannot let 

an occasion pass without a bitter and partisan attack on the 

government which is what most of his remarks here tonight were. 

HR. SIMMONS : 

MR. CROSBIE: 

Give up. You would not do that now. 

I am responding to the Leader of the 

Opposition and being more statesmanlike than ever tonight. 

'IR. YOUNG: You are doing a good job, 'John'. I 

have never seen you so mute in all my life. 

MR. CROSBIE: That is right. So, Mr.Speaker, I have 

outlined the kinds of information the House has been giving. In 

all the twenty-three years of the hon. gentleman from Twillingate's 

(Mr. Smallwood) government there was never such information given 

the House on any project. And I notice that he has not criticized 

the government for not giving information. But the more information 

you give bon. gentlemen opposite the more they want to twist it and 

carp and criticize. And we saw another example of that tonight. 

AN HON. 11I:Mr.ER: (Inaudible) 

HR. CROSBIE: And the han. gentleman who is interjecting 

now is one of the worst offenders. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, it is no failure to be 

candid. That is my point, Mr. Speaker. If we were not being 

candid we would not have made the statement last November, the 

Premier would not be tabling this now, the House would not have had 

all the information it has had. 

Contingency plans: Yes, there was a question 

asked about contingency plans. The Leader of the Opposition wants 

to infer that if Mr. Bourassa does not reply to us by May 31, that 

we are going to run out of power in the next few years. Well, I 

mean, are we - the Leader of the Opposition may think we are dolts, 

I suppose, but surely we are not doltish enough not to have other 

alternatives. If we cannot get Labrador power here by 1982, and 

Mr. nourassa does not give us a favourable reply, then we go on 

with another steam plant. We have no choice. We build another steam 
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MR. CROSBIE : plant, 150 megawatts at Holyrood. And if 

we are still delayed we build another one or we develop one of 

our other rivers. And all of the rivers on the Island have now 

been reassessed to see is it better to have a steam plant or is 

it better to develop one of those rivers. And the best one to 

develop I will not even mention. But the cheapest one and the 

cheapest power is the Lloyds Lake diversion. 

Now we are not looking at Lloyds Lake. 

Do not get excited. But all of this is being assessed and the 

recommendation is, but government have not decided yet, we are 

waiting actually to see what happens in the next few days, but 

a steam plant would have to go on. We are not going to have the 

Province brown out or the lights be turned off. Nobody wants to 

pay for the power now,even at the present price, but we still 

have to have the power, so there are contingency plans. 

MR." NEARY: 

:1R. CROSBIE : 

lfuat about de Rothschild -

Mr. Rothschild cannot help us in this 

emergency, I do not think. 

HR. NEARY: How about nuclear power? 

MR. CROSBIE: Nuclear? No, nuclear is not suitable for 

the Island of Newfoundland unless we are connected to the mainland. 

There has been no capitulation today, Mr. 

Speaker. No capitualtion, we are not stymied, there has been no 

madcap policies. We have a serious chance in court that if we 

have to go that way, and if we are successful,develops unlimited 

possibilities for the future good of this Province and its people. 

That is the possibility. And if our position is taken seriously 

by Mr. Bourassa, and they want to discuss things with as seriously, 

and in a sense of give and take, there can be unlimited benefits for 

the people of both provinces. We still want to co-operate with 

them. The Premier has mentioned we have Gull Island and we have 

other rivers. We have the five rivers flowing South. They are 

never going to develop those five rivers if they say to us, "You 

have to give us your land." Never! 
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HR. DOODY: Never! 

MR. CROSBIE: Never! Never! Never! 

SOME !ION. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

"ffi.. CROSBIE: But if they say to us, "Look, we will do a 

joint venture with you, or we will do X for you in this direction 

if you will do Y for us in that direction." We would be prepared 

to lease them the water rights or whatever. Because we cannot 

use those five rivers. We can use two of them. I mean, we are 

prenared to consider anything reasonable. We are reasonable 

people. We want Labrador's resource developed and we want hydro 

~nergy brought to the Island, so that in five years time we are 

not all paying through the nose even more than we will be paying 

throu~~ the nose, and so that we will have a secure supply of 

energy that will not increase in cost from then on for an 

appreciable number of years. That is what we are trying to do. 

But we are attacked and harassed for it because along the way we 

have to jump a lot of hurdles, because it is not just going, 

No project, no energy project in the whole 

of Canada or in the world is going as it was supposed to go three 

years ago. And the same is true with this one. But here, because 

of the petty politics that goes on in this Province, we are 

attacked and harassed as liars, scoundrels, and scum at every 

tough break along the way. 

SOME HON. :-®tBERS : Hear, hear! 

!1R. CROSBIE: l>'ell, you· know, maybe those words are 

extreme, but close to it. We do not inform the House, we are 

slieveens, we are doing this, we are doing that. Everytime that 

we have an obstacle along the road to bringing hydro power to 

Newfoundland, there is a cheer goes up. 

MR. DOODY: Hon. members of the Opposition have more 

power than they have energy. 

~IR. CROSBIE: Right! 

There are lots of obstacles, Hr. Speaker, 

in everythinp.. Syncrude. I mentioned that, and look at the 

obstacles. It took Ottawa and Ontario and Alberta to save Syncrude. 
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MR. CROSBIE : James Bay has lots of obstacles. Nova 

Scotia has all kinds of obstacles. Every hydro energy project 

and steam project and nuclear project - Gentillie - Quebec Hydro 

is ~oing a nuclear plant at Gentillie. The costs have gone up 

about $400 million over what their f:i.rs·t estimate was. It is 

now going to be in excess of $900 million. But we do not 

hear the Opposition in Quebec constantly attacking the Quebec 

government because the cost of Gentillie went up,or because the 

cost of James Bay has gone up, or because they are having 

difficulties along the way. No, they are smarter than that. 

Dut here in this House, as soon as we have 

to report anything that looks like it might founder and scupper 

Gull Island, there is a cheer breaks out, from members opposite. 

}!R. NEARY: If we could harness the wind coming out of 

the han. gentleman, we would have energy. 

MR. CROSBIE: The hon. gentleman introduced this resolution 

and now he cannot take it. He made a silly, footling little speech 

that I do not even have to reply to, that we all forgot as soon as 

he was finished. He said nothing serious. 

So, Mr. Speaker, yes, we have had a lot of 

obstacles, and we have had a lot of bad breaks along the way, but 

we are overcoming them and we are £ighting to overcome them. And 

we have discovered a route that will give Newfoundland untold 

benefits if we pursue it and are successful. And we have good 

reason to think we will -be. And we are fighting, Mr. Speaker, out 

of a situation not of our making, because the Upper Churchill 

contract i~ for sixty-five years, from this year, with no escalation 

provisions, no provision for opening up the contract, no way of 

getting at it at all. The only way is through this lease the 

way that we are now proceeding. So instead of hon. gentlemen 

opposite opposing this and trying to make some political capital 

put of it, they would be far better advised to remember, that their 

predecessors in the Liberal Party created this situation. No matter -

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh! 

MR. CROSBIE: Listen: Ho, ho, ho! Hee, hee, haw! 

8455 
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MR. CROSBIE: Does hon. gentlemen know that the contract was 

signed, the letter contract between BRINCO and Quebec Hydro was 

signed in 1965? I had nothing to do with it. lfuen I was in 

Mr. Smallwood's cabinet I had nothing to do with it. You were 

not allowed to know about it. Do you know that our director 

Gn CFLCo could not get a copy of the power contract, nnd that 

it was only dealt with by the Executive Committee of CFLCo? 

lfuat was the good of Newfoundland owning $10 million of the 

shares in CFLCo when our government director was not allowed to 

see the power contract? How is that for an insult to the Province? 

}ffi. NEARY: Why was not he allowed to see it? 

}ffi. CROSBIE: Because he was not supposed to see it, he 

might object to that recall provision, presumably, or whatever. 

Our government director on CFLCo was not allowed to see the 

power contract, and the only way he got a copy -

MR. SMALLWOOD: Why did he not report that to me? 

MR. CROSBIE: I do not know who he reported it to. 

That is what happened. So the han. gentlemen opposite, you 

predeceases - is it predeceases? Predecessors? -

~IR. IIICKNAN: Predeceases is more appropriate. 

MR. CROSBIE: - your predecessors got us in this situation 

and we are battling to get out of it, and the least we can expect 

is your enthusiastic support. And when the time comes for another 

debate on Gull Island and the rest of it, sure, slam it in. What 

mistakes we have made, hO\~ tragic, how foolish and so on and so 

forth. And the buying of CFLCo, what a mistake that was, etc., 

so on and so forth and go on with it all then. 

Today would have been better for Newfoundland 

if the Leader of the Opposition had said, "Look, I certainly think 

you have made a lot of mistakes, but we are right with you today 

and we are going to tell Quebec we are right with you. Even if 

you are fools, we are right with you." But instead of that he 

spent nearly all his time in a partisan attack up6n the government, 

and I say, for shame: ~ 
SOHE liON. MI\MBERS : Hear, hear: 
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~IR._. _}.!:!'~<~F..:.__ The hon. member for Trinity - Bay de Verde . 

MR._ ROHE.:_ ~!r. Speaker, I do not know how to reply -

_!0~ TlON. }{E~ffiERS: Hear: Hear: 

!ffi. R0\.11':-..:.__ - to the speech .1ust made bv the hon. Mini•f'•• "~ 

~ Xines and Energy when he accuses the Leader of the Op~osition 
~ of heine partisan, bitter, hypocritical and using words 

close to heing a liar, scum and slieveen. 

Ml HON. lffiHTIF.R: Coalition. -----· ----~ 

l:_ffi...::.. ~0~ .:_ U01~, Mr. Speaker , if there is going to be a caucus 

across the 1~ay I \vould just as soon they -

:.!R..:.. :'2.l~!.Q.N~:- Caucus of the coalition. 

~m. Rmm: Sir, if ever there lvas a case of - _what is it the pot 

cnlllng the kettle black this was a. case. 

MR • ....:'>.!..Mr_:_fO!!:<;.:___ neware of the black -

rm. ROllE: Because the most partisan speech we have heard in this 

Assembly today Has .iust delivered by the Minister of Mines 

and F.ne rgy. 

SO}'[]!'. liON. l!EMBF.RS: !lear: llear: ---·-------
MR .. ~O~.:_ And, Sir, to make matters even worse he insinuated and 

hopefully he thinks that the press may grab onto it, that what the 

Leader of the Opposition had sai.~, ~e insinuated, that thi~> will 

give 0uehec some comfort. lfuat utter and complete nonsense, Sir, 

what utter and crnqplete nonsense. Let me make it abundantly 

clear once ar,ain, Sir, and it should have been clear but obviously 

the minister -

~.:....~B£_RTS: Clear to those who •.rant to 8ee. 

}ffi :... ~()_\·)_? _:_ Obviously the Minister of !lines and Energy did not 

want to hear it, that we fully endorse and support this administration 

as does,! believe,every member on this side of the House of Assembly, 

with respect to its actions in matters dealing with Quebec and the 

energy of this Province. 
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:_!!l._r~l~: 'Je are behind them one hundred p~r cent, nne hundre•.1 

per cent. 

A~; JTmL Mf.1ffiER: Yes very far behind. 

~~ ~O}if~ _ One hundred per cent. 

HR. S_!IJ~NS: llut not in buffoonery. He are not behind that. 

Mn ._ RO\~:- llut, Sir, it is incumbent upon meMbers on this 

si cl e to point out some of the weaknesses of the energy policy 

of this adminstration. 

HR. ROllERTS: Tell the truth. ------

MR. _ROHE: And this has he en done by the Leader of the Opposition today. 

He tried to get some answers out of the administration and for 

that he is criticized and being called partisan. 

~m. RED~O~~: llest speech I heard all year. 

Absolutely foolishness, Sir. Now, Sir, ~~i th respect 

to - I might point out another thing here,and that is the Minister 

of Mines and Eneqw 1ndicated there has been no greater or 

[uller disclosure of the facts than has been made by the 

Adminis~ration now in power. That is 1 the fa~ts regarding the 

!Tpper and the Lower Churchill and the development of energy 

in this Province. 

Sir, that may well be the case. llut the fact still remains 

that the people of this Province were led to believe beyond 

any <1oubt whatsoever that the Lower Churchill was going to be 

rleveloped •Yith out any undue delay. They were led to believe this 

right up to the day of the election. Nm~ you can have all the 

disclosure of facts that you ~~ant but if you got this sort of 

mi sleading statements and indications given by the administration 

to the people of this Province, raising their hopes falsely, 

raising their expectations falsely, that ~•ill not excuse - or a fuller 

discussion of the facts than say the previous administration - does 

not excuse them from misleading the people of this Province and that 

was what 1vas done prior to this last election and then we heard 

the bad news after the election. It has gotten consistenly worse ever 
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MR._R£~~=- since. 

Sir, with respect to some of the comments made hy the 

member i'or THillingate (Mr. Smalh~ood) , he ~mce again, Sir, 

the hon. member for TWillingate indicated his deep love and 

affection for the Leader of the Opposition in his opening 

remarks. "I deplore the deplorable speech made by the Leader 

of the Opposition." 

A.~ .!!_O..!!.__.!!_MBER: Greater love hath no man. 

~:_1\Ql~:- Sir, this is the kind of thing we have been hearing 

ever since September 16th. and I might say befcre September 16th. 

Practically every member opposite, Mr. Speaker, practically every 

minister and every member opposite have received during this 

Assembly or this Session 'mrds of praise and commendation from -

A'l UON'. HE~'l\ER: Inaudible. --------
.!:!!'~-_R~l·~:_ , I am replying to the words tl\at the member for 

Twillingate (~r. Smallwood), made in this debate and that is as 

relevant as the member was. 

Now, Sir, it is rather peculiar that the han. member for 

T\~ilH.ngate (Hr. Smallwood) has seen fit to heap praise upon 

practically every member opposite, rather peculiar, Sir. And 

f " r «on1e peculiar rea!'lon apparently not one uord uttered hy 

the Leader of the Opposition, accorc'fing to the member for 

Tuillingate (l'r. Smalh10od) has had any truth to it, during 

this sess'ion of the House of Assembly, rather peculiar, Sir. 

I woulrl like to go on a little bit further. I will end 

hy simply sa.ying I t-Tould submit that no matter who the Leader of 

the so called olcl line Liberal Party is, whether it would be -

~~O~~T~: Only Liberal Party in this Province. 

~~~-Anl-JE: Or the only Liberal Party in this Province, no matter 

who that Leader is or would have been, if it were not the hon. member 

for Tl•illingate,the same abuse would have been heaped upon him by 

that· member and I t-Till just simply leave it at that without any 

interruptions whatsoever. 

HR. SW.LLWOOD: Would the hon. ll'ember -
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'ffi. TlO'm: }!o", "'r. Speaker, to carry on -

- about his leader? 

~~·_R_Q5~:- I \Jill repeat. I will repeat. 

SOME 1!0'1'. W. ffif.RS: !lear! Hear! - ·-·-- ----
.:_m_:_ ~0~ ..:_ _ I vlill repeat. I will repeat . 

SO~ !.!.O_l'l.HEMRF.~ Oh, oh! 

HR._ ]_fl~:..:__ SH clown. I have got the floor. 

AN !ION. ~ffi11DER: Do not lie. 

~m._~O.}~:. Sit down. I am not lying. If the han. member 

is accusinr, me of lying I asl-. him to retract that ~dthout 

<Jnaliff.cation. 

~-ffi . ROBERTS: Tle has to withdraw it. - ----
~IR. ROIVf.: I ask for a ruling, l!r. Speaker. 

2!.R..:.._iP!;_A!9'-B._: Order, please! Order! There "'as, as han. members 

know, a great deal of noise especially desk thumping. I do not 

know w~ether the hon. gentleman from ~~illingate (Mr. Smallwood) 

sa"l.cl. te the hon. member for Trinity - Bay de Verde that he was 

ly:ing or that he said clo not lie. So I wHl have to ask the 

hon. ~e11tleman ,rhich and if -

'Pt. SIW.UIOOD: It was the latter Your Honour. 

'!P. . ROllE: I Hill not be harrassed by the hon. gentleman for 

TtJ"I.llingate, Hr. Speaker. I made my point. Ancl if the time 

comes J will elaborate and devastate at the same time. 

Now, Sir, the member for Twillingate (Mr. Smallwood) made 

th"l.s statement that the government is in the mess that they are 

in at the present time - because of the original mistake made by this 

admi.ni.s tration in acquiring the RRINCO shares and we were ta1cen 

to task for supporting the government when they acquired the 

TIRINCO shares. 

Sir, let me make th:!.s abundantly clear, ~hat the situation 

and the cris:!s fadng this Province today as indicated by the 

letter forwarded to the Premier of ~uebec has nothing whatsoever 

to do t~ith the ownership of the Upper Churchill nor the ownership 

of our natural r (,sources in Labrador, nothing whatsoever. If llRINCO 
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~ .. _r-!21~: s till 01ms t::he {lnper r.hurchill and if they still 'lave 

t he cigl\t to tlevelof' the Lower Churchill the orohlem that thiB 

administration is facing today 1·1oul d be faced hy nRINOJ • 

.:_11'~. _~Q.RV.~T1!,: Right . 

~--RQHF.: The problem is ~uebec and t he attiturle of Quehec 

:~n~ the anti-Con~~rlerate stand of ~ucbec and t he blackmail! 1p. 

:~ttiturle of Quehec and the uay they a r e trying to extort in 

t his p:trt1 cul ar case. 

Not~, <:i r, whether or not the acquisition of the sh~I"S 

of nRI.'IIOJ hv t h i!'> l' rovinCt> lla8 a l'li.Stake will he I·Tritten into 

the hi.stocy hook~. ''c> !'lupported 1.t hecause 1~e helieve~ tn t~e 

<>•rncr s '1i.p o f ou r n:ttural resources. 

··m ... '!.O,!!P.!£1: near: ''car: 

.:.:Jl._r.Q_UE :_ And we were given every single inrlication that tltere 

'4as no proh lem whatsoever t~ith respect to Mark.et:A for our 

c l cctrici ty. 

.• 
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MR. F. ROlfE: 

We were given every indication that there was no problem with 

respect to the technical development of the Lower Churchill, the 

transmission line, the tunnel and bringing down the transmission 

lines on the Northwest Coast. 

The problem with Quebec - there is not even a 

mention of it. Not even a mention of any problems with Quebec. 

But 1¥e see today, Sir, we see today when we got a little mo.re 

disclosure, a few more questions have been answered that the 

government's energy policy has been one of tragedy and it has 

been ill-founded. Now that does not mean that the ac~uisition 

of the BRINCO shares was a mistake. 

SO}IE HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

HR. ROWE: It does not mean that was a mistake. I am not saying 

that is the tragedy. 

MR . ROBERTS: CFLCo shares was the strike. 

HR. ROWE: CFLCo shares. I am not saying that was a mistake 

or that is the tragedy. But I am saying that the fact that the 

government,as I used so often before, had tunnel vision with 

respect to the development of the Lower Churchill, and did not look 

ut other alternative sources of power years ago was the tragedy and 

is the tragedy and has been the mistake and is the mistake of this 

administration. 

Sir, I find some rather - I do not know how to express 

this, - sad humour, sad humour. And the member for Twillingate blaming 

the mess on the government acquiring the shares of CFLCo, saying 

that ~~as the mistake. That is where the problems all e;tart, and I 

get sad humour from the Minister of Mines and Energy blaming the 

memher from Twillingate (Mr. ~mallwood) for getting us into the mess 

because of the original Upper Churchill agreement. And, Sir, it 

seems to me that it is all quite irrelevant the Ppper Churchill 

agreement and the Lower Churchill policy of this government, or at 

least the acquisition of the shares. It is all quite irrelevant to 
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Mr. Rowe: -----
thp problem that is facing us today. 

Sir, I do not know if it is a sad day for this Province. 

J honestly do not know whether it is a sad day or if it is a areat 

day. I do not know whether lve should cry or whether we should 

cheer. Sir, 

MR. DOODY: Oh! Oh! 

MR. ROHE: Well I Hill analysis the situation, and I will decide 

where I am going to land, if indeed I do. 

Sir, this could be a very sad day for this Province, 

and we have a lot to cry ahout if this is the lnst dying gasp of 

an administration with its back to the l~all. 

MR. MORGAN: Do not be so pessimistic. 

I am not being pessimistic. 

MR. nORGAN: Yes you are. 

MR. ROWE: I am saying I do not know whether to be sad or 

to cheer and think that this is a great day, or on the other hand, if 

this is whether at last this Province is standing up to Quebec and 

telling them to go as close to hell as it is possible t~ tell them 

to go. Because I think it needs to be done. Their greed, their 

blackmailing of this Province in the past, and I would imagine the 

bon. member for Twillingate can write book upon book upon book about 

his seventeen year struggle to get the Upper Churchill developed, 

and the main struggle was not the technological one nor the monetary 

one,however great they might have been, it was with that so-called 

sister province. 

MR. DOODY: The Chinese water 

That so-called sister Province of ours. 

Nm~, Sir, I hope i .t is the latter. I sincerely from the 

bottom of my heart hope that this day will be an occasion to cheer 

about, and that it is a great day. And that we, the Province of 

Newfoundland • . every living soul in this Province. every man,woman. 

and child will stand up to Quebec and fight for our rights. 
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MR. F. ROi-IE: 

Now, Sir, I was interested in the comment made by the 

member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) ~nd I tend to agree with him, but 

1 can see the problem inherited in the suggestion. And this was 

that the Federal Government shoald intervene in this situation. 

Now, Sir, I could not agree with him more. It is very easily 

said, and it might very easily be done 

MR. DOODY: Except for the seventy-five votes compared to Newfoundland's seven. 

MR. ROWE: No, Sir. Now there is the cheap kind of nonsense 

.we have to listen to from the other side of ~he House. 

SOME !ION. MEMBERS: ---·------ Hear, hear! 

~IR. ROiolE: - ·- - - "Because of the seventy-five seats compared to 

Newfoundland's seven seats." This is the kind of thing that we can 

expect from the hon. Minister of Finance and some of his other colleagues. 

The fact of the matter is, Sir, that there exists in 

the Province of Quebec a very strong separatist element, and we 

even got a separatist element in the Labrador section of our Province 

hut I am not comparing the both. I do not think I am 

HR. ·NEARY: Oh, oh! 

~IR. ROlm: But let me point this out,if the Government of 

Canada or any other authority intervened for the good of the nation 

or the good of Newfoundland, and it is interpreted by these 

nuisances, these separatists in Quebec as being anti-Quebec no 

amount of intervention will help this Province, because they can 

place a man per week, per bomb under any transmission ~ine and ruin 

the whole thing anyway. 

So we are to be blackmai1ed. 

HR. ROWE: No we are not to be blackmailed. It is an unfortune - ----
situation that we are in. That is all I am trying to point out. 

And I ~m hopinl!: and I am dearly hoping of the two comparisons,as 

I s ay, that this can .be a sad or great day, we could cry or we 

could che.er, I hope it is the latter, that it is a great day for 

this Province, that we will in the years following this day be 
-~ 

cheering the actions of this government in sending this letter 
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Hr. Rowe: 

off to Premier Bourassa. And. Sir, I hope they can be 

brought to their sens~s by this letter and that we will not have 

to resort to the third paragraph on page (4). We will not 

have to terminate all work on the transmission lines and tunnel 

and go to court. Because, Sir, if that is a threat, it is a weak 

threat, it is our only threat. I will concede it is a weak 

threat but it is our only threat, because those sons of you 

know whats, can sit up there and watch us terminate the work 

on the tunnel, terminate the work on the transmission lines, go to 

court, delay the development of electrical power in this Province, 

"atch us reach or get into an energy crisis or watch us putting 

investment into thermal power which is expensive and not renewable, 

not renewable, you are using oil, we got to buy the oil, no stable 

price on that, at least hydro power is renewable in a sense it keeps 

running, and it is not going to increase in cost. They can sit back 

and laugh while we sink in this Province. 

So it is a weak threat, Sir, but I am firmly convinced 

hy members opposite that it is our only recourse, it is the only 

action that we can take. And I hope that Quebec who made their demands 

upon Confederation)have been screaming and yelling for fair play in 

this Confederation of ours, that they will understand that we expect 

fair treatment from them in return. 

MR. DOODY: Not only that they want to -

HR. ROWE: ----- Well, you know, I think we are all in agreement 

upon our attitude towards that kind of an attitude. 

Now, Sir, I made my point and the Leader of the 

Opposition certainly made the point -

SOME liON • }1El'f_BER: Oh, oh: 

MR. ROHF: Okay. - that we are in and we stand by the 

administration in this particular action, but 
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Mr. Rowe. 

we do not want it to be taken that we endorse their energy 

policy over the past four or five years. That is ju't a little 

bit too much to ask. Now, Sir, I understand that the government 

or the administration was giving some consideration to moving 

a resolution that would -

AN HON . MEMBER: 

Mll.. ROWE: 

MR. DOODT:-- --

MR. S~1ALLWOOD: 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

MR. ROWE: 

AN HON. ME!-1BER: 

MR. ROl-lE: 

to know how. 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. ROWE: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

HR. ROWE: 

Not now. 

Not now:i' 

lfuy not? 

No point. 

He lost ~is point. 

Lost his point? ~fuo bungled that? 

Your Leader. 

How did the leader bungle that? I would love 

Well, Sir, I am indeed sorry -

Why do you not move a resolution? 

I got a half a mind to move it myself. 

You cannot. There is a resolution on the floor now. 

There is a resolution on the floor. That is right. 

1t has got to be a government resolution. That is right. 

But, Sir·, I am extremely sorry that members on 

both sides of this House are not given the opportunity to endorse 

and support the government, the government's stand with the Province 

of Quebec on the matter of the recall of power from Churchill Falls 

to the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador. Because, Sir, we to a man would 

endorse and support and applaud the government and congratulate the 

government if they would bring in such a resolution, and we would 

give it our whole-hearted support. We want this type of a resolution 

to be planked in front of the Premier of Quebec tomorrow having the 

support of all the members of the House of Assembly in ~ewfoundland. 

Now, 'sir, who is playing politics now might I inquire 1 We were 
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Hr. Rowe. 

given to understand that hon. members of this House were going 

to be asked to endorse the government's actions with regard to 

the recall of electricity from Quebec? I was under that 

impression for the full day. 

SOME liON. 1ID1BERS: Hear , hear! 

HR. ROBERTS: And we still stand ready to do it. 

MR. ROWE: And we still stand ready to do it. So, I mean,I do not 

know what has transpired. 

!!R. WELLS: I would ask the hon. member if he would yield for 

a moment' to a point of order? ......._ _____ _ 
HR. ROWE: I would yield to a point of order. I got to. I have 

no choice. 

MR. WELLS: What ha§_happened is that this suggestion was made 

Y.y the 

/ \ before 

hon. member for Twillingate (Mr. Smallwood). At the time 

this debate started, it seemed like a good idea, and we 

were prepared to consider it. But there is no one who can wipe 

from the record the things that have been said in this House 

today which would make a mockery of such a resolution. And, 

therefore, we are against accepting it. 

SO!!E HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

HR. ROBERTS: To that point of order, if I might, Mr. Speaker. 

The things which have been said in this House today, of course, 

are a matter of public record, and it would have been much 

better for the people of this Province if more had been said 

on the public record before. But let me say, Sir, that nothing 

has .been said in this House today by anybody in my group, the group 

which I lead that in anyway detracts from this resolution. What 

we have said that is cr:j.tica+, Sir, is critical of the way the 

government have handled their energy policy these past two and one-half 

years, Sir, and in that we believe we are right. Hon. gentleman 

can disagree. That is fine. That is their right. But, Sir, nothing 

has been said. And if the bon. House~Leader is insinuating that anything 
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Mr. Roberts. 

we have said has led the government to this decision, Sir, 

I reject that categorically, and I say again that we are 

willing to support that resolution at any point. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

Page 3 - 1IIW 

MR. ROWE: Is His Honour going to rule on that point of order? 

MR. SPEAKER: I would ask the member for Trinity - Bay de Verde 

(Hr. Rowe) to continue, because I do not think there is any need 

for a ruling. 

MR . ROBERTS : You do not think there is any need for 

a ruling on that, Hr. Speaker. 

MR. ROWE: Now, Sir, there is another point that I have 

been quite concerned about, very concerned about, and that is 

this, and I think it has been mentioned by other hon. members in the 

llouse, and I think it is incumbent upon me to reiterate it and make 

the' same point, and that is "that we are facing a very grave s_ituation 

in this province today with respect to the development of our 

electrical energy. And we have asked many, many questions during the 

course of debate. I got, Sir, many, many pages of notes, index cards 

here. I did not get through half of it when we were debating this issue, 

and I must have asked a hundred questions regarding the Lower Churchill, 

the transmission line, the tunnel, and the tranmission line down the 

Northwest Coast of Newfoundland. And, Sir, I worded my questions 

very, very carefully, because I did not want to stand accused nor did 

I want to jeopardize any ongoing negotiations with the Province of 

Quebec nor with the federal government of Canada. Now, Sir, I 

tried to ask these · questions responsibly. And we got nothing but 

abuse back from the -

lffi. ROBERTS: That is right you did ask them responsibly. 

MR. ROWE: I did ask them responsibly, I guess. 

MR. ROBERTS: Right. You did. 
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MR. ROWE: I trted and I did. And, Sir, I got nothing 

but abuse from the }linister of Mines and Energy. 

SOHE HON. llill!BERS: Hear, hear! 

HR. SIMMONS: He is good at that. 

HR. ROWE: Do not be silly. 

thing. Sir, I asked a question. 

Now there is the type of 

At one point I made the 

statement that I submit that we would be facing a severe 

energy crisis in this Province within two years and that we would 

start having to go into thermal generated power at a great 

expense to this Province. And the hon. Minister of Mines and 

Energy distinguished himself by calling me a twit without the 

'w'. Now that is the kind of answers l~e have been getting back 

from the Minister of Hines and Energy. 

lfR. NEARY: The hon. member is mixed up. 

MR. ROWE: I am pretty mixed up with the kind of answers that 

we are getting back from the Minister of Mines and Energy. 

MR. RIDEOUT: They do not even know how to negotiate let alone 

run a resolution. 

MR. ROWE: Sir, if we are endangering negotiations -

MR. RIDEOUT: We are not. 

MR. ROWE: -which I do not suspect we are, with the 

federal government or with Quebec, there is one obvious way 

out ~f we are to have a united front in this Province, and that 

is for the Premier of this Province and his counterpart, the House 

Leader, or the Minister of Mines and Energy, and the Leader of the 

Opposition, and the Leader of the Reform Party and the spokesman, 

say, for Hines and Energy, to get together and -

AN HON.MEMBER: The hon. member for LaPoile. 

MR. ROWE: And the member for L~oile (Mr. Neary). I apologize 

sincerely and deeply to the member for LaPoile, as the leader of the -

}ffi. ROBERTS: The member for St. John's East (Mr. Marshall) the 

other independent in the House. 

8 4 c ~} 
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HR. ROWE: And the other two independents in the House. 

But, Sir, without making 2 mockery of it or joking about it, 

the ·obvious thing to do, if we are endangering any ongoing 

negotiations, is for the Premier of the Province to take 

the various leaders in this Assembly, if not, all members in 

the House of Assembly into his confidence. 

SOME HON. Mm!BERS Hear, hear! 

HR. ROBERTS: We are not endangering any negotiations. 

MR. ROWE: Now we do not expect him to start disclosing 

the details of our legal case against Quebec or the details, 

you know, the minuted details of any ongoing negotiations. 

aR. CROSBIE: It is not against Quebec. It is for Newfoundland." 

}ffi.. ROWE: Okay, well however the member wants to state it 

I am quite in agreement with it. But if I can make the point. 

The obvious thing to do is for the Premier of the Province 

to take hon. members into his confidence and explain the situation 

to them. And I am sure that every hon. member on both sides 

of this House, no matter what party of it he belongs to, will act in 

a very responsible manner. And if he does not he will be answerable,. 

not only to this House of Assembly, but to the people of Newfoundland 

and Labrador. 

SOME RON. ME!-!BERS : Hear , hear ! 

MR. ROWE: That would have been the sensible course of action 

for the Premier of this Province to take. 

SOME HON . HEUBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. ROWE: It is as simple as that. Because, Sir, we have not 

00tten the answers that we want from this administration, and 

there might be good reason for it. If there is good reason for it 

the obvious thing to do is to take us into their confidence and then 

we would act accordingly. Now, Sir, I am desperate!~ disappointed 

that this government will not move a resolution asking for the unanimous 

or the full support of this House with regards to the recall of energy 

from the Province of Quebec -

SOME HON • MID-iBERS : Hear, hear! 

8470 
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or the full support of this House with regards to the recall of 

ener~y from the Province of Quebec -

SOME HON. NEl·1BERS: Hear, hear: 

MR. ROWE : - which leads me to wonder -

NR. ROBERTS: They do not want the support of the House. 

That is ocvious. 

MR. R0v1E: - which leads me to wonder, Sir, who is 

playing the political game in this Province at the present time? 

MR. ROBERTS: They do not want the support of the House. 

SOHE HON. ~!EMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. ROWE: Who is playing the political game? Why did 

we have a dramatic one hour delay in the opening of the House 

this afternoon. And we had the ministerial statement made by the 

Premier of this Province all in great dramatic fashion, and we 

are not afforded the opportunity to support the government. 

HR. ROBERTS: 

MR. ROWE: 

MR. ROBERTS : 

MR. ROWE: 

They do not want the support of the House. 

Who is playing politics? 

They are! 

This is absolutely incredible, Sir. I cannot 

believe it. I just cannot believe it. Sir, I think this resolution 

should be moved, and all han. members be given an opportunity 

to stand up for their rights of this Province. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

It is now eleven o'clock and the motion 

under debate now dies, and I adjourn the House until tomorrow 

Friday at 10:00 A.M. This House stands adjourned until 

tomorrow Friday, Msy 21, 1976 at 10:00 A.M. 

8471 
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